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Abstract 

The focus of this work is the investigation of the complex compressible 
flow phenomena associated with high speed aerial weapons. A three dimen- 
sional multiblock finite volume flow solver was developed with the aim of 
studying the aerodynamics of missile configurations and their component 
structures. 

The first component of the study involved the aerodynamic investigation 

of the isolated components used in the design of conventional missile config- 
urations. The computational study of nine ogive-cylinder body experimental 
test cases is presented together with a new interpretation of the complex 
vortical flow including the windward appearance of a "vortex shock wave". 
In addition, a simple modification to improve the accuracy of the Baldwin- 
Lomax/Degani-Schi fl`' turbulence model is put forward, and the phenomenon 
of "phantom vorticity" in Euler solutions and its alleviation are described. 
Inclined Delta Wings in supersonic flow were computed in order to study the 
aerodynamics of wings alone, and in particular the vortex-shock interactions 

which occur on their leeward surfaces. 
The second component of the study was the computational and experimen- 

tal investigation of a generic cruciform missile configuration. The compli- 
cated interactions between shock waves and boundary/shear layers that are 
seen to occur around and in the wake of the cruciform wing arrangement 
were studied and described. 

The third component of the research involved an assessment of the pre- 
diction technologies used in the design of modern weapons. In particular the 
role of Computational Fluid Dynamics in the process of design. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This section presents the motivating factors behind the work and 
introduces some of the aerodynamic phenomena which affect the 
design and operation of modern guided and unguided weapons. 
The focus and content of each chapter of the thesis is then out- 
lined. 

Modern guided weapon configurations typically incorporate complicated 
control surfaces representing significant challenges for aerothermodynamic 
prediction. Due to very high operating speeds, however, the margin of er- 
ror in vehicle performance is very small, requiring accurate knowledge of 
the surrounding viscous flowfield. The flowfields around such geometries 
are extremely complicated, especially since they are expected to perform at 
high angles of attack, ce, and Reynolds numbers with turbulent boundary 
layers and separated flows. Figure 1.1 illustrates the flow features encoun- 
tered during such operations, and highlights some of the issues which the 
aerodynamicist must consider. 

The configuration shown is actually relatively simple since many designs 
incorporate forward lifting surfaces, instrumentation protuberances or even 
inlet manifolds for air breathing engines. Of critical importance to the flight 
dynamic performance is the aerodynamic design of the lifting and control 
surfaces. 

One or even more of the fins will be oriented in the leeward quadrants and, 
hence, will be immersed in the vortical wake generated by the forebody. The 
interaction of these vortices with the control surfaces will therefore have a 
considerable impact on the aerodynamic performance of the missile. In order 
to accurately predict the vortex/boundary layer and the vortex/shock wave 
interactions, a numerical model must first be able to accurately simulate 
the physics of the forming vortices alone. This task, however, is not trivial, 
especially when the flow field is turbulent, and much effort is still expended in 
the goal of accurate prediction technologies for slender body configurations 
in supersonic flow. 

1 
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Figure 1. I: 7'h( eotrtpliralcrl flow stiueIUP( around a rýlýalinfly shhnrplr inissih 

co IIA(IIlr(i. tion. 

The aim of tue present work was the 1nvest, igation and classification of 
the compressible, viscous flow features typicaliv encounte're'd in the flight 
envelope of tlloder11 aerial W('aj)OlIs, ill particular, an AIM-9 sparrow type 

cruciform wing missile configuration, and Ills' assessment, of* Ole prediclion 
Illethods used in their design. 

Considerable I)rogrc'tis has been makle in ºnº(Ierstaucliug and controlling 

vort. ica, l flows by exporilliental and colnt)IItalioua, l studies of the flow over 

geoiiielrically simple' components such ; is isolated bodies and wings. AI- 

t lºollgh the gvoIuivi ries arc' siiili)Iv, the flow fields may by extremely rich aitd 

complex. It, weis, therefore, (I('ci(Ic'(I to analyse the complex aerodynamic 
illteractions occurring; in the flowfiel(I ()I' file missile configuration by first 

5t. uciying the a. erodyllanºivs of' its isolated components. 
A Iiirve-(liiiiensiona. l, high resolution, niiiilihlock Navicr-Stokces solver was 
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oil t. llc' investigation of the vortical flows about isolated slender bodies a. ucl 
deltic wings. 'Flit' solvers were then applied on the prediction of the flow 
about i. winged missile configuration, and together with an experiniient. al 
invest, igat. ion, (. h(' cutnl)I('x flow physics was resolved and explained. 

The historical dev('Iol)nlc'ut of aerial weapons over 5000 years is clºart, ed 
in Appendix A. It is clear that the trend ill this clevvioi)luent, has always 
been for more accuracy in delivery, regardless of size, spvvd or killing power. 
'I'ltis motivation is as relevant, today as wh('ºI ulau liest (I('v('IO$)('cl Ill(' bow. 
Improved design I)ra. cticvs and more accuraIv prediction technologies will 
allow flltllr(' weapons ellgivteers to better ºn('c't this goal. 
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Chapter 2 describes the design process in the context of aerial weapons, 
and the prediction technologies currently employed in industry, including 

empirical, semi-empirical and numerical techniques. Chapter 3 describes 
the prediction codes employed in the study, focusing on the numerical tech- 
niques employed in the multiblock Navier-Stokes code developed for this 
investigation. The computational study of nine ogive-cylinder body exper- 
imental test cases is presented in Chapter 4 together with a new interpre- 
tation of the complex vortical flow. In addition, a simple modification to 
improve the accuracy of the Baldwin-Lomax/Degani-Schi' turbulence model 
is put forward, and a method for estimating the experimental error in sur- 
face pressure measurement using surface pressure tappings is introduced. 
The phenomenon of "phantom vorticity" in Euler solutions and its allevia- 
tion by application of a new formulation of the higher order MUSCL scheme 
is described in Chapter 5. The aerodynamics of delta wings in supersonic 
flow is investigated in Chapter 6, in order to identify the flow features as- 
sociated with the wing in the more complex flow about the full wing-body 
configuration. The aerodynamics the generic missile configuration is studied 
in Chapter 7. Both the experimental study and the corresponding numeri- 
cal investigation is presented together with an interpretation of the shock- 
wave/shear-layer/vortex interactions occurring around and downstream of 
the cruciform wing arrangement. Chapter 8 then discusses the applicability 
of the various prediction methods employed in the study, to the cost effective 
design of aerial weapons, and Chapter 9 presents a list of the conclusions 
derived from the research. 



Chapter 2 

Aerial Weapon Design 

The process of design and its component stages are introduced 
in this section. The prediction methods currently employed in 
the design of aerial weapons, are then reviewed, together with an 
assessment of their applicability and their relative cost effective- 
ness. 

2.1 Engineering Design 

The design of high speed aerospace vehicles and weapons to efficiently meet 
both performance and economic constraints is no trivial task. A modern 
launch vehicle or air-to-air missile represents state of the art technology, 
many years work and millions of tax payers pounds to develop. Considerable 

efforts are being expended in all fields of engineering and manufacturing to 
develop more efficient design techniques in order to more accurately match 
performance to specification, to increase quality, and to reduce development 

costs and thus increase profit margins. 
Engineering design is the solution to a technical problem, and the optimi- 

sation of that solution, within the given material, technological and economic 
constraints. The design process must take into account the function of the 
design, its end user, the manufacturing process and its organisation, and 
not least the manufacturing cost, the operation cost, and the cost of design 

and development itself. 
The design process of an aeronautical vehicle can be said to go through 

three different phases, the boundaries of which are not precisely fixed, and 
vary depending on the nature of that vehicle: 

Conceptual Design: Conceptual design usually begins with either a 
specific set of design requirements from a prospective customer, or a 
company derived guess as to what future customers may need. The con- 
cept definition stage generates some initial solutions which are analysed 

4 
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before a particular design concept is chosen. It is here that the gen- 
eral configuration, sizing and weights are developed, the engine type and 
thrust level, and the arrangement of the aerodynamic control surfaces. 
The entire configuration will be developed through an iterative process of 
design drawing, analysis, and optimization, until the finished conceptual 
design is complete. 

Preliminary Design: Preliminary design can be said to begin when 
the concept has been decided, the general configuration design has been 
developed, and all component technologies decided on. The configuration 
can be expected to remain as depicted on the conceptual design drawing, 

although minor revisions may occur. Here, the specialists in such areas 
as aerodynamics, structures, control systems and flight dynamics, will 
design and analyse their portion of the vehicle, and testing is initiated 
in areas such as aerodynamics, propulsion, structures and stability and 
control. The principal objective of preliminary design is to prepare for 
the detail design stage where prototypes will be manufactured, and all 
components must be fabricated. It is therefore important at this stage to 
include inputs from the manufacturing departments in order to effectively 
match the component design with efficient manufacture and production. 

Detail Design: This starts with the individual components being de- 

signed for manufacture along with the machine tools etc. to perform 
this task. During this stage all full scale systems are exhaustively tested 
before the full scale configuration is assembled. Finally, the complete 
system will be tested - for aerospace vehicles this is called flight testing. 

The specific prediction methods employed, and where in the design pro- 
cess they take place are critical factors which influence how accurately the 
design requirements are met, and also the financial costs of design and sub- 
sequent manufacture. The following section introduces the prediction tech- 

nologies specific to high speed aerodynamics. 

2.2 Prediction Technologies 

There are a number of prediction methods available in the missile aerody- 
namicist's toolkit. The flow about a configuration can be analysed by man- 
ufacturing a scale model and testing it under the appropriate conditions in 

a wind tunnel. The designer can also estimate aerodynamic characteristics 
by employing simple mathematical theories coupled with experimental data 
from similar configurations or conditions that can be extrapolated or inter- 
polated. In addition to these experimental and empirical methodologies, the 
aerodynamicist can now employ digital computers to simulate the flow over 
complex geometries. Each of analysis technique has its own advantages and 
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disadvantages, and incorporates inherent inaccuracies in its representation 
of actual flight conditions. The following sections briefly outline the three 
main analysis methods and present the issues which have to be addressed 
when analysing an aerodynamic design. 

2.2.1 Empirical and Semi-Empirical Methods 

These methods employ existing experimental databases for similar configu- 
rations and conditions and use interpolation or extrapolation together with 
simple theoretical models such as slender body theory and second order 
shock-expansion theory. Semi-empirical methods are the most widely em- 
ployed tools in aeronautical design. They require very small computational 
resources and time to calculate the aerodynamic characteristics of different 
configurations for systematic design studies. 

Most semi-empirical codes, such as Missile DATCOM [10] and the Engi- 
neering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU) code, are based on component build-up 
methods. The aerodynamic characteristics of the individual components 
of a configuration, such as forebodies, wings and tails, are estimated using 
simple theory or data sheets. The individual component characteristics are 
then combined by a suitable treatment of the way each component affects 
each of the others, introducing mutual interference factors. 

The theories employed in empirically based methods rely on numerous 
simplifying assumptions, and the experimental data bases will be valid only 
for a limited set of configurations and conditions. Inaccuracies in empirical 
predictions will, therefore, occur for configurations or for operating condi- 
tions which are very much different from those in the existing data bases. 
Semi-empirical methods become invalid when the aerodynamic coefficients 
are small compared with the interference effects. In addition, these tech- 
niques furnish only a limited number of aerodynamic characteristics such 
as forces and pressure coefficients on the surface, and are unable to provide 
predictions over the whole flow field. 

2.2.2 Semi-Empirical Methods for Supersonic Missile Design 

The following semi-empirical methods are those most commonly employed 
in the design analysis of supersonic missiles and are incorporated into Missile 
DATCOM and ESDU design codes. 

Slender Body Theory 

Developed by Munk (1932) from small perturbation theory and later refined 
by Ward (1949), slender body theory for slender bodies of revolution at 
supersonic speeds assumes that the angle of attack a is small and that the 
gradient of the velocity potential in the streamwise direction is negligible. 
The inviscid component of the normal force per unit length is given by: 
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al dA 
fl = q,, sin2acos 

(2 
I Tx (2.1) 

where dA/dx is the gradient of the cross-section area at the given axial 
station along the body. 

Further development by Allen (1949) introduced the non-linear effect of 
viscous crossflow to the theory. Allen assumed that the total force on the 

slender body is equal to the inviscid force fr per unit length plus a viscous 
crossflow force per unit length given by: 

fv = 2q... rcpCD�sin2ca (2.2) 

where r is the local body radius at the desired axial station, CD� is the 
2D crossflow drag coefficient found from simple theory (such as Newtonian 
Impact Theory) or an empirical database at the specific crossflow values of 
Reynolds number and Mach number, and ýO is a 3D proportionality factor 

which accounts for the longitudinal development of the leeside vortices in 
3D. 

Second Order Shock-Expansion Method 

Eggers derived first order shock expansion theory for bodies of revolution 
at supersonic speeds in 1951 by an approximation to the method of char- 
acteristics. The body shape is modelled as a series of conical elements and 
the pressure on each element is estimated as p=p, - pe where p, is the 
pressure on a cone of half angle equivalent to the slope of the local ele- 
ment, obtained from oblique shock relations, and pe is the pressure due to 
expansion over the next element obtained from a Prandtl-Meyer expansion 
solution. This method assumes that the expansion waves created by the 
change of curvature of body surface are totally absorbed by the shock with 
no reflections back to the surface, such that the pressure along a conical 
element is constant. 

Syverson et al (1953), (1957) extended the theory to second order by defin- 
ing the pressure on each element in the form: 

P= Po - (Pc - pe) e-'' (2.3) 

where i9 is a parameter based on the local pressure gradient. 
Second Order Shock Expansion Theory is an inviscid theory and vis- 

cous crossflow effects can be introduced by use of Allen's crossflow method 
previously discussed. 
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Methods for Thin Wings at Supersonic Speed 

Various methods can be employed in the estimation of the force character- 
istics of isolated wings at supersonic speeds, depending on factors such as 
sweepback (ie: whether the leading edge is supersonic or subsonic), thick- 
ness, planform shape, etc. Pitts, Nielsen and Kattari (1957) applied the 
concepts of slender body theory to the estimation of overall forces and mo- 
ment characteristics but their methods cannot yield detailed pressure and 
load distributions. 

Modern codes such as Missile DATCOM employ Three Dimensional Thin 
Wing Theory which is the supersonic version of Lifting Surface Theory which 
solves the three dimensional perturbation equation. This method calculates 
inviscid lift and pitching moment and pressure distributions. Wave drag 
can be estimated using Shock Expansion Theory while non-linear vortical 
characteristics can be estimated empirically or by Aliens crossflow technique 
with the appropriate crossflow drag coefficient. 

Component Build-Up Methods for Complete Configurations 

Once the aerodynamic characteristics of the individual components are eval- 
uated, the aerodynamic characteristics of the entire missile configuration 
can be estimated by taking into account the aerodynamic interference pro- 
duced when the components are brought together and combining the inter- 
fered characteristics in an appropriate manner. The most universal method 
for calculation of the interference between various missile components into 
aeroprediction codes is that developed by Pitts, Nielsen and Kattari. This 
method identifies three forms of interference; i) the interference due to the 
presence of the wing on the body, ii) the effect of the body on the wing and 
iii) the effect of upstream vortices on wings or fins. Methods have also been 
developed to model the effects of wing-wing and shockwave interference. 

Modern Aeroprediction codes such as Missile DATCOM, ESDU and the 
US Navy Aeroprediction 93 code [39], extensively employ the theoretical 
methods briefly outlined here but use many empirical databases which are 
hard coded into the software and which differentiate one from the other. 
Experience has shown that these semi-empirical codes applied within the 
applicability of their constituent methods, can predict the force and moment 
characteristics, at low to moderate angle of attack, with an accuracy to 
within about 10-20 percent. 

2.2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Numerical solution of a discretised set of governing equations will provide a 
complete flowfield definition with fewer limitations and restrictive assump- 
tions than empirical techniques. Computational Fluid Dynamic methods 
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are therefore essential to compute the aerodynamics of unconventional con- 
figurations such as air-breathing missiles, to determine load distributions 
for structural calculations, local flow properties and to provide the designer 
with the fundamental information on the physical effects taking place in 
complex flow fields. 

There are many problems with CFD, however. The discretisation of the 
governing equations introduces inaccuracy due to numerical error. The accu- 
rate resolution of compressible flows requires the use of complex numerical 
techniques which need high levels of computational power. The accurate 
modelling of transition and subsequent turbulent flow is a problem which 
still eludes the scientific community. 

2.2.4 Experiments 

Wind Tunnel Testing 

With wind tunnel experiments the designer can test a scale model of a real 
complex configuration such as a combat aircraft loaded with its full com- 
plement of fuel tanks and weaponry in as much detail as costs will allow. 
The wind tunnel permits the observation of, and acquisition of aerodynamic 
data from, physical flow phenomena. Wind tunnel experiments, however, 

are relatively expensive because of the costs of design, manufacture and con- 
struction of the model and because of the high wind-tunnel costs of energy, 
personnel, maintenance and measurement instrumentation. Furthermore, 
the wind tunnel flow field is an artificial environment which may not strictly 
represent flight conditions. Problems can arise with the effects of scaling, 
where the flow properties must be scaled in relation to the dimensions of 
the experimental and full size configurations. Other sources of inaccura- 
cies include the effects of tunnel wall boundary layers, blockage, and non- 
uniformity of the test section flow conditions. 

Flight Testing 

More costly still are the experiments performed on full size prototypes in 
actual flight - flight testing. Here there are no problems with scale effects or 
with tunnel blockage, and the affects of actual atmospheric conditions such 
as turbulence intensity are included in the aerodynamic data. The costs of 
such experiments, however, usually relegate flight testing to the very end of 
the design process. 

Both forms of experimental analysis, however, suffer from the limitations 
of the measurement instrumentation. All instruments exhibit varying levels 
of inaccuracy to measure actual conditions. In addition flow conditions can, 
in general, only be measured at discrete points on the surface of the config- 
uration, or within the flow field in its vicinity. This means that important 
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flow features can be poorly resolved, or even missed completely. Section 4.2 
presents an analysis of the experimental error in static pressure measure- 
ment arising from the disturbance of the flowfield due to pressure tappings, 
and is relevant to the error analysis in subsequent sections. 

2.3 Computational Aerodynamics 

The most comprehensive mathematical description of continuum fluid flow 

are the Navier-Stokes equations, developed independently by C. Navier and 
G. Stokes between 1820 and 1845. Different forms of these governing equa- 
tions can be derived based on the level that they approximate the physical 
fluid flow. The engineer can decide how much to reduce the Navier-Stokes 

equations and still predict the aerodynamic characteristics to acceptable lev- 

els of accuracy. The following chart presents the various approximations that 
can be applied to the Navier-Stokes equations, starting from the most com- 
prehensive solutions by direct numerical simulation, down to the linearized 
form of the potential equation. 

The following section discusses the applicability of the different models 
used for missile aerodynamic prediction. 

2.3.1 Models for Continuum Flow 

Linearized Potential Methods 

The most common techniques to solve the linearized potential equation are 
the surface singularity techniques. For the analysis of subcritical flows, these 
"panel methods" are very effective tools for engineering purposes. The ex- 
tension of panel methods to supersonic flows, however, require special treat- 
ment of Mach wave reflections in the interior of bodies and also of disconti- 
nuities of singularity distributions across panels [22]. Panel methods are not 
capable of handling detached shock waves adequately, but when they are 
applicable they can estimate aerodynamic characteristics with good accu- 
ra, cy and with reasonable computational cost. They are, however, linearized 
methods which means that they are limited to slender bodies at very small 
angles of attack. This is a very severe restriction for missile aerodynamic ap- 
plications, and so extensions have been developed to include the non-linear 
effects due to vortices. 

Full Potential Methods 

The full potential equation in integral form can be solved iteratively and 
vortex models may be introduced in a similar fashion as employed in panel 
methods. Full potential methods are normally field-based finite difference 
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Figure 2.1: Approximation Levels of the Governing Equations for Contin- 

uum Flow Prediction 

schemes, need finer grids than linearized schemes which are surface-based 
and are more numerically sensitive. 

Euler Equations 

The Euler equations represent the full set of conservation equations for con- 
tinuous, inviscid media. They allow "weak" solutions and can therefore 
predict physical discontinuities such as shock waves. Unlike potential meth- 
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ods, the Euler equations allow rotational flow and thus convect vorticity 
without the necessity of introducing point vortices to the flow field. Vor- 
ticity generation due to physical viscosity, however, is not described by the 
Euler equations except by a curved shock or by numerical dissipation caused 
by a coarse grid. In addition, the Euler equations cannot model the physical 
diffusion of vorticity which can only take place by numerical dissipation. 

The Euler equations can be solved in three dimensions by two techniques. 
Time marching schemes advance all the flow variables in the field in time 
until a steady solution is obtained. These methods can be used for any 
speed range, but the computational cost is far greater than for surface ele- 
ment techniques and the 3D grid generation required represents considerable 
effort. 

If the flow is purely supersonic such that the Euler equations are hy- 

perbolic in space in the streamwise direction, a space marching approach 
may be used. This technique involves streamwise plane by plane iteration 
using only upstream information for each step. At any one station, only two 
streamwise planes need to be stored and so space marching codes require 
much less computational memory and time to obtain a solution. 

Boundary Layer Methods 

Viscous effects can be introduced within an Euler code without the addition 
of viscous terms to form the Navier-Stokes equations. This is achieved by 
solving the boundary layer equations which assume that the the boundary 
layer is attached and very thin. The boundary layer equations are parabolic 
and can therefore be solved using a space marching technique. For slen- 
der missile body flows where considerable portions of the flow field contain 
viscous features, boundary layer methods are invalid. 

Navier-Stokes Equations 

Until very recently, the Navier-Stokes code is a tool which has rarely been 
used in missile design due to the great effort required. The Navier-Stokes 
equations represent the full set of conservation equations for a viscous con- 
tinuum media and will predict all physical flow features. Given a sufficient 
grid resolution in the boundary layer, Navier-Stokes codes are capable of 
predicting skin friction and heat transfer at body surfaces. 

For turbulent flows the equations can be solved by Direct Numerical 
Simulation, but because this technique would require huge computational 
resources which are beyond the capabilities of modern computing, simpli- 
fying assumptions must be made. The most widely employed simplifica- 
tion is that attributed to Reynolds which involves the time averaging of 
rapidly fluctuating flow variables. The "Reynolds-Averaged" Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) equations then require a turbulence model for the prescription of 
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turbulent length and time scales to complete the set of governing equations. 
Turbulence modelling still presents one of the main problems for practical 
aerodynamic simulation and, is such, a research field in itself. 

A further approximation neglects the viscous terms in the non-surface- 
normal directions and leads to the "Thin Layer" Navier-Stokes equations. 
The "Parabolized" Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations are obtained by neglect- 
ing the streamwise viscous term and assuming the flow is steady and super- 
sonic outside the boundary layer. The PNS equations, by their mathematical 
nature, are restricted to the solution of steady supersonic flows with no lo- 

calized, reverse flow in the streamwise direction. Steady supersonic flows 

over slender bodies at low to moderate angle of attack, which are important 

cases in the design of high speed weapons, are ideally suited for prediction 
by PNS solvers. In addition, the PNS equations can be solved using the 

space marching approach and therefore require much less time and compu- 
tational effort to obtain solutions than the full Navier-Stokes equations. For 

these reasons PNS codes are now widely employed within the missile design 

community. 
The work described in this thesis focuses on the application and accuracy 

of RANS, PNS and Euler methods to describe the flows commonly experi- 
enced by high speed missiles operating up to moderate angle of attack. 

2.4 Complex Geometries: Multiblock Techniques 

The accurate prediction of the flow around complex three dimensional con- 
figurations relies on both the capability of the solver to resolve the desired 
flow features, and the quality of the computational mesh on which it solves 
the governing equations. 

The task of generating a three dimensional mesh on which to perform a 
computational simulation is not a straightforward process, and represents 
the major contribution to the total process to gain an engineering solution. 
The quality of a computational solution around a complex geometry such 
as a finned missile, or a complete aircraft configuration depends very highly 
on the resolution and smoothness of the computational grid. The grid must 
be sufficiently dense that the numerical approximation converges to a physi- 
cally accurate solution resolving features such as boundary layers and shock 
waves. On the other hand, the grid must not be so dense that the memory 
or the CPU time required renders the solution impractical. 

Analysis and experience have shown that orthogonality, smoothness and 
a suitable point distribution in regions of expected high gradients in the 
flow variables are beneficial. The accuracy of solution algorithms are often 
highly degraded on grids that are too skewed. The accuracy of a numerical 
approximation may also be degraded if there is discontinuous cell stretch- 
ing. A body conforming grid is also desirable since it lends itself better for 
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the application of boundary conditions, and allows for the use of various 
approximate equations such as the boundary layer equations. 

The way in which a point in a grid is related to other points has been 
used to define the different types of grid which have been employed. These 
usually fall into two categories [83]; i) structured grids usually use quadri- 
lateral cells in 2D and hexahedral cells in 3D and can be body conforming 
or non-conforming (cartesian), and ii) unstructured grids which are distin- 
guished by their lack of geometric regularity and usually employ triangular 
cells in 2D and tetrahedral cells in 3D. Recently hybrid techniques such as 
the CHIMERA and semi-structured methods, have been developed which 
employ both types of grids in different regions of the domain in order to 
make use of the flexibility of the unstructured approach while maintaining 
the structure in regions of the flow where it is beneficial. For the purpose of 
the current investigation it was decided to employ the structured multiblock 
grid philosophy. 

Two major problems must be addressed when designing a multiblock 
solver. Firstly it must be ensured that the solution algorithm is conservative 
across block interfaces. Secondly, a consistent method for the management 
of block topology and interconnectivity must be developed. Conservation 

of mass is achieved by the condition that neighbouring blocks meet exactly 
at the interface and is aided by the further requirement that the grid must 
be completely continuous across block interfaces. Complete continuity at 
the interfaces, that is, continuity of slope and curvature of grid lines, is not 
trivial and implies that the grid lines are as differentiably smooth as lines 
interior to the blocks. This requirement leads to the use of ghost cells. 

Consider the 2D block shown in Figure 2.2. Any block of size i= 
1, ... 

imax, j=1, ... 
jmax is increased to a size i=1,... imax + 4, j= 

1... jmax + 4. This ghosted block is thus enclosed within a set of points 
representing the boundary points of adjacent blocks. During the iterative 

solution procedure, the ghost points are updated with values from adjacent 
blocks, after each iteration. The obvious disadvantage with this technique is 

the resulting increase in memory requirement when several blocks are stored 
at once. 

For three dimensional blocks two layers of ghost cells are usually added to 
maintain second order accuracy in space. Such ghost points then maintain 
the required boundary conditions. Another difficulty, frequently encoun- 
tered with multi-blocked grids is that of the singular point. This is the 
point where a number of blocks intersect, and several families of curves co- 
incide. The usual finite difference formulations for partial derivatives cannot 
be defined at singular points, and so a different formulation must be derived 
for these cases. 

Each block has its own curvilinear coordinate system which is indepen- 
dent of those in adjacent blocks. The local coordinates within each block 
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2D 3D 

-------------------- 

x Block Boundary Points 

" Ghost Points 

Figure 2.2: 2D and 3D blocks bounded by ghost points 

may not be aligned in the same sense, and a situation could arise where the 

q= constant lines in one block correspond to lines of constant ý in another. 
Thompson and Weatherill [73] showed that for a three dimensional block 
having a local right handed set of axes (I, J, K) there are 24 possible orienta- 
tions leading to 24 possible ways in which one block may be oriented with 
respect to another, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

In a multiblock environment it is therefore necessary to define a way of 
describing the relative position of one block with respect to the others. This 
is done by defining a block connectivity matrix. It is not necessary to define 

a list of point coordinates and connectivities, as required with unstructured 
meshes. It is essential, only to define how each block and its coordinate 
system correspond to its neighbours and to implement a suitable technique 
to pass information between them. A number of papers have been published 
on this subject [73] [58]. 

The multiblock concept is not restricted to any particular mesh gener- 
ation technique. In addition, from a mathematical and numerical point of 
view, there is no difference between a single block and a multiblock solver. 
The difference lies in the incorporation of an interface boundary condition. 
In fact a different equation system may be solved within each block in order 
to cut down on computational cost. For instance, within blocks contain- 
ing wall boundaries, the Navier-Stokes equations may be solved, whereas 
inside blocks away from walls, the Euler equations may be solved with the 

appropriate shock capturing scheme. 
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Figure 2.3: Possible Orientations for a 3D 2 Block System 



Chapter 3 

The Computational 
Predictive Tools 

The mathematical and numerical basis of the CIZANS3D solver, 
used in the aerodynamic analysis, is described in this section 
together with descriptions of the other predictive tools employed. 

For the computational investigation of the aerodynamics of aerial weapon 
components and configurations presented in this thesis, a multiblock three- 
dimensional time marching Navier-Stokes solver (CRANS3D) was developed 
using the Fortran 77 programming language. The software was designed as 
an engineering and scientific tool for the solution of the governing equations 
of fluid flow and can solve both the steady Navier-Stokes and Euler equations 
by the finite volume technique within a structured domain. 

In addition, the Parabolized Navier-Stokes solver developed by Qin, Lud- 
low and Shaw [61] [53] was employed on the same cases in order to assess 
the accuracy and efficiency of both approaches with reference to the design 

of aerial weapons. The USAF Missile DATCOM code was also employed to 
predict the force and moment characteristics of a number of configurations. 

3.1 CRANS3D: Governing Equations And Their 
Discretisation 

The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be integrated within 
the finite volume framework. The conservative laws of mass, momentum 
and energy can then be written in the integral form. Thus, within a control 
volume V bounded by surface S: 

8f 
UdV + fs (H n) dS =0 (3.1) 

17 
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where n is the outward unit vector normal to the surface and U the 
vector of conservative variables. 

p 
pu 

U= pv 
pw 
pE 

The flux tensor H is expressed as: 

H=(E1-E1')i+(F'-F1')j 

+(GI - Gv)k 
(3.2) 

Here, i, j and k are the Cartesian unit vectors, and the corresponding 
Cartesian flux vectors are given below, where superscripts I and V corre- 
spond to the convective and diffusive contributions respectively. 

pu 
put+p 

EI = puv 
puw 

pu (E + p/p) 

pv 
puv 

Fj = pv2 +p 
pvw 

pv(E+PIp) 

pw 
puw 

GI = pvw 
pw2+p 

pw (E + p/p) 

and; 

00 
EV 

Tx, 

FV 
ryx 

r == xv rvag 
Tx, z Ty, z 
e. O 
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0 
Tzx 

Gv =r zy 
Tzz 

(0, 

The components of the viscous shear stress tensor rr, the thermal energy 
flux 9 and heat conduction flux q are given by: 

6x=wl 
, _, 

+vrxy+wry-. -qx 
By = uray + vTyy + wry, r - qy 
ez=ur,, 

z+vry-F wrz, z - qz 

we- k4uý _ 
övew1 Txx =3e yy- _ -57/ 

2 äv äu öw 
Tvv= k2Ty -7; -xr 
Tzz -R 

(2 Of äx ävý 

r -p- 
Nau 

&r) xL=lyx-Rek&V+öx 
ý (8v öw 

TV = TzU - Re \ö+ öy 

Tzx = Txx Re 
\7; + Tx- / 

_ qx = ry-1 1. ePr 
(8äTx 

qu = , Y-1 M. RePr \y 

qz =- 
_l) 

9T 

,oer 
\'g1 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In the above equations p, u, v, w, p and E denote density, the three Carte- 
sian velocity components, the pressure and the specific energy respectively. 
The code, however, is written in non-dimensional form, which accounts 
for the appearance of Mach number M, the Reynolds number Re and the 
Prandtl number Pr. The dimensionless flow variables are defined as: 

x= x*/L 
u= u*/Uoo 
v= v*/U. 
to = w*/U00 
p= P*/P,. Uöo (3.5) 
p= P*/Poo 
µ= µ*lµ0- 
T=T*/T 
Et = Et /p,, UO2. 

where the non-dimensional variables are related to the local physical vari- 
ables (denoted with an asterix *) and their physical freestream values. 
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The total specific energy Et (ie: per unit mass) is related to the specific 
internal energy e by: 

Et-P e+ 
(U2+V2+w2) 

2 
(3.6) 

In non-dimensional form, the perfect gas equation of state can be given 
as: 

p= (, y- 1)pe (3.7) 

or for non-dimensional temperature as: 

T=yAI (3.8) 
P 

To complete the set of equations, the molecular viscosity coefficient µ is 
simply give by Sutherlands law as: 

110.4) (1 + 
T' .5 (T+ 110.4 

(3.9) 
T. 

The inviscid form of the governing equations, the Euler equations, are 
obtained simply by neglecting the viscous fluxes, Ei', Ft', GV. 

A convenient way of solving Equation (3.1) is to treat each hexahedral cell 
as a control volume (ij, k) as illustrated in Figure 3.1 with the cell averaged 
flow properties stored at the cell centres. The conservative fluxes passing 
through each cell interface are computed using the flow properties on either 
side. Equation (3.1) then becomes: 

jit- 
(Vi, J, kUi, 7, k) + Hi+l, 

7, k , dsi-Ei,. 
7, k 

- Hi-. I, j, k - d'Si-,,. 7, k + Hi, j+;, k - d'Si, 
J+z, k 

- Hi,. i-Jk - dSi,. i-,, k + Hi. 1, k+; - dSi, 9, k+z 

- H;, j, k- " dS+, j, k-; =0 

The three forward surface vectors are evaluated as: 
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dS; +, i, k =2 
(ri+2, 

j+;, k+ - k-) X 
(ri+ý, 

j+z, k-ý - ri+z, j-zk+z) 

dSi, 
i+2, k =2 \ri F2,. i+z, k+z - ri_ý, ii ý, k-z) X 

(3.11) 
(ri-z, 

j+z, k+z - ri+z, 9+ý, k-i) 

dSi,. 
1, k+j =2 

(ri+z, 
j+2, k+i - ri_'-,. 7-f, k+l) x 

(ri-l, 
J+i, k+z - ri+i, j-i, k+ý 

where the vector r denotes the position vector of the grid points. 

The remaining backward surface vectors are evaluated in a similar fash- 
ion. The cell volume is then evaluated using the expression: 

Vi, j, k -3 
(dsi+l, 

1, k + dSi,. t+z, k + dSi, 7, k+L) ' (3.12) 
(ri+J,. 

i+J, k+f - ri-jj-J, k-J) 

Equation (3.10) can be rewritten in a curvilinear coordinate system thus: 

Figure 3.1: Flux Balance for Cell Centred Finite Volume Technique 
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(Vi,. i, kUj,. i, k) + Ei+z,. i, k - Ei- 

+ Fi, j+;, k - F,, ý-;, k + G+, ý, k+; 
(3.13) 

0 

where - denotes that the flux has been evaluated by the addition of 
the convective contribution, computed using Oshers Approximate Riemann 
Solver, and the numerical diffusive terms. 

3.1.1 Oshers Approximate Riemann Solver and MUSCL Vari- 
able Extrapolation 

The convective fluxes are evaluated using Oshers approximate Riemann 
Solver [44] which has been extensively tested for high speed viscous ap- 
plications by Qin et al [8], [61], [54]. Qin demonstrated that the scheme 
is extremely effective in capturing shock waves and shear flows without the 

necessity of the entropy fix used with the Roe scheme [59] in order to prevent 
non-physical expansion shocks. Osher's scheme is given as: 

E++,,. i, k =2 
[E (UL, dS; +,,. i, k) + 

1 UR O (3.14) 
E (UR, dSi+, 

, j, k) 
]-2 JUL 1 ýU I dU 

where: 

E (UL, dSi+z, i, k) = 
(i 

- dSi+z, 
J, k) E 

(3.15) 
+ ýj 

" dS; +,, j, k) F+ (k 
" dSi+l2j, k) G 

The integration of Equation (3.14), given the variables UL on the left 
of the interface and UR on the right, is carried out along a path piecewise, 
parallel to the eigenvectors of the Jacobian. The P-variant ordering of the 
Osher fluxes has been utilized in the present investigation. The left and 
right states, UL and UR, are determined using the MUSCL scheme of van 
Leer [29] and an appropriate limiter in order to obtain higher order spatial 
accuracy. Qin [52] found that the use of primitive variables in the vari- 
able extrapolation was more robust, such that negative pressure errors were 
more easily avoided. The MUSCL scheme is therefore employed using the 
primitive variable vector u as: 
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uj+ 
L 

2k=uj, 
k 

f( 8l 
+L\4/ [(1-ýcs)+(1+rs)A+ 

R1u 
', k (3.16) 

j+z, k -_Uji1, k 

- 
[(8) 

Ns)6'+]ul 4J j+i, k 

where the parameter n determines the spatial accuracy of the extrap- 
olation scheme, and the parameter s limits the high order terms in the 
extrapolation, which cause oscillations at discontinuities. For the present 
study rc is set to 3 which corresponds to a nominally third order upwind 
scheme, and s is implemented using the formulation of Anderson et al [3] 
which is written as: 

20+uA-u +E 
(O+u)2 + (0_u)2 +E 

(3.17) 

where c is a small number to prevent division by zero in regions of negli- 
gible gradients. 

3.1.2 Diffusive Flux Treatment 

The diffusive, or viscous, terms are computed at the cell interfaces by use of 
Gauss's theorem within a secondary control volume surrounding the centre 
of the given cell interface as shown in Figure 3.2. The required area vectors 
and derivatives can then be evaluated by interpolation from surrounding 
values. For the derivatives on the cell interface between the cells (i, j, k) and 
(i+l, j, k), the following approximation was used: 

au 
:- (uFdSF - UBdSB + uRdSR C ax / i+; , j, k (3.18) 

-uLdSL + uUdSU - uDdSD) /V, "+J, j, k 

where V, "+l, j, k is the average volume of the cells (ij, k) and (i+l, j, k) and: 

UF = Ui+l, j, k 
UB - ui, j, k 

R/ U= (ui, j+l, k + Ui+1, j+1, k + Ui, j, k + Ui+l, j, k) /4 

UL - ui, j-l, k + 'ui-Fl, j-1, k + Ui, j, k + ui+l, j, k) /4 

uu` (ui, j, k+1 + Ui+l, j, k+1 + Ui, j, k + Ui+l, j, k) /4 
D U ui, j, k-1 + ui+l, j, k-1 + ui, j, k + ui+l, j, k) /4 
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dSF = (idS', j, k + idS'+i, j, k /2 
dSB = (idS', j, k + idSI_13'k /2 
dSR = (idS', j, k + idS'+ii, k /2 
dSL = idS', i-1'k + idSi, i-lk) /2 
dSU = (idS', j, k + idS'+l, j, k) /2 
dSD = (idS', j, k-' + idS`+i, j, k-1) /2 

Similar expressions are employed for the other gradients and cell inter- 
faces. 

3.1.3 Local Time Stepping 

Since the time dependent approach is used to solve the steady-state equa- 
tions, the local time stepping approach is employed. This allows a greater 
time step to be applied in areas of coarse grid resolution. The time step is 
calculated as follows: 

Figure 3.2: Interface Flux Treatment 
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At <CFL/(Iu"ddj+Iu"diiI+Iu"dCI 
+a (I dýI +I dill + Id(I) (3.19) 

+b (IdýI2 +I d77 I2 + Id( I2)) 

where a is the local sound speed, CFL is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
number and: 

__ 
27u b 

pPrRe 
Convergence is measured by calculating the root-mean square of the ratio 

of the current to the initial residual. In each block the square of the residual 
in each cell is summed up, and then the values for each block are summed 
up to give the square of the residual for the whole domain. The square root 
of this global value is then calculated. 

11RIJ 
_ 

Enblocks (Eijk 112) 

1 ýn6locka (ýijk R2i»itia1 
(3.20) 

Convergence is deemed to have been achieved after URIj drops to 10-4, 
that is, four orders of reduction. 

3.1.4 Boundary Conditions 

CRANS3D employs a number of boundary conditions. Each boundary con- 
dition can be applied on any of the six sides of the given block. A transmis- 
sive boundary condition has been implemented based on the approximate 
solution of the Riemann boundary problem on the local cell face. The ve- 
locity normal to the local cell face is determined together with the speed of 
sound on either side. The cell face can then be treated using either i) a su- 
personic inflow, ii) supersonic outflow, iii) subsonic inflow or iv) a subsonic 
outflow Reimann boundary solution. An approximate solution of the Rie- 
mann boundary problem is also used in the prescription of the Euler wall 
boundary condition where the velocity normal to the boundary is set to 
zero leaving only the tangential components for a slip boundary treatment. 
For the viscous case, the no-slip condition is applied and an adiabatic or 
isothermal boundary condition can be applied depending on the input wall 
temperature. The solver also includes a symmetry boundary condition, a 
singular line and singular point boundary condition and an extrapolation 
boundary condition for supersonic outflow, each of which can be applied on 
any of the six sides of a block. For a detailed discussion of the approximate 
solution of the Riemann boundary problem refer to Spekreijse [68]. 
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3.2 Turbulence Closure: The Baldwin-Lomax Ap- 
proach 

The turbulent eddy viscosity was computed by the use of the Baldwin-Lomax 
algebraic turbulence model [4] with the Degani-Schiff modification [14] for 
highly separated crossflows. The approach has been successfully used before 
for the prediction of slender body, vortex dominated flows. The model is still 
very popular due to its ease of implementation and simplicity, combined with 
the relative accuracy compared to more complex models for this application. 

The Standard Model (1978) Baldwin and Lomax modified the Cebeci- 
Smith algebraic turbulence model [11] by substituting new conditions at 
the outer edge of the shear flow. Their method was more efficient since it 
eliminated the need to define the edge of the boundary layer. The standard 
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [4] is quoted as follows. The effective 
viscosity is written in the conventional form, with the laminar (molecular) 
and turbulent components. 

14 _ Plaminar + µturbulent 

where: 

(3.21) 

Uturbulent -{ 
(µtur)inner, Y< Ycroaaover (3.22) 

l ({µtur)outer, y> Ycroaaover 

and y is the local distance normal to the wall, and ycroaeover is the smallest 
value of y at which the turbulent viscosities calculated by both inner and 
outer formulas are equal. 

The mixing length formulation and eddy viscosity concept applies in the 
fully turbulent region of the boundary layer, excluding the buffer layer and 
laminar sublayer close to the wall. They can be modified, in order to make 
them applicable over the entire boundary layer by using various empirical 
expressions such as the Van-Driest (1956) damping factor, applied to the 
mixing length model as: 

L. 1ý1-e'"/A) (3.23) 

where A is a damping length constant defined as 26v(r,,, /p)-1/2. This 
expression provides continuous velocity and shear distributions for turbulent 
flow through the non-turbulent to the inner turbulent region. However, by 
Van-Driest's definition of A, it is restricted to flows of negligible pressure 
gradient. 
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The viscosity in the inner layer in the Baldwin-Lomax model is calculated 
by the Prandtl-Van Driest formulation. 

(µtur)inner = . 0121 WI (3.24) 

where: 

I= ky(1- e'y+/A+) (3.25) 

with k being the Karman constant, and Iw( is the magnitude of the local 
vorticity vector given by: 

_ 
Su Sv 2 Sw 2 Sw 

- 
Su 2 

Iwl (Sy 
Tx) + 

(8V 
Sz Sy) + 

(Sx 
Sz) 

(3.26) 

and the friction height, y+ is expressed as: 

y+=y 
VE", au_'y air' 

ab µw 
(3.27) 

In the outer region, for attached boundary layers the Cebeci-Smith model 
gives the turbulent viscosity coefficient as: 

ýItturýouter = KU6*(1 + 5.5(y/5)6 ' (3.28 

where ö is the boundary layer thickness, 8* is the displacement thickness 
and K is the Clauser constant. This relationship was based on the Clauser 
Relation for the outer region of the boundary layer, which states: 

(I2tur)outer = aPvea* (3.29) 

Baldwin and Lomax modified the Cebeci-Smith formulation using the 
assumption that the maximum of the moment of vorticity is related to the 
boundary layer thickness. Their formulation is given as follows: 

(IAtur)outer = KCcpPF'wakeFkleb 

where Cp is an additional constant, and: 

(3.30) 

tYmasFinax F'wake = mZn CwkYmaxQ Finax 3.31) 
dýJý 
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Here the quantity Ud; f represents a velocity scale and expresses the dif- 
ference between maximum and minimum total velocity along the same line. 
The second term is taken to be zero for wall bounded flows. 

Ud; f=(u2+V2+ w2) /x-(u2+v2+ w2) 
/2 (3.32) 

and Finax and ymar are the maximum value (and corresponding y value) 
in a line perpendicular to the wall, of the function: 

F(y) = JIwl(1 - e-y+/A+) (3.33) 

The Klebanoff intermittency function is defined as: 

Fkleb (Y) =l1+5.5 
(YCkl g) 

(3.34) 
\ ymax) J 

The thickness of the boundary layer is then equal to d=y,,, ar/Ck. l. The 

constants are given by Baldwin and Lomax as: 

A+=26 Cep 1.6 
CA; l = 0.3 Cvk = 0.25 
k=0.41 K=0.0168 

The present formulation of the turbulence model employs a smoothing 
factor, such that in the inner region of the turbulent boundary layer the 
value of µturbutent is taken as (µtur)inner, while within the outer region, the 
following formulation is employed: 

C1 
Pear = (ptur)outerlanh 

(µtur)inner 
J (3.35) 

(µtur )outer 

The Degani-Schiff Modification (1986) 

Vortical flows over slender bodies is another application on which the stan- 
dard Baldwin-Lomax model exhibits shortcomings. The large crossflow sep- 
arations cause a difficulty in the determination of physically realistic length 
and velocity scales for the outer eddy viscosity model in the vortical region 
on the leeside of the body. In this region the moment of vorticity F(y) typ- 
ically exhibits two local maxima along the outward body normal rays. The 
first maxima occurs within the boundary layer, while the second occurs due 
to the effect of the overlying vortex structure, as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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The basic Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model searches outward along each 
ray y to determine F(y),,, a,, and in the leeside vortical region (along y3), 
may select the second maximum, F(y3)maa, , resulting in a (µtur)outer which 
is much too high. This will cause the primary vortices to be smaller than 
those observed experimentally and the primary separation point will be lo- 
cated closer to the leeward symmetry plane. Also, the secondary vortices 
may not appear in the computed flow. 

To prevent the selection of the wrong peak of the moment of vorticity, 
Degani and Schiff [14] chose an F(y)max when the value of F(y) drops to 90 
percent of the first maximum. Choice of F(y)ma,, this way will prevent the 
selection of the second maximum. 

Y3 

Y2 

yl 

F(yl) F(y9) F(y3) 

------------------------ - 

Y3mu 

ylua yl y2mu y2 y3owc y3 

Figure 3.3: Degani-Schiff Crossflow Modification 

For most rays the distance between the two local maximum is large 
enough for the minimum to drop below the prescribed 90 percent of the 
first maximum. However, close to the point of crossfiow separation, the vor- 
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tex feeding sheets lie close to the outer edge of the attached boundary layer, 
and the peaks in F(y) merge, as shown along y2 in Figure 3.3. Consequently 
a further test must be applied. Degani and Schiff specified a cutoff distance 
on each ray (except the ray on the windward plane of symmetry) in terms 
of y, from the previous ray. Thus: 

Ycutoll (0) = Cy... (, Ä - 0-0) (3.36) 

where c is a constant taken as 1.5, and 0 is the angle subtended by a ray 
from the windward symmetry plane [14]. This means that if a peak in the 
moment of vorticity cannot be detected within a cut-off distance from the 
wall defined at 150% of the peak position on the previous ray, the length 

scale used for previous ray is taken again. 

3.3 CRANS3D Multiblock Implementation 

It was decided that, since no large parallel computing facility was available 
at Cranfield at the start of the research program, and no plans were then 
made for obtaining one, a serial multiblock strategy would be developed. In 
order to design a multiblock three-dimensional structured flow solver, one 
must first design a strategy for describing block connectivity. This can then 
be used to develop an interface treatment for passing information correctly 
from one block to another. In CRANS3D, a side numbering convention was 
adopted as shown in Figure 3.4 where the sides of each block are numbered 
according to their positions relative to the coordinate axes. 

Figure 3.4: Side Number Convention for Individual Blocks 
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Each block in the overall don Iain iti tlieu aºsrribod it (2 x 6) matrix whore 
t Iie ul)lxr row containti the addjacent block nitinhers and 111V lower row the 
adjacent, side numbers, ati follows: 

Adjacent Block No 31- 1BLK1 IBI. K2 IBLK1 IBLK4 I1111. K5 IBI. K6 

Adjacent Side No nº ISM ISD2 ISM ISIM ISI)S ISIM 

The adjacent block number tells the code which block is adjacent to which 
side of the local block. The adjacent side number defines which side of the 
adjacent block interfaces with which sick' of the local block. II 11w local 

side has no adjacent block, both its eorres )oncling a. clja(-º'ut 1)1()(k number 
and 51(1V number are set to zero, and I he aJ)prol>riatce huiinclary cou<lit Ain is 

applied. 
Consider the case of a Now through a 'Ljinix6on of a duct a illustrated 

in Figure 3.5 

Figure 3.5: Block 'lbpoloyy for 7'-junetum of a Duet 

Block 2 has three cliffOrPnt. neighl>cmriug blocks, and it, c onnec tivity ina- 
t, rix would appear as: 

130001 

2I000", 
ý 

The block connectivity matrix for vaeIi I, Io, rk in I he domain is I-vaºI in as 
part. of t, ho input, data file 

After the solver reacts in the block º"on nect ivit. y iua. t riº e,, it t lien gvIl 'rate 
the appropriate secondary or soliit. ion grid. For a, block boundary with urº 
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interface, the secondary grid will be set up for boundary treatment, that 
is, for the implementation of a boundary condition as shown in Figure 3.6. 
A boundary value is placed at the end grid point, in the case illustrated at 
in + 1, with the ghost value at in +2 which does not require storage. 

IN-4 IN-3 IN-2 IN-1 IN 
Block 1 

in-3 in-2 in-1 in in+l 

X Grid Point 

0 Flow Variables at Cell Centres 

Figure 3.6: Boundary Treatment in CRANS3D 

For the treatment of an interface, CRANS3D employs an overlapped grid 
technique with the overlap of the two cells on each block either side of the 
interface as shown in Figure 3.7. The integration scheme will then require 
the storage of the "ghost" values, which for the case illustrated are in+ 1 and 
in+2 for block 1, and 0 and 1 for block 2. The relevant solution variables are 
then progressively communicated between the blocks before each iteration. 

The multiblock and single block grid generation was performed using the 
EAGLEView grid generation software which incorporated a graphical in- 
terface to allow the user to view the points, curves, surfaces and volumes 
in space as he or she generates them. The grids were generated first using 
the Transfinite Interpolation technique between the four lines required for a 
surface and six surfaces required to generate a volume. Axisymmetric grids, 
such as those used for the forebody grids, were generated by rotating the 
windward or leeward symmetry surface grid by 1800. Cell clustering was 
achieved using one of the clustering functions provided, and by setting the 
thickness of the near wall cell according to the desired resolution of the grid. 
The end cell thickness could also be specified in the same manner. EAGLE- 
View also provided the facility of both elliptic and hyperbolic smoothing 
algorithms in order to produce smoother better quality grids for complex 
configurations. In this study only the elliptic smoothing algorithm was im- 
plemented in the study of the delta wing and of the full missile configuration. 
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Interface 

IN-2 IN-1 IN IN+1 IN+2 
Block 1 in in+l ij+2 

, 
I,, 

Block 2 

0123 

-t 0i23 

Figure 3.7: Multiblock Interface Treatment in CRANS3D 

3.4 The PNS Solver and Missile DATCOM Code 

3.4.1 The PNS Code 
The finite volume PNS solver employed in the study was that developed by 
Qin, Ludlow and Shaw [61] [53], the multiblock version of which was due to 
Ludlow. The solver computes the flow in 2D crossflow planes successively 
marched downstream and employs the same shock capturing and high order 
schemes as employed in CRANS3D. The requirement for time as a fourth 
dimension is therefore removed, and the speed of the simulation increased 
to a level similar to a 2D computation. 

The solver employs the approximation proposed by Vigneron et al [76] 
for the treatment of upstream pressure gradients within subsonic portions 
of supersonic boundary layers. This approach involves the splitting of the 
streamwise flux vector and the introduction of an extra term. The PNS 
solver is fully implicit in the space marching (streamwise) direction. A 
pseudo-time term, similar to that incorporated into the dual time stepping 
technique, is added to the governing equations and the solution is advanced 
in pseudo-time until a converged solution is attained at each streamwise 
station. The sparse linear system is solved at each pseudo-time step by an 
unfactored AF Preconditioned Krylov-subspace method [61]. The spatial 
accuracy in the space marching direction can be chosen as first or second 
order. 
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3.4.2 USAF Missile DATCOM Code 
Missile DATCOM was run at the computing laboratory of the DERA Bed- 
ford Research Centre and was first developed in 1984 by the U. S. Airforce. 
The program was written for the prediction of the aerodynamic stability and 
control characteristics of missile configurations. For the estimation of the 
aerodynamics of the body alone, slender body theory is employed at sub- 
sonic speeds and embedded Newtonian theory at hypersonic speeds. In the 
supersonic range, slender body theory together with Newtonian theory can 
be applied, as can Second Order Shock Expansion Theory for the calcula- 
tion of surface pressure coefficient. The body crossflow effects are estimated 
using Allen's crossflow method with the appropriate value of the crossflow 
drag coefficient, at the design crossflow Mach and Reynolds number, taken 
from an experimental database. Similar methods are used for the estimation 
of wing alone characteristics, and the aerodynamics of the full configuration 
is obtained using experimental data and the component build-up method of 
the Pitts, Nielsen and Kattari type. A detailed description of the code and 
its constituent methods is given in the Missile DATCOM User's Manual [10]. 



Chapter 4 

Slender Forebody 
Aerodynamics 

The aerodynamics of sharp nosed, slender bodies of revolution 
is investigated in this section. The computational study of nine 
ogive-cylinder body experimental test cases is presented together 
with a new interpretation of the complex vortical flow. In addi- 
tion, a simple modification to improve the accuracy of the Baldwin- 
Lomax/Degani-Schif turbulence model is put forward, and a new 
method for the estimation of the measurement error from pres- 
sure tappings is introduced. 

4.1 Slender Body Vortical Flows 

As a sharp nosed-slender cylindrical forebody encounters flow at increas- 
ing angle of attack, the leeward flow pattern goes through several distinct 

regimes. At angle of attacks above about 5° the boundary layer separates 
from the body. The reason for this is the inability of the boundary layer 
to remain attached in the region of strong adverse pressure gradient. The 
separated boundary layer sheet possesses a rotational characteristic or vor- 
ticity due to the higher velocities outward than near the surface. These 
separated vortical layers curl up to form well defined vortices in the leeward 
quadrants. The onset of separation and subsequent development of these 
vortices cause a significant increase in the aerodynamic loads and extreme 
loading non-linearities. 

At an angle of attack above a few degrees the boundary layer on the 
leeward side of a body rolls up to form symmetric vortices as illustrates in 
Figure 4.1a. When the angle of attack is increased above around 20°, the 
symmetrical pattern gives way to an asymmetric flow field as shown in Figure 

35 
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4.1b, which may be characterised by the appearance of more vortices. Both 

of these flow regimes are nominally steady. As the angle of attack approaches 
45 - 90° the vortex pattern becomes unsteady as shown in Figure 4.1c, the 

shed vortices move off periodically away from the body surface. 
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Figure 4.1: Vortex Flow Structure Development With angle of attack 

The vortex structure in supersonic flow changes as the crossflow Mach 

number approaches unity. Vortices become more elliptic (elongated) in 

shape as they pass further downstream, and with increasing crossflow Mach 

numbers, degenerate into free shear layers. 

At supersonic speeds the vortex structure has very little influence on 
total body loads since the leeside pressures become very low. A qualitative 
outline of Mach number-angle of attack bounds of the various high angle of 
attack flow regimes is shown in Figure 4.2. 

4.1.1 The Symmetric Vortex Regime 

The focus of the present investigation is the understanding and prediction of 
the missile aerodynamics within the symmetric vortex state. The symmetric 
vortex pattern illustrated in Figure 4.3, occurs at angle of attacks above a 
few degrees and below around 20 degrees. 

The general crossflow pattern is relatively insensitive to Mach number 
when crossflow Mach number Al, is less than unity, and is insensitive to 
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Figure 4.2: Affect of Angle of Attack and Cross/low Mach Number on Vortex 
Structure Over A Cylindrical Body (l/D 10 [1] 
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Figure 4.3: Symmetric Cross Flow Vortex Structure 

Reynolds number when M, is greater than 0.8. With increasing AI,, the vor- 
tices become more elliptic as they progress downstream, eventually degener- 
ating into free shear layers far downstream. The fully developed symmetric 
vortex pattern shown in Figure 4.3 is characterised by primary and small 
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secondary vortices and associated separation and reattachment points. The 

primary separation point has been found to yield much information about 
the flow, particularly the state of the windward boundary layer and subse- 
quent vortex physics. Three distinct trends have been identified [801 in the 

separation point data. Firstly, the separation point moves windward with 
increasing axial distance from the nose, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

Pdmuy Vom Sepastbn Um 

Figure 4.4: Movement of Separation Line Along Missile Body [35] 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of Typical Viscous and Inviscid Surface Pressure 
Distributions for Supersonic Flow past Cylinder Afterbody 

Secondly, the separation point at a given axial station moves progressively 
more windward as the angle of attack is increased. This is due to increased 
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skin friction and corresponding adverse pressure gradient associated with a 
higher crossflow velocity. Finally, at crossflow Mach numbers greater than 
0.8, the separation point moves in the leeward direction as Al, is increased, 
thus narrowing the wake. This phenomena is associated with the appearance 
of transonic shockwaves around the horizontal symmetry axis where local 
flow velocity is maximum. If the boundary layer is laminar, a similar affect 
can be observed with transition to a turbulent boundary layer. Mendenhall 
and Nielsen [37] suggested an equation to predict the separation point for 
sharp nosed bodies depending on the nose semi-apex angle ON , as: 

X, 
=321- (4.1) 

rN ON-4 

where x, is the axial distance from the nose of the position of separation 
and rN is the radius of the body at the base of the nose. For angles of angle 
of attack less than 4° no vortex generation is assumed. This equation takes 
no account of the effects of either Mach number or Reynolds number. 

A typical circumferential surface pressure distribution [28] for a viscous 
separated flow is shown in Figure 4.5 together with that for an inviscid flow. 
The two distributions diverge at primary separation and the viscous curve 
develops a distinct peak due to suction from the leeside vortex system. 

4.1.2 Recent Research of Symmetric Vortical Forebody Flows 

Over recent years many researchers have investigated the aerodynamics of 
slender bodies both experimentally and numerically. Experiments have been 
performed on different bodies at a range of angle of attacks and Mach num- 
ber and at different freestream Reynolds number. The Royal Aerospace 
Establishment (RAE), lately the Defense Evaluation and Research Agency 
(DEKA), has performed extensive wind tunnel tests on generic forebody 
shapes in order to develop a database of experimental results to increase 
the understanding of such flows, and for the evaluation of aerodynamic pre- 
diction technologies. Ward et al [78] [23] [79] performed experiments on a 
number of tangent-ogive bodies over the Mach number range 0.7 to 4.5, at 
angle of attacks up to 26° and at Reynolds numbers of 0.5 to 10 million per 
foot. 

A similar set of experiments have been performed by Barberis [5] and 
Champigny [12] at ONERA and by Esch [19] at DLR. The results from 
these investigations have been compared with the results of a number of 
CFD codes. 

Sturek etal. [71] performed a study of Navier-Stokes computational tech- 
niques applied to complex highly separated missile body flows to evaluate 
the predictive technologies under the auspices of the Technical Cooperation 
Program of Canada, the U. S., and the U. K. Nine Navier-Stokes codes were 
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applied to predict the flow about a three calibre ogive-cylinder configuration 
at various Mach numbers at 80 and 14° angle of attack. The computational 
results were compared with experimental measurements for surface pres- 
sure, pitot surveys of the flow field, and strain gauge force measurements 
from DERA Bedford. Computational results were obtained for seven tur- 
bulence models: Baldwin-Lomax; Baldwin-Lomax-Degani-Schiff; k-epsilon; 
k-omega; Spallart-Allmaras; Smagorinsky; and Baldwin-Barth. 

Each code was tested for like conditions of grid density and turbulence 
model, and all performed consistently well. For the conditions of this study, 
however, no best turbulence model could be identified when compared to 
experiment. The conclusion was that there was no consistent benefit ob- 
tained from utilisation of a two equation model over the algebraic models 
even though substantial separated flows were present on the leeside. 

Both experimental and computational results provided evidence of an 
embedded separation shock emanating from the separation line for some 
supersonic cases, as demonstrated in the experimental pitot pressure ratio 
crossflow contours measured in a Mach 2.5 flow at 14°, shown in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.6: Evidence of an Embedded Separation Shock [9] 
I 

llsieh et al [24) performed a computational analysis of the vortical flow 
for the Mach 3.5, a= 18° RAE ogive-cylinder. The experimental surveys 
of crossflow plane pitot pressure carried out at stations 5.5 and 11.5 cali- 
bres from the nose indicated the presence of a weak separation shock, and 
additionally showed evidence for the development of a shockwave above the 

'Pitot measurement plane did not extend to body surface and so did not capture the 
entire primary vortex structure or its feeding sheet. 
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vortex at the 11.5 calibre station, which was much stronger than the sep- 
aration shock. As the vortex moved away from the surface and became 

more elliptic in shape, it appeared as if a lambda shockwave pattern devel- 

oped with the weak separation shock coalescing with the stronger "leeside" 

crossflow shockwave as illustrated in Figure 4.7 
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Figure 4.7: Shockwave Patterns Around Ogive-Cylinder In Crossflow, M_ 
3.5, a=18°. 

The CFL3D flow solver was used to compute the case for both lami- 

nar and turbulent conditions. Turbulence was modelled using the Baldwin- 
Lomax Turbulence model with Degani-Schiff modification. 

The laminar Navier-Stokes solutions obtained appeared closer to exper- 
iment than the corresponding turbulent solutions at x/D=5.5. Boundary 
layer/Vortex traverses were carried out at stations 5.5 and 11.5 calibres. The 

corresponding Navier-Stokes calculations showed that in general the laminar 
computations provided the best comparison with experiment, and indeed re- 
solved the weak crossilow shocks within surface pressure data whereas the 
turbulent data gave no evidence. The laminar results also resolved the shock 
above the vortex much more accurately. 

Josyula [27] who also participated on the TTCP program, published his 

own paper on the ability of the three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations to 
predict flowfields about high length to diameter bodies at moderate angles 
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of attack (8° - 14°) for supersonic Mach numbers. Five of the DERA test 
cases were studied as follows: Mach 1.45 at a= 14°, Mach 1.8 at a= 14°, 
Mach 2.5 at a= 14°, Mach 3.5 at a= 8°, and Mach 3.5 at a= 14°. The 

upwind and central difference FDL3DI computations were compared with 
experimental data and showed that the surface pressure and pitot pressure 
predictions matched experiment reasonably well. Very little variation was 
found in the comparison between the central and the upwind calculations for 
both laminar and turbulent cases. The surface pressure comparisons using 
the turbulence model were found to match the experiment better than those 
for the laminar computations. The k-e turbulence model, however, was 
found to be highly dissipative for capturing vortical flows, with the vortex 
core pitot pressure loss being more accurately modelled by the laminar solu- 
tion. The pitot pressure comparisons showed that the crossflow shock waves 
evident in the experimental flow fields were captured in the turbulent calcu- 
lations, but were not resolved in the laminar solution. Josyula regarded local 

grid refinement as a necessary tool for the accurate prediction of supersonic 
vortical flow physics. 

Thornburg and Soni [74] developed an adaptive grid system based on a 
weight function algorithm for the detection of the desired flow features. The 

weight functions were then used to construct forcing functions to attract or 
repel points in an elliptic system. The algorithm was applied to the tangent- 
ogive cylinder test case of Pagan and Molton [45]. In particular the case of 
a Mach number of 2.5, an angle of attack of 14° and a Reynolds number of 
4 million per foot was studied in detail using an 81 x 69 x 101 grid. 

It was found that solutions on unadapted grids adequately represented all 
of the supersonic vortical flow features apart from the feeding shear layer as 
it rolled up to form the vortex. The authors stated that this was due in part 
to the poor grid resolution in the unadapted calculation. When these weight 
functions were then employed within the grid adaption algorithm, the solver 
was able to more accurately resolve a greater portion of the feeding shear 
layer. 

Pagan et al [45] performed an experimental study of the flowfield around 
a3 calibre tangent-ogive body at a Mach number of 2.0 with freestream 
Reynolds number based on body diameter of 0.16 x 106 for an a range of 0° 
to 20° for both laminar and turbulent flows. 

At low to moderate angle of attack ( up to 10° ) the flow structure 
included both primary and secondary vortices. At higher angle of attacks, a 
complex substructure was also seen with a third separation and associated 
tertiary vortex situated underneath the secondary structure, very close to 
the surface. 

The largest differences between the laminar boundary layer flow and the 
turbulent case were seen to exist at a= 5° when the turbulent flow re- 
mained attached compared with the separated laminar case. At a= 10° 
it was confirmed that the primary separation line is further leeward in the 
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turbulent case since the turbulence tends to delay boundary layer separat- 
tion. At higher angle of attacks, results were very similar in both cases and 
downstream primary vortices were seen to develop more elliptic structures. 

Pagan, Moltan, and Delery [46] later performed corresponding numerical 
investigations in order to test the experimental evidence. The computations 
were executed for both laminar and turbulent boundary layer development. 
The results confirmed that below about 100, the flow structure includes only 
primary and secondary vortices, whereas at higher angle of attacks up to 
20°, these two vortices occur in addition to a more complex substructure. 

Deniau etal. [15] presented work done on the development and valida- 
tion of turbulence models for the computation of 3D supersonic flows with 
crossflow separation. They analysed various different models ranging from 
algebraic to two equation k-c models. The various turbulence models were 
implemented in their parabolized Navier-Stokes solver - TORPEDO. Re- 
sults for an ogive-cylinder at angle of attack were compared with detailed 
experimental data. Their preliminary results showed that the application 
of k-e type two equation models proved to be significantly more accurate 
than the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax model for the computation of three di- 
mensional flowfields with large separated regions. In particular they found 
slightly better performance with ak-F model using a two layer approach 
for the near wall treatment as compared to the low Reynolds k-E models 
provided the matching line between the two layers is appropriately defined. 
For the case of an ogive-cylinder flow, best results were obtained when the 
matching line was defined by the position from the wall of the first maximum 
of the Reynolds Stress uv. 

Moschetta etal. [41] performed a numerical investigation to study the 
physics of laminar crossflow separation and resulting vortices for an ogive- 
cylinder at angle of attack with an oncoming flow of Mach 2. The PNS 
version of the French TORPEDO code was used and the results compared 
with corresponding wind-tunnel measurements performed by Pagan et al 
(46]. 

Comparison of experimental and computed surface pressure distributions 
showed very good agreement for each angle of attack although experimental 
pressure levels were found to be slightly higher. The loss of total pressure 
within the vortex core, which must be correctly predicted for the efficient 
design of downstream air intakes or control surfaces, was also computed very 
accurately. The authors also performed a topological analysis of the vortical 
structures at angle of attacks of 5° , 10° , 15° and 20° and their results are 
summarized in Figure 4.8. The topological patterns fora = 5° and 10° were 
seen to be equivalent, agreeing with the experimental findings. The primary 
separation is indicated by Sl and the associated attachment point by A2 . 
secondary separation was seen to occur at S2 while a secondary attachment 
point A3 was clearly visible between Si and S2. 

For the higher angles of attack at 15° and 20°, the flowfield takes a much 
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more complex form. The primary and secondary vortices are still clearly 
visible, but at least a further four small vortices have also developed, which 
were not observed experimentally. The topological analysis of crossflow 
vortical flows based on the critical point theory of Visbal and Gordnier 
[77] was used to confirm numerical findings. Isere, topological laws specify 
relationships between the number of nodes, N, or half nodes, N', and the 
number of saddle points, S, or half saddle points (surface separation or 
attachment points), S', present in the crossflow plane. The relationship of 
Shen etal. [62) was used which states that for streamlines in the crossflow 
plane: 

(EN+E)- 
(Es+) 

=-i (4.2) 

The validity of this relation was further strengthened by the numerical 
results. 

In addition a comparison of the computed crossflow streamlines for differ- 
ent grids was made. Figure 4.9 shows the effect of transverse grid refinement 
on the converged solutions. The results clearly demonstrate the importance 
of mesh sensitivity on the accuracy of the converged results. 
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Figure 4.8: Crossfiow Streamline Patterns at x/D=8 with Increasing angle 
of attack [41] 

Birch, Qin and Jin [8] investigated the supersonic vortical flow around 
a slender body at angle of attack using a Parabolised Navier-Stokes (PNS) 
code. The effects of the parabolising assumptions, which allow the use of 
an efficient space marching approach, were found to have little impact on 
the predicted vortex flowfield when compared with a time marching Navier- 
Stokes results. The quality of the solution was found to be strongly influ- 
enced by the choice of computational grid, particularly the radial and cir- 
cumferential grid spacings which effect the resolution of the position of cross- 
flow separation.. Good agreement with measured flowfields was obtained for 
turbulent test cases using the modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model 
proposed by Degani and Schiff. 

In spite of all the work done on slender cylindrical body aerodynamics, 
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Figure 4.9: Effect of Grid Refinement on Numerical Convergence of Cross- 
flow Features [41] 

however, the prediction of turbulent flow separation and the resulting leeside 
vortex structure is still a remaining problem. Although it has been shown 
that the boundary layer separation, vortex formation and embedded shock 
development can be resolved in Navier-Stokes solutions, there are still prob- 
lems in accurately capturing both their strength and location for turbulent 
flows. In addition, the origin and conditions required for the appearance 
of certain shock wave features, in particular an additional windward shock 
wave which has been seen to occur in several experimental studies, are not 
fully understood. A detailed investigation of nine slender body test cases 
was, therefore, performed in order to investigate these issues. 
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4.2 Analysis of Experimental Error in Surface Pres- 

sure Measurement 

In order to assess the accuracy of a given solver, it is usual to compare its 

solutions of a given flow problem with experimental measurements. This is 

only useful, however, if the level of experimental accuracy is known. The 
following technique has been derived for the assessment of the accuracy in 

the measurement of surface pressure by means of pressure tappings. 
The measurement of static pressure of a moving fluid, involving the use 

of pressure tappings - small holes on the surface of the wind tunnel model 
or the working section wall - will be inherently erroneous. The hole in the 

surface will act as a cavity and disturb the local flow conditions resulting 
in an error in the measured pressure. The degree of disturbance, and the 

corresponding error in measured pressure, will depend on the hole size and 
geometry and on the local flow conditions. A larger hole will result in a 
larger disturbance and therefore a higher degree of measurement error. For 

a given size of static hole a thinner boundary layer will also result in a 
greater disturbance as will a pressure gradient outside the boundary layer. 

For supersonic speeds, Morrison etal. [40] correlated a relationship for the 
effect of static hole size on the pressure gradient on a hemispherical body: 

la la pap+0.371Op+0.19(ml-1ý=0 (4.3) 

Peto etal. [48] applied Equation (4.3) for the case of a supersonic flow past 
a sharp cone model. They demonstrated that the static pressure error due to 

a large pressure gradient, dCpop, in the vicinity of a static hole of diameter 
d is equivalent to the change in pressure due to an upstream displacement 

of the hole by 0.37d, as follows: 

dCpop = -0.37d 1 as) 
(4.4) 

Peto and Pugh [49) employed the technique of multiple regression anal- 
ysis to investigate the effect of static hole size on the experimental error 
in measured pressure. In particular the effect of the hole size relative to 
the local thickness of the boundary layer was investigated together with the 
effects of surface burrs, of size h, around the edge of the holes, and also 
manufacturing errors in the machining of the cone semi-apex angle, E. Ex- 
periments were performed at Mach 3.08 with different operating pressures 
(Reynolds Numbers), cone angle models and variations in the hole diameter 
and the distance between the cone apex and the hole. Equation (4.5) is the 
regression equation for the effects of the boundary layer, correlated from 
the experimental results and from measurements from other investigations. 
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Peto and Pugh estimated that the equation predicts the measurement error 

, 
dCp, for a given static hole to within 1.2% of the true cone surface pressure. 

dCP6 1ý1L -1=B(f+C 
(tanE) 

+D (h) +E (OE) (4.5) 

Where: 

/\ 
` of 8= 2.07 x 10-3- 4.06 x 10-4 

1 

C= -2.9 x 10-4 - 0.146tan¬ 

D=6.01, E-2 

And ML is the local Mach number, e is the semi-apex angle of the cone 
and Ac is the manufacturing error in semi-apex angle of the cone. 

For the case of the tangent-ogive wind tunnel models investigated, the 
pressure tappings were spaced far enough apart for the factor d/x to be 

small enough for the whole of the second term in equation (4.5) to be ne- 
glected. The models were also manufactured to such a standard that the 
errors due to roughness at the edge of the tappings and those due to man- 
ufacturing inaccuracy can also be assumed negligible. Equation (4.5) can 
then be reduced to the following relation: 

dCP6 = ýMý 
(4.6) 

VL 

The total error in static pressure due an individual pressure tapping's 
interference on the external flow can be assumed to be the addition of the 
contribution due to the boundary layer and that due to the local pressure 
gradient. The equation for the magnitude of the maximum total error is 
thus: 

dCp=0.37d(8s) + 
B_l d 

(4.7) 

This technique can now be employed in the investigation of the supersonic 
vortical aerodynamics about inclined slender bodies, and the assessment of 
the flow solvers employed. 
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4.3 Numerical Investigation of Forebody Aerody- 
namics 

In this section a systematic numercial study of high speed flows past slender 
ogive-cylinder bodies is presented. Nine nine experimental test cases were 
computed, spanning Mach numbers from 0.7-2.5, angle of attacks from 0° 
to 16° and Reynolds numbers from 0.16 x 106 to 8.0 x 106 based on body 
diameter. The following table lists the nine cases and the corresponding 
geometric and aerodynamic properties. 

Table 4.1: Experimental Test Cases 

Case Ogive 1/d M,, Re/D a° Flow Condition 

1 3.0 (B1) 2.0 0.16 X106 0 Laminar 
2 3.0 (131) 2.0 0.16 x 106 10 Laminar 
3 3.0 (B2) 2.0 1.2 x 106 0 Turbulent 
4 3.0 (B2) 2.0 1.2 x106 10 Turbulent 
5 3.0 (131A) 2.5 1.123 x 106 14 Turbulent 
6 3.0 (B1A) 2.5 1.123 x 106 8 Turbulent 
7 3.0 (B1A) 1.8 0.667 x 106 14 Turbulent 
8 3.0 (131A) 0.7 0.667 x 106 14 Turbulent 
9 3.5 1.4 8.0 x 106 16 Turbulent 

Flow physics are discussed along with comparisons with experimental 
data and an estimation of the error in measurement of surface pressure in 
order to give a better indication of the performance of a given solver or tur- 
bulence model. In particular the appearance of additional windward shocks 
for certain flow conditions will be investigated leading to a new interpreta- 
tion of the supersonic flow past ogive-cylinder bodies. The following sections 
present the details of the experimental data, the numerical studies and the 
results and comparisons. 

4.3.1 The ONERA Experimental Test Cases: Cases 1-4 

The following test cases were those studied as the first stage of the European 
GARTEUR Action Group 24 exercise which correspond to the series of wind 
tunnel experiments performed for tangent-ogive forebodies at ONERA. 

The laminar and turbulent flow fields were computed using the Cranfield 
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Three Dimensional solver (CRANS3D) 
and the PNS solver developed by Qin, Ludlow and Shaw [61] [53]. The 
results were compared with the experimental flow field and surface pressures, 
and the boundary layer traverse measurements. 
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The experimental database [5] was provided by Patrick Champigny of 
the Office National d'Etudes et de Recherchen A6rospatiales (ONERA). The 
laminar 131 test case was performed on the Bl geometry (Figure 4.10) at 
a freestream Mach number of 2.0 and a Reynolds number, based on body 
diameter, of 0.16 x 101. An adiabatic wall boundary condition was assumed, 
which is consistent with the run time of the experiment. Surface pressures 
were measured for angle of attacks of both 0 and 10°. In addition, crossflow 
total pressure ratio, Mach number and velocity components were measured 
for 101 angle of attack, at crossflow planes x/D = 6,7 and 8. 

The B2 geometry (Figure 4.11) was tested at a freestream Mach number 
of 2.0 and a Reynolds number, based on body diameter, of 1.2 x 106. The 
freestream stagnation pressure and temperature were 120 kPa and 300K re- 
spectively. The wall temperature was measured as approximately 285K, but 
as with the laminar case, the simulations were performed with an adiabatic 
wall boundary condition. The turbulent flow in these 0 and 101 angle of 
attack test cases was achieved by fixing transition at x/D = 0.15. Measure- 
ments were made of surface pressures for both angle of attacks. For zero 
angle of attack the Mach number and total pressure ratio was measured 
within the boundary layer at stations x/D = 3,5,7,9 and 12. For the 10° 
angle of attack case, surface pressures were measured axially for 0 of 0,90 
and 180°, and circumferentially at x/D = 5,7 and 9. Crossflow total pres- 
sure ratio, Mach number and local angle of attack were also measured at 
the same axial stations together with the corresponding Mach number and 
total pressure ratio profiles within the separated shear layer and boundary 
layer for 0= 90,120,135,152.5 and 180°. 

The experimental accuracy for the B1 study was determined from a re- 
peatability assessment. The freestream conditions are quoted with the fol- 
lowing accuracy. iM= ±0.01, AP = ±30Pa within the range 2-5OkPa 

Figure 4.10: ONERA-BI Tangent-Ogive Body Geometry 
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D-80mm 

Ogiw -parabolic profdo: rID . 1/3 + x/D + 1111 * YJD' 

Figure 4.11: ONERA-1)2 Tangent-Ogive Body Geometry 

and is = ±0.1°. The five hole pressure probe used for the flow field 

measurements was calibrated with the following accuracy: AM = ±0.02, 
AP = ±30Pa within the range 2-5OkPa, or = ±0.2°. The accuracy of the 
traverse mechanism was quoted as Ox, Ay, Az = 0.2 mm. Barberis [5] states 
that the various properties were measured with an accixracy of 2-3 % in re- 
gions where gradients were moderate, but at 5-10 % in the core of the more 
intense vortices where the gradients are much higher. Similar experimental 
accuracy can be expected for the turbulent B2 study 

The four test cases were computed with the time marching approach of 
the CRANS3D code and the space marching approach utilized by the PNS 

code. Both codes were run using the same computational grids in order to 
assess the accuracy and efficiency of the respective formulations. Various 
grids were employed in the study, from the coarsest (33 x 33 x 33) to the 
finest (89 x 89 x 119) grid. Figure 4.12 presents the (61 x 85 x 45) grid used 
for the laminar B1 zero angle of attack test case, while Figure 4.13 shows the 
finer (61 x 85 x 73) grid used for the B1 10° case. The grids for the B1 test 
cases were designed with the near wall cell size in the radial direction set to 
2x 10-4D such that the value of y+ was of the order of 1.0. Similarly the 
B2 grids were designed for y+ of around 1.0, which required a near wall cell 
of 0.5 x 10'5D radial thickness in order to resolve the laminar sublayer. The 

radial clustering was achieved using a tanh function which placed between 
20-40 points in the boundary layer on the finest grid. 

The Navier-Stokes solutions were used in the estimation of the flow gradi- 
ents required in the calculation of the magnitude of the error in the measured 
Cp presented in Section 4.2. The following sections present the numerical 
results for the Garteur test cases together with the analysis of the error in 
the measured Cp 
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Figure 4.12: B1 Computational Grid for Zero angle of attack (61 x 85 x 
45) 

Figure 4.13: B1 Computational Grid for 10° angle of attack (61 x 85 x 75) 
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Case 1: Bi Forebody, Mach 2, Zero Angle of Attack 

Both Navier-Stokes and Euler Solutions for this case were obtained on a 
viscous grid (61 x 85 x 45) and an Euler grid (61 x 54 x 45). For both 
this case and case 2, only laminar solutions were computed as the experi- 
ments were performed under laminar conditions. The comparison between 
the CRANS3D Navier-Stokes solution for the axial surface pressure distribu- 
tion, on the viscous grid, and the corresponding experimental measurements 
is shown in Figure 4.14 together with the estimated experimental static pres- 
sure error. Little difference was observed between the surface pressure dis- 
tribution of the four solutions. The residual convergence for the finest grid 
calculation is presented in Figures 4.15, the solutions eventually converging 
to almost 4 orders after 8000 iterations. 
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Figure 4.14: Axial Surface Pressure Distribution: 111,01 angle of attack 

The inviscid surface pressure distribution matched the viscous distribu- 
tion exactly. From Figure 4.14 it can be seen that the experimental mea- 
surement error in surface Cp is larger on the ogive nose than on the cylinder 
afterbody further downstream. This is because the boundary layer displace- 
ment thickness is smaller over the nose and the local streamwise pressure 
gradients are larger. Both factors contribute to the measurement error as- 
sociated with surface pressure holes. 

Both the Euler and Navier-Stokes (NS) solutions for the surface pressure 
were consistently within the bounds of the estimated experimental error. 
The NS solution will provide accurate predictions of the axial force distri- 
bution and drag coefficient, while the Euler solution will provide only the 
components due to pressure alone. PNS computations performed by Shaw 
and Qin [61] produced solutions equivalent to the NS results but with far 
greater efficiency. 
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Figure 4.15: Residual Convergence with Respect to Iteration Number: I11, 
0° angle of attack, CFL=0.15 
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Case 2: BI Forebody, Mach 2,10° Angle of Attack 

Six grid sizes were used for the study of testcase 2, the coarsest being 
(33 x 33 x 33) and the finest (89 x 89 x 119). Figure 4.16 presents the 
circumferential surface pressure distributions at x/D =8 on five succes- 
sively coarser grids. The windward surface pressure distribution changes 
little on grids finer than (60 x 70 x 73), but the leeside surface pressure 
distributions, affected strongly by the resolution of primary separation and 
the leeside vortical flow structure, continued to differ until the solutions on 
the two finest grids (60 x 85 x 119) and (89 x 89 x 119) were practically the 
same. Grid converged results could then be said to be achieved on the sec- 
ond finest grid, and that the solution accuracy is sensitive to the resolution 
of the crossflow. All following solutions are those on the finest grid. 
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Figure 4.16: Grid Convergence Study: Ill, 10° angle of attack 

The axial pressure distribution comparisons between CRANS3D and ex- 
periment are presented in Figure 4.17 for 0=0,90 and 180°. The predicted 
pressure distributions are seen to agree well with experiment. 

A more rigorous test of physical accuracy is comparison of computed 
and experimental circumferential surface pressure distribution. Figure 4.18 
presents the circumferential surface pressure comparisons between experi- 
ment, PNS and NS solutions at stations x/D = 6,7 and 8. 

Both CRANS3D and the PNS solver successfully predicted the gen- 
eral trends in the surface pressure including primary separation at around 
0= 701 followed by the pressure plateau indicative of separated flow, 
the primary and secondary vortex suction peaks between 0= 130 - 150° 
and the subsequent recompression associated with leeward reattachment at 
0= 180°. Significant differences between NS and PNS solutions exist in the 
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Figure 4.17: Axial Surface Pressure Distribution: D1,10° angle of attack 

resolution of the magnitude of the pressure at primary separation and across 
the pressure plateau where the PNS curve is higher by around ACp 0.01. 
The solutions agree much better on the windward surface and in the reso- 
lution of the vortex suctions and leeward recompression. 

Comparison between the experimental measurements and the numerical 
solution shows that the NS solver performs only marginally better than the 
PNS solver, specifically with the prediction of the pressure plateau between 
0= 70 - 120°. In order to assess the accuracy of the CFD solvers properly, 
however, one must have an appreciation of the magnitude of the error in 
the experimental measurements. The error in the measurement of surface 
pressure by the use of pressure tappings was assessed using the technique 
presented in Section 4.2. The boundary layer displacement thickness was 
obtained from the CRANS3D solution since no experimental information 

was available. The local surface streamwise pressure gradient (ie: the surface 
pressure gradient aligned with the local surface skin friction vector) was 
also computed from the CRANS3D solution. The details of the methods 
used to calculate these parameters from the NS solution are presented in 
Appendix B. Figure 4.19 and 4.20 present the circumferential distributions of 
the computed displacement thickness and local surface streamwise pressure 
gradient at x/D = 6. Figure 4.21 then shows the resulting estimate of the 
circumferential distribution of the measurement error in surface Cp at the 
same axial station. The estimated contribution to the measurement error 
due to the effect of the local streamwise pressure gradient across the pressure 
hole was found to be much smaller than that due to the local size of the 
boundary layer. The estimated error is largest close to secondary separation 
where the displacement thickness is smallest and the local surface streamwise 
pressure gradient is greatest. 
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Figure 4.18: Circumferential Surface Pressure Distribution: Dl, 10° angle 
of attack 
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Figure 4.22 shows the comparison of the CRANS3D pressure distribu- 
tions at the three axial stations with the corresponding experimental mea- 
surements together with the estimated error bars. Over the length of the 
forebody from x/D =6-8 it can be said that the size of the estimated Cp 

measurement error is smaller than expected, with significant regions of the 
computed Cp curves lying outside the experimental error boundaries. Two 
further computations were performed at angle of attacks of 9.90 and 10.11. 
It was found that the small changes in angle of attack significantly changed 
the computed surface pressures such that the agreement with experiment in 
the leeward regions was much worse than for the 101 result. From this it 
can be concluded that it is unlikely that there was significant error in the 
angle of attack measurement influencing the data. 

One source of experimental error that might contribute to this anomaly 
was the slight mismeasurement of the circumferential angle 0 which ap- 
peared to have occured during the experiments. Exactly how much the 
measurement of c' was in error, is not known, but a correction to the data 

was applied when comparing with the computational results by simply mov- 
ing the data points back by 0= -2°. It is suggested that this source of 
inaccuracy is a major contributing factor to the observed discrepancy. An- 

other effect which will contribute to the mismatch between computation and 
experiment is that of transition. Even without the nose grit used to trip a 
turbulent boundary layer, the Reynolds number of 0.16 million per D is high 

enough, and the model long enough, for the possibility of transition to oc- 
cur far down the afterbody, in the region of the three measurement stations. 
With the lack of any boundary layer measurements for this case, however, 

no judgements can be made as to whether transition did occur during the 
experiments. 

Figure 4.19: Displacement Thickness: 111,10° angle of attack, x/D=6 
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Questions must also lie asked cc>ncerniltg Ilie validity of the I>r0c'edltrc' 
derived in Section 2.1 for c'St inlating the experimental error associated Nvith 
presslu"c' tappings, when applied to slender bodies at angle of attack. I'etu 
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The development of the leeside vortices are examined in Figures 4.24 - 
4.26 which present the crossfiow structure at stations x/D = 6,7 and 8. The 
CRANS3D solution is compared with the experimentally measured crossflow 
in Figures 4.24 and 4.25. Note that the experimental measurements did 
not extend down to the body surface due to physical constraints of the 
pitot traverse mechanism. The crossflow plots comparing the NS and the 
experimental Mach number contours are presented in Figure 4.24 and show 
that the NS predicted primary vortex matches the experimentally measured 
primary vortex very well. The comparisons for the total pressure ratio given 
in Figure 4.25 exhibit the same agreement although the NS results resolve 
slightly lower suctions in the primary vortex core. The difference in this core 
suction amounts to a total pressure ratio of about 0.1 which is consistent 
with the experimental accuracy of 5- 10% within the vortex core. 

The NS and corresponding PNS solutions are compared in Figure 4.26 
which presents the crossflow plots for total pressure ratio contours at the 
three axial stations. The vortex structures predicted by the NS and PNS 
solvers, using the same grid, compare well at all three axial stations. The 
only discernible differences are that a marginally higher total pressure ratio 
is predicted in the vortex cores in the NS solution, and the primary vortices 
predicted using the PNS solver are slightly larger, and further away from 
the leeside surface. 

Case 3: B2 Forebody, Mach 2, Zero angle of attack 
The turbulent calculations of the B2 geometry at zero angle of attack were 
performed on grids (61 x 85 x 45) and (61 x 85 x 73). Figure 4.27 gives 
the comparison of the measured axial surface pressure distribution with that 
from the NS solutions, and shows that computation is in good agreement 
with experiment. Figure 4.28 presents the early convergence characteristics 
up to almost 3000 iterations. The solution was allowed to converge to almost 
4 orders after almost 10000 iterations. 

Figure 4.29 shows the computed Mach number boundary layer profiles 
predicted by CRANS3D which are contrasted with the corresponding ex- 
perimental profiles for axial stations x/D = 3,7 and 12. In general the 
computed and experimentally measured boundary layer profiles are in good 
agreement. It can be seen that up to an axial station of x/D =7 the com- 
puted boundary layer follows the experimental profile with an accuracy of 
OM ±0.05 which equates to about 2- 3% of freestream. This figure 
corresponds with the experimental accuracy quoted at 2- 3% in regions of 
moderate gradients in the flow properties. At station 12 the comparison 
is not as good, with the Mach number is overpredicted by a maximum of 
about AM .: 0.1. 
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Figure 4.27: Axial Surface Pressure Distribution: LIE, 0° angle of attack 

Figure 4.28: Residual Convergence with Respect to Iteration Number: D2, 
0° angle of attack, CFL=O. 15 
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Case 4: B2 Forebody, Mach 2,10° Angle of Attack and an 
Analysis of the Degani-Schiff Modification 

This case was computed using both CRANS3D and the PNS solver on a 
number of grids. The coarsest grid was of size (33 x 33 x 33) while the 
finest was (89 x 89 x 119). Figure 4.30 presents the circumferential surface 
pressure distribution at x/D =7 obtained on a number of these grids and is 
representative of the grid convergence for this case. The result on the finest 
grid, which will be presented as the grid converged result for this case, was 
found to be equivalent to the (60 x 89 x 119) result, indicating that a grid 
converged result was achieved. This suggests that the grid convergence is 
very sensitive to the grid resolution in the crossflow plane, in particular in 
the circumferential direction. 
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Figure 4.30: CRANS3D, Grid Convergence: 112,100 angle of attack, x/D=7 

The sudden change in resolution of the primary vortex suction between 
the grids having 73 and 119 circumferential points is suggested to be indica- 
tive of a problem with the Baldwin-Lomax/Degani-Schiff turbulence models 
ability to correctly resolve primary separation until a sufficiently fine circum- 
ferential resolution is used. Close examination of the way the Degani-Schiff 
modification works to resolve primary separation focuses on the calculation 
of a radial cut-off distance imposed to ensure that the correct peak in vor- 
ticity moment is chosen close to primary separation. Equation (3.36) gave 
this cut-off distance as: 

Ycut-of I (tÄ) = Cy.., (0 -A) 
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and works to prevent large discontinuous changes in F(y)max due to the 
erroneous selection of the peak in vorticity moment. Degani and Schiff stated 
that the value C should be 1.5, which means that between two circumfer- 
ential stations y,,, ar can change by as much as 1.5 times, leading to a large 
difference in the corresponding values of F(y),,, ax and an overestimation of 
the turbulent viscosity near crossflow separation [55). A reduction in the 
value of the cut-off factor C would act to prevent large changes in, and a 
smoother distribution of y,,, ax in the circumferencial direction. 
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Figure 4.31: The Effect of the Degani-Sciff Cut-Off Factor Near Primary 
Crossßow Separation 

Consider Figure 4.31 which depicts a typical situation in the vicinity of 
primary crossflow separation (occuring at station k- 1). At station k the 
separated boundary layer, which forms the primary feeding sheet, corre- 
sponds to the second large peak in the moment of vorticity while a much 
smaller peak forms closer to the surface due to the transverse component of 
the velocity profile (corresponding to the attached boundary layer beneath 
the feeding sheet) which is that used for the correct definition of the tur- 
bulent length scale. Investgation during the present study, and by Qin and 
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Jayatunga [55], has shown that at the first peak the moment of vorticity may 
not fall back below 90 % of its peak value and may, therefore, not be detected 
by the Degani-Schiff algorithm. If, in addition, the second peak, associated 
with the separated shear layer, is within yma. k_i <y<1.5ymaxk_1, it will 
be selected in preference to the first peak value. A reduction of the cut- 
off factor will, therefore, reduce the risk that if the first peak value is not 
detected, the second peak lying much further away from the surface is erro- 
neously selected. If the cut-off factor is reduced too much, however, there 
is a danger that the length scale will become "frozen" over a considerable 
circumferential region [55]. 

It was, therefore, decided to test the effect of reducing the value of the 
Degani-Schiff cut-off parameter, C, on the accuracy of the solution on a 
given grid. Initially, however, the standard Baldwin-Lomax/Degani-Schiff 
turbulence model was employed to compute the flow. 

Figure 4.32 compares the NS and PNS solutions at three axial stations, 
x/D = 5,7 and 9, with experiment. At the first station, x/D = 5, the NS 

solution is clearly superior to the PNS solution in the prediction of the suc- 
tion due to the developing primary vortex on the leeward side. At x/D =7 
the PNS solver overpredicts both the position of primary separation and the 
corresponding value of the minimum Cp. The NS solution captures primary 
separation very accurately at about 0= 75°, and the correspondence be- 
tween the NS and experimentally resolved primary vortex suction is almost 
exact. The PNS solver, however, overpredicts the minimum Cp at primary 
separation by as much as ACp -, 0.02, and though it successfully resolved 
the appearance of suction due to the primary vortex, it failed to resolve the 
pressure plateau between '= 110° - 150°, and underpredicted the suction 
by over L Cp 0.03. 

The comparison of the surface pressure distributions clearly reveal that 
the PNS solver performs poorly when compared with the corresponding 
NS solver on the (89 x 89 x 119) grid. The primary separation is poorly 
captured, and the subsequent pressure plateau and the secondary vortex 
suction are consistently unresolved. The only difference between the two 
solvers is that all streamwise viscous gradients are neglected in the PNS 
approach, though upstream pressure effects are modelled and second order 
spatial accuracy is maintained in the freestream direction. The difference 
in the two solutions can be explained by the lower spatial accuracy and the 
different treatment of upstream influence, especially in the subsonic portions 
of the turbulent boundary / shear layers, which can be quite substantial in 
the leeward region. For the laminar case 2, the NS and PNS solutions agreed 
better perhaps because the subsonic regions of the boundary layer and shear 
layers, where disturbances can feed upstream, are much smaller for laminar 
flow. 
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Lomax model together with the corresponding Degani-Schiff results for the 
cut-off factors set at infinity, 1.5 and 1.15. The solutions for a cut-off factor 

set at infinity, 1.5,1.4 and 1.3 were almost identical. Reducing the factor 
from 1.3 to 1.2 caused a dramatic improvement. The solutions for C=1.18 

and 1.16 were found to be identical to the improved solution for C=1.2. The 

solution for cut-off factors of 1.15 and 1.14 were different again, and were so 
improved that they were almost identical with the NS results presented in 
Figure 4.32. 

These results show that, for this case, there is no benefit in employing 
the cut-off routine with C greater than 1.3. The crossflow plots of turbulent 
viscosity ratio shown in Figure 4.35 a) are also very revealing. For C=1.15 
the solver successfully captures the peak in vorticity moment associated with 
the edge of the thin attached primary and secondary boundary layers. The 
standard algorithm with C=1.5, however, fails to detect the peak from 
the inner secondary boundary layer until much further leeward resulting 
in large turbulent viscosity within the separated shear layer. This can be 
explained by looking at how the Degani-Schiff cut-off algorithm works at 
primary separation. 

A plot of the radial vorticity moment distribution at three successive k 
stations just after primary crossflow separation at station x/D=6 for the 
original Degani-Schiff formulation is reproduced in Figure 4.36. This graph 
demonstrates how the original formulation can select the wrong peak in 
vorticity moment. At the first circumferential station (k = 40) just before 
crossflow separation the vorticity moment profile is typical of an attached 
boundary layer. The next station (k = 41) is just after crossflow separation, 
with a large peak associated with the separated shear layer. The peak 
associated with the attached boundary layer is only just beginning to form 
and will not be detected by the Degani-Schiff algorithm. The shear layer 
peak lies within the 50% cut-off distance from the previous value of ymax 
and so will be erroneously selected for the definition of the boundary layer 
edge. 

If the cut-off parameter is lowered so that it is only 15% over the previous 
value of ymax, the selection of the wrong peak will not occur, as the algorithm 
will select the previous ymax. At the third circumferential station (k = 42) 
both algorithms will correctly select the peak due to the attached boundary 
layer, which is now fully developed and distinct from the larger peak further 
away. This is because the vorticity moment is seen to drop back below 90% 
of the first peak value before the shear layer begins to take affect. If this did 
not happen then the original algorithm would incorrectly select the second 
peak, while an algorithm with the cut-off factor set to 1.15 would reselect 
the y,,, Qx from station k= 40 which, though wrong, is much closer to the 
correct distance than that for the second peak. 
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(a) Turbulent Viscosity Ratio Isi/; 

(b) Mach Number 

(c) Total Pressure Ratio lo//-'o,,, 

Figure 4.35: Comparison of Ik ults for Diffi'muat Turbule ne( ýºloýlýl. ý, H2 
1O . x/T)=. 9 
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Figure 4.36: Vorticity Moment Distributions at Three Circumferential Sta- 
tions, x/D=6 

Further examination of the crossflow plots of turbulent viscosity ratio 
shown in Figure 4.35 a) demonstrates that the Degani-Schiff result with 
C=1.5 and that with no cut-off at all are practically equivalent. In addition 
the crossflow plot of the turbulent viscosity ratio for the standard Baldwin- 
Lomax model clearly demonstrates its inadequacy to predict large separated 
turbulent flow fields. Figure 4.37 compares the radial vorticity moment 
distributions, on the windward symmetry plane, obtained using the standard 
Baldwin-Lomax approach and with the Degani-Schiff modification with C= 
1.15. With the standard formulation, the Baldwin-Lomax model will choose 
the largest value of the F-function, Fymax, which is seen to occur due to the 
vorticity generation by the strong-curved bow shock wave out in the inviscid 
farstream. This will result in a vastly overpredicted turbulent length scale 
and the large region of extremely high turbulent viscosity which extends out 
to the bow-shock. The Degani-Schiff modification, however, acts to choose 
the first peak (chosen after the value of F falls back to 90 % of that peak 
value) Fy,,, 

os, associated with the edge of the attached boundary layer. 
The problem with the standard Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model thus 

outlined is suggested to be general to any flow where a strong curved shock 
wave exhists which is not normal to the wall surface. This includes su- 
personic sharp or blunted leading edge geometry flows and any supersonic 
flows about bodies of revolution. The problem may not be an issue for tur- 
bulent computations of transonic aerofoils where the upper surface shock 
sits almost normal to the surface. 
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Figure 4.37: Windward Symmetry Plane Vorticity Moment Distribution at 
Station I=1 

The comparison of the PNS surface pressure solutions for cut-off factors 

of 1.5 and 1.15, and the dramatic improvement when compared with exper- 
iment, is presented in Figure 4.38. Further reductions of the cut-off factor 

progressively made the solution too "laminar" in appearance, with primary 
separation occurring too early and at much higher values of C,,. The optimal 
value for the Degani-Schiff cut-off factor for this case is therefore 1.15. 

CRANS3D was then employed using the intermediate grid (60 x 85 x 
73) in order to see if the implementation of the cut-off factor of 1.15 could 
improve the NS result on a coarser grid. Figure 4.39 presents the cross- 
flow total pressure comparisons at the three measurement stations. The 

experimental contours are compared with the corresponding NS solutions 
employing the original value of the cut-off factor (1.5) and the figure of 1.15 

suggested from the PNS study. The improvement can clearly be seen. The 

vortex structure appears to agree much better with experiment using the 
reduced cut-off factor, and is almost equivalent to the solution obtained on 
the finest grid. The only discernible difference between the experimental 
contours and the NS solution with modified Degani-Schiff appears to be 
that the suction in the core of the primary and secondary vortices, and the 
pressure within the feeding sheet is not as high as seen in experiment. A 
difference of about OPo/Poi 0.05 or an error of 12 % is observed in the 
primary vortex core. This compares with an experimental accuracy quoted 
at between 5- 10 % in the vortex cores. 
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Figures 4.41 - 4.44 present the comparisons of the experimentally mea- 
sured Mach number and total pressure ratio profiles within the leeside 
boundary layer and separated shear layer, and those predicted by CRANS3D 
using the modified Degani-Schiff turbulence model of the grid (60 x 85 
x 73). Measurements were made at stations x/D = 5,7 and 9 for 0= 
90°, 120°, 135°, 152.5° and 180°. The pressure probe traverses correspond- 
ing to these 0 angles are represented on the leeward quadrant shown in 
Figure 4.40. 

At station x/D =9 the Mach number profiles are presented in Figures 
4.41 - 4.42. For the boundary layer at 0= 90° the correspondence between 
the experimental measurements and the NS solution is almost exact, with 
a maximum difference within the boundary layer of only AM 0.1. Fur- 
ther leeward, at 0= 120°, the S-shaped profile is correctly resolved, but 
the magnitude of the first Mach number peak is predicted about double 
that seen in the experiment, and appears to occur slightly higher above 
the surface than the experimental peak. The extent of the viscous region 
is also exaggerated by about 30%. At 0= 1350 the experimental profile 
exhibits a distinct double concavity between r/D = 0.52 - 0.75, correspond- 
ing to the secondary and primary vortices. The NS solution captures the 
concavity due to the effect of the primary vortex but fails to resolve the 
secondary concavity. The magnitude of the predicted Mach number in the 
viscous region differs from the corresponding experimental measurements 
by a maximum of AM _- 0.2 which is well over the experimental accuracy 
quoted at AM±0.02. The prediction at 0= 152.5°, which corresponds to a 
cut through the leeward portion of the primary vortex, appears to be much 
better. Both the experimental and NS profiles exhibit a large concavity be- 
tween r/D = 0.54 and about 0.9 which corresponding to the outer region of 
the primary vortex. The Mach number minima obtained by the NS solver 
occurs at r/D 0.69 which is equivalent to the measured position, but 
the magnitude is overpredicted by AM 0.1. At primary reattachment 
at 0= 180° the agreement between the two curves is good although the 
predicted thickness of the boundary layer is only about half that measured 
experimentally. 

The comparison between the computed and experimentally measured to- 
tal pressure ratio profiles in the leeward quadrant at x/D =9 are presented 
in Figures 4.43 - 4.44. At 0= 90° the thickness of the oncoming boundary 
layer is underpredicted by the NS solver, and the subsequent magnitude of 
the total pressure ratio in the inviscid stream is underpredicted by as much 
as 10%. This is higher than the quoted accuracy of 2- 3% in regions of mod- 
erate gradients. The profiles through the separated shear layer at 0= 120° 
are presented in Figure 4.43. Both the experimental and computed distribu- 
tions include the S-shape indicative of separated flow, although the predicted 
S-profile is more pronounced and occurs with almost twice the total pres- 
sure ratio as that measured in the experiment. The computed separated 
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shear layer is also thicker than the corresponding measured shear layer, by 
an amount Ar/D "^: 0.06. Further leeward, at 0= 135°, the concavity at- 
tributed to the suction caused by the primary and secondary vortices, is not 
captured correctly by the NS solver. The magnitude within the region of this 
suction is overpredicted by as much as 250%. It is suggested that, while the 
experimental curve exhibits evidence of the effects of both primary and sec- 
ondary vortices, the computed curve has captured only the suction from the 
primary vortex. In addition, the extent of the viscous region is considerably 
overpredicted by the NS solver, when compared with the measured profile. 
As with the Mach number distribution, the comparison for total pressure 
ratio is better at 0= 152.5° than at the previous circumferential station. 
The predicted profile shape matches that measured in the experiment, al- 
though the primary suction, which is maximum in both cases at r/D 0.7, 
is underpredicted by a maximum of about 200%. At primary reattachment 
at 0= 180°, the thickness of the boundary layer and the associated rise 
in pressure is not correctly resolved by CRANS3D which underpredicts the 
total pressure ratio by about 10% in the inviscid region. 

Figure 4.40: Representation of the Measurement Traverses through the Lee- 
ward Quadrant 

When the flowfield for this case was examined in more detail, an anoma- 
lous windward feature appeared in the flowfield underneath the body. The 
available experimental data is unable to verify whether this is a physical 
feature, but results from other test cases will validate its existence. Section 
4.4 will present the interpretation of this flow feature, explaining both its 
nature and its origin. 
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4.3.2 The RAE Forebody: Cases 5-8 

The experimental studies which form test cases 5-8 are those performed 
at the Royal Aerospace Establishment, at Bedford, U. K., now the Defence 
Evaluation and Research Agency, by Ward et al [78] [23] [79]. The body 
investigated consisted of a3 calibre ogive nose attached to a 10 calibre 
cylindrical section, and was tested in the 8ft x 8ft wind tunnel (AI = 0.7 

- 1.8) and the 3ft x 4ft High Speed Supersonic Tunnel (M,, = 2.5 - 4.5). 
The experiments were performed with a transition strip of carborundum grit 
of height 0.508mm at x/D 0.3 in order to trip fully turbulent boundary 
layers further downstream. The experimental accuracy is quoted as follows: 

Table 4.2: Experimental Accuracy 

Property Accuracy 

CP ± 0.003 
pp/pp. ± 0.0025 
M0. ± 0.01 

a ± 0.05° 

Figure 4.45: 131A Supersonic NS Grid for Case 7 (89 x 89 x 119) 
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The test cases were computed using both CRANS3D and PNS solver 
employed on the previous four cases, using various grids each with the first 
cell from the body surface with a radial size of 0.5 x 10-5D and the clustering 
performed using a tanh function. Figure 4.45 presents the finest grid used 
for the supersonic test case 7, while Figure 4.46 presents the finest transonic 
grid used in the study of test case 8. 

Figure 4.46: B1A 7hansonic NS Grid for Case 8 (89 x 89 x 89) 

Case 5: B1A Body, Mach 2.5,14° Angle of Attack 
The test case was studied using 3 grids, the finest of which was (89 x 89 
x 119). Figure 4.47 shows the results of the grid convergence study. A 
study of the effect of the cut-off factor was performed on this finest grid 
and it was found that, in terms of the surface pressure distribution along 
the whole body, and the resolution of the vortex structures at the three 
axial stations, a cut-off factor of 1.15 was found to be the optimal value. 
Figure 4.48 presents the comparison between the solution on the finest grid 
using both the standard, and modified Degani-Schiff formulation and clearly 
demonstrates the improvement made by reducing the cut-off factor to 1.15. 
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Figures 4.50 and 4.49 present the comparison of experimental with both 
laminar and turbulent CRANS3D circumferential surface pressure distribu- 
tions. The flow is clearly turbulent, as the laminar result separates too 
early and does not exhibit the sharp pressure jump associated with the de- 
velopment of a crossflow shock between 80 - 90°. The turbulent results 
using the modified cut-off factor consistently predicted the crossflow shock 
around 5- 10° further leeward than experimental data would suggest. The 

main difference between the experimental and the computed surface pres- 
sures occurs in the leeward regions, in particular in the resolution of the 
vortex suctions. For instance, at x/D = 7.5 the vortex suction is overpre- 
dicted by as much as LICp - 0.03. This compares with an accuracy in Cp 

measurement quoted at ±0.003. 
The method outlined in Section 4.2 was used to investigate this difference 

between computation and experiment in the leeward regions. The NS solu- 
tion was used to calculate the distribution, over the body, of displacement 
thickness and the local streamwise pressure gradient in the same manner as 
with cases 2 and 4. Figures 4.51 and 4.52 present examples of the circum- 
ferential distributions of displacement thickness and the local streamwise 
pressure gradient respectively. 
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Figure 4.52: Pressure Gradient: B IA, MLý=2.5,14° 

Figure 4.51: Displacement Thickness: I31A, M,,,, =2.5,14° 
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Figure 4.53 presents the resulting comparison between the computed sur- 
face pressure distributions and the experimental measurements with the es- 
timated error bars. It can be seen that the computed curves lie generally 
within the bounds of the estimated experimental accuracy. In the regions 
where the computed curves depart from experiment, the corresponding error 
bars, which in some places are significantly greater than the quoted ±0.003, 

are large enough that the computation is still within the error bounds. More 

confidence can therefore be placed in the numerical prediction. 
Figure 4.54 presents the crossflow pitot pressure contours at stations 

x/D = 5.5 and 11.5, and compares experiment with the turbulent compu- 
tations employing the original Degani-Schiff formulation, and that using a 
different cut-off factor. At station x/D = 5.5, the modified Degani-Schiff 
turbulence model clearly predicts the crossflow shock and both primary 
and secondary vortex structures better than the original formulation. At 
x/D = 11.5, the modified Degani-Schiff solution predicts a weaker crossflow 
shock slightly more windward than that appearing in the standard Degani- 
Schiff solution. The crossflow shock, however, although its effect is present 
in the corresponding surface pressure distribution, is not clearly evident in 
the experimental crossflow measurements. 
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Case 6: B1A Body, Mach 2.5,8" angle of attack 
Case 6 xas computed using ('RANS31) and the PNS solver on a grid (89 
x 89 x 119) for 1)egani-Schiff cut-off factors of b(th 1.5 and 1. I5. Figure 
4.56 compares the experimental circumferentia. I surface presser with the 
computed distributions at axial stations rll) _ 5.5,8.5 and 11.5. The 

result for a 1)egani-Schiff radial cut-off factor of 1.15 is clearly superior in 
its agreement with experiment. The original formulation of the 1)egani- 
Schiff model does not predict any surface effect of'the primary vortices even 
by t he outflow boundary at x/D = 13, and it. consistently overpredicts both 
the position and the associated inininºum Cp at, primary separation. 

Figure "1.55 presents the ('RANS31) solution of the symmetry plane den- 

sity gradient, contours which clearly exhibits the windward shock (WS) fea, 
ture seen in the flowfield for case 4. In addition no crossflow shock-waves 
were evident in the flowfield. 

Figure 4.55: Sytnmttry 
BI A, %1�0=2.5,8° 
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Case 7: B1A Body, Mach 1.8,14° Angle of Attack 

For the study of this case three grids were employed: (60 x 85 x 60), (89 x 89 

x 89) and the finest being (89 x 89 x 119). The solutions on the two finest 

grids were practically equivalent using both NS and PNS solvers. Figure 4.57 

shows the comparison of the experimental surface pressure measurements 
and the NS and PNS solutions at a number of values of the Degani-Schiff cut- 
off parameter. The NS solver is seen to consistently yield a better prediction, 
for a given value of the cut-off parameter, than that generated by the PNS 

solver. This is consistent with the findings from case 4. It can be seen for this 

case that a cut-off factor of 1.15, although producing a great improvement 

on the original value of 1.5, is not the optimal value which was found to 
be around 1.1 for the NS solver and about 1.05 of the PNS solver (though 

convergence is not certain for this result). 
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Figure 4.57: Effect of Degani-Schiff Parameter, Surface Cp at x/D=7, l31A, 
M,,. =1.8,140 

Figures 4.58 and 4.59 compare the NS laminar and turbulent (cut-off fac- 
tor=1.15) solutions for the circumferential surface pressure with the exper- 
imental measurements. Much better agreement is observed between experi- 
ment and the turbulent solution than between experiment and the laminar 
result. The laminar solution consistently underpredicts both the position 
and the magnitude of minimum Cp at primary separation which leads to poor 
predictions of the leeside pressure distributions. At station x/D = 5.5 the 
turbulent solution correctly captures the crossflow shock, but this is resolved 
by about 3° too leeward and with slightly too much strength. At x/D = 7.5 
the crossflow shock is much weaker and has moved windward to around 70°. 
The NS solution successfully captures the crossflow shock, but the differ- 
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ence between experiment and computation is as much as ACp = 0.05 in its 

proximity, and the vortex suction is underpredicted by almost as much. At 

x/D = 8.5, the effect of a windward shock (WS), which appears in both 

the Schlieren picture taken during the experimental study (Figure 4.60 ) 

and the corresponding computed symmetry plane density gradient contours 
(Figure 4.61 ), is seen as a small inflexion in the surface pressure curves. The 

computed windward shock, however, appears about 15° more leeward than 
that measured in experiment, although they are both of similar strength. 
By the axial station x/D = 9.5 the windward shock has disappeared from 

the experimental and computed pressure distributions. At this station there 
is seen to be a large difference (L Cp - 0.03 ) between the experimentally 
measured Cp and the value predicted by the NS solution which amounts to 
ten times the figure quoted as the experimental error in Cp measurement. 

This extreme difference between experiment and computation is sug- 
gested to be associated with the incorrect resolution of the windward shock 
which is seen to pass under the body and stream off into the freestream. At 

station z/D = 9.5 the computed windward shock had only just moved off 
the underside of the body and its proximity will still affect the surface pres- 
sure, whereas the experimental windward shock is seen far from the surface 
such that it will not affect the surface pressure. The computational inability 
to predict the windward surface pressure distribution correctly leads to the 
disagreement between experiment and computation in the leeward regions. 

At x/D = 11.5 the windward pressure distribution is within the exper- 
imental error of about ACp szý 0.01 in the windward, / region predicted in 
the error analysis of case 5. The leeward pressures, however, are still over- 
predicted by as much as ACp . ̂s 0.03. If the experimental errors in the 
measurement of the leeward surface pressures for this case are similar to 
those estimated for the Mach 2.5 flow of case 5, then the error is expected 
to be of the order AC,, 0.02 - 0.04. 

Figure 4.62 presents the three dimensional "carpet" plot of surface pres- 
sure predicted in the CRANS3D solution and clearly shows how the crossflow 
shock passes onto the windward side of the body, losing strength until it is 

no longer evident further downstream. Section 4.4 analyses the windward 
shock phenomena in the light of the study of all nine forebody test cases, 
and explains its origin. Interestingly, the laminar solution was seen to ex- 
hibit a windward shock, but this occurred almost at the outflow plane much 
further downstream than that resolved in the turbulent solution. 
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Figure I. IiU: Schlieren Photograph: 131A, M, =1.8, IT' 
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Case 8: Transonic Flow Past an Ogive-Cylinder Body 

Since the PNS equations can solve for only steady supersonic flows, only 
the CRANS3D code was used in the analysis of this transonic test case. 
The inflow plane, outflow plane and farstream boundary conditions were 
implemented by evaluating the local sound speed for each boundary cell and 
solving the appropriate Riemann boundary problem - subsonic or supersonic 
inflow or outflow. The turbulent NS solutions were obtained on grids (60 x 
85 x 60), (89 x 89 x 89) and (89 x 89 x 119) for the Degani-Schiff cut- 
off factor set at 1.5 and 1.15 and Figures 4.63 illustrates the improvement 

achieved by the lower value. 
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Figure 4.63: Effect of Degani-Schiff Parameter, Surface Cp at x/D=5.5, 
B1 A, M,,,, =0.7,14° 

Figures 4.64 and 4.65 present the comparison of the experimental and 
computed laminar and turbulent circumferential surface pressure at stations 
x/D = 3.5,5.5,7.5,9.5 and 11.5. Better agreement is achieved by the tur- 
bulent computation which more correctly predicts the primary separation 
and separated leeside pressures. The turbulent solution follows the exper- 
imental surface pressure in the windward region very accurately at all five 
stations, but underpredicts the minimum Cp at primary separation which is 
computed 5- 10% too windward at the rearward three stations. At station 
x/D = 5.5 and 7.5 the magnitude of the vortex suction is accurately pre- 
dicted, but the position at which it acts occurs almost 201 earlier than seen 
experimentally. This may be associated with the difference in the position 
of separation. 
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Figure 4.66 compares the experimentally measured crossfiow pitot pres- 
sure ratio with the corresponding results from laminar and turbulent compu- 
tation. The turbulent solution employing the modified Degani-Schiff cut-off 
parameter is clearly superior to the laminar solution at both measurement 
stations. The computed turbulent vortex at x/D = 8.5, however occurs 
noticeably closer to the leeward symmetry plane than seen in experiment. 
The pressure in the vortex cores are underpredicted in the turbulent solution 
by about APP/Pp,,. .:; 0.003 which compares with the quoted experimental 
accuracy of APp/PpO 0.0025. 

The results show that the CRANS3D solver can predict the transonic 
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Figure 4.66: Effect of Modified Degani-Schiff Parameter: Crosslotr Pilot 
Pressure Ratio 

flow past a slender ogive-cylinder and that the reduced value of 1.15 for 
the Degani-Schiff cut-off factor, which was found to consistently give im- 
proved predictions for supersonic cases, performs equally well for transonic 
freestream cases. 
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4.3.3 The DLR Experimental Study of the Windward Shock 
Phenomenon 

A number of wind tunnel experiments were performed by Esch [19] on var- 
ious ogive-cylinder bodies at angle of attack in supersonic flows in order to 
investigate the appearance of the windward shock-waves which have been 
seen in the investigations of test cases 4,6 and 7. The most comprehensive 
study was performed on a tangent-ogive-cylinder body with a fineness ratio 
of 3.5 at Mach numbers of 1.5 and 1.4, both of which exhibited the windward 
shocks streaming off under the body in the Schlieren photographs taken dur- 
ing the tests. The effect of this shock was clearly resolved as the inflexion 
in the measured windward surface pressure distributions. Esch quoted the 
experimental accuracy as follows: 

Table 4.3: Experimental Accuracy 

Property Accuracy 

Cy f 0.01 
Pp f 0.1 % (±1.0 x 105N/m? ) 
M. f 0.5 % 
af0.2 % 

It was decided to compute the Mach 1.4 test case in order to gain more 
insight into the windward shock phenomena. For the study of this body 
only the PNS solver was used since, for a given size of computer memory, it 
can more efficiently obtain a solution on much finer grids, and has already 
been found to yield good results although not quite as accurate as those 
generated from CRANS3D. Figure 4.67 presents the (150 x 153 x 153) grid 
used in the computation. The radial cell size adjacent to the body surface 
was set as 0.5 x 10-5D and the radial clustering performed using a tanh 
function. The solution was resolved to 5 orders of convergence. 

Case 9: DLR 3.5 Calibre Ogive, Mach 1.4,16° Angle of Attack 
Figure 4.68 presents the circumferential surface pressure distribution at 
x/D =7 and compares the turbulent PNS solution with the experimental 
measurements. Although the numerical solution clearly resolved a windward 
shock, it was consistently predicted too late on the windward side resulting 
in a poor leeside pressure comparison. Figure 4.69 shows the experimental 
schlieren photograph together with the surface oil flow visualization which 
clearly highlights the primary separation line and the discontinuity in sur- 
face oil flow lines associated with the flow deflection through the windward 
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Figure 4.70 presents the surface skin friction lines and the synºnºetry 
plane density gradient contours computed by they PNS solver. 'Flic' windward 
shock (WS) can be (Iiscerned, although it, is seen to leave the underside of t1w 
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body further downstream than that, seen in the schlieren photograph. The 
turbulent computation also captured the jump in the surface skin friction 
lines in about, the same position as those seen in experiment. 
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4.4 Slender Forebodies and the Vortex Shock: An 
Aerodynamic Interpretation 

The computational studies of the nine test cases, covering the Mach number 
and angle of attack ranges 0.7 <_ M,,. < 2.5 and 0° <a< 16° respectively, 
proved to agree with experimental evidence well enough to enable the results 
to be used in the interpretation of the flow physics of inclined ogive-cylinders 
at these conditions. In particular, the windward shock feature observed 
in experiment under certain conditions can be analysed with the aim of 
describing its aerodynamic nature and its origin. 

The most complete study of the phenomena was by Esch [19] at DLR, 
Cologne. Surface pressure distribution measurements were made together 
with schlieren and oil flow visualization in order to find an explanation 
for the formation of these shocks. Esch summarized that the shock exists 
when the crossflow Mach number is high enough for a crossflow shock to 
form in front of the wedge-like crossflow separation, and that under certain 
conditions the shock will detach from the primary separation line and move 
towards the windward side of the body. Figure 4.71 shows the effect of 
crossflow Mach number on the primary separation line and the near-surface 
flow. 

Esch showed that as the freestream crossflow Mach number (M""sin9) 
increased above about 0.31, a shock trace will appear in the oil flow as a 
discontinuity in the slope of the skin friction lines. This shock becomes 

strong enough that, by a freestream crossflow Mach number of 0.44, it will 
force the primary separation to follow it further windward. At even higher 
freestream crossflow Mach numbers at around 0.6, the embedded primary 
separation shock remains fixed to the separation line and is not seen to pass 
onto the windward side of the body. The fact that the numerical studies 
identified the windward shock in the flow fields of case 4,6,7 and 9 would 
seem to dispel the suspicion that it may be due to some imperfection on the 
body surface. 

Considering case 4, it was shown that the numerical solution agreed very 
closely with experiment and the computed surface pressure at the three 
measurement stations lay consistently within the bounds of the estimated 
experimental error. The numerical results showed that at no point in the 
flow did the crossflow reach supersonic, and therefore no embedded crossflow 
shockwave developed. This agreed with experiment, where no evidence of 
any strong crossflow shock was apparent in either the surface data, or the 
three crossflow plane measurements. The numerical solution did, however, 
resolve a windward shock which is clearly visible in the numerical symme- 
try plane density gradient plot presented in Figure 4.72 together with the 
an interpretation of the flow features. Figure 4.73 presents the crossflow 
structure at different axial stations down the body together with an inter- 
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Figure 4.71: Effect of Crossflow Mach Number on Primary Separation and 
Surface Skin Friction Lines [19] 

pretation of the flow. The development of a windward shock can clearly be 
discerned, and this windward feature is seen to originate around the primary 
vortices after their rapid growth as the flow expands past the ogive nose. 
This weak feature then streams off downstream in the same manner, and 
with the same slope as the bow shock wave, eventually passing under the 
body to appear in the symmetry plane as a windward shock trace. This 

evidence suggests that the windward shock forms because of the deflection 

of the supersonic stream caused by the virtual double-cone like modification 
of the leeside body shape by the primary vortices. The windward shock can 
therefore be renamed the "vortex shock". 

A similar situation was found with case 6, where the vortex shock ap- 
peared in the flowfield in the absence of any crossfiow shock wave. It there- 
fore seems that the windward appearance of the vortex shock is independent 
of the development of an embedded crossflow shock. Cases 4 and 6 corre- 
spond with the surface skin friction pattern of Figure 4.71 a). 
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The cunºpnta, tions for case 7 also revealed the I, retieuce of the windward 
vortex shock which was evident, in the experimental Schliº'rºPn photograph. 
The combated skin friction lines all(] the flowliel(l showed the devi'lopment 

of a, strong embedded crossflow shock which originated as a, result. of 11n' de- 

velopment, of supersonic crossflow as the flow expanded pafft, t. in' ogive nose. 
The embedded crossflow shock was seen to become so strong that it fixed 

prinºa. ry separation as it, moved progressively windward until the crossflow 
Mach number eventually began to reduce to its subsonic "21) cvlinclrical" 
condition further away from the nose. The embedded shock therefore weak- 
ened and detached frone the primary separation line which moved rapidly 
back to the leeward side of the body. Continuation of the embedded cru s- 
flow shock, as a, weak shock moving further windward along the body, can 
be traced to the windward appearance of the' vortex shock. 

The computed crossffow structure at . r/L) = ri, shown in Figure . 1.7 
together with an interpretation of the illntitrated flow fc'a. tures, sevens to 
indicate that the vortex shock and the embedded cross(low shock are linked. 
In fact., detailed analysis of this cam, and that, of cases 5 and 9, where t he 

embedded crossflow shock develops, in(Iica. tes that, the t. wo features are ouc' 
and the sa. nºe, and t. hal the embedded crossflow shock is actually Oil, foot 

of the vortex shock which is strengthened by the local increase in crossilow 
Mach number near the body. 

vu,.. ýnak 
w. ýý. 

Fýn6sdfal 

Bow Shock 

Figure 4.74: ('oºººput(d ('ro, tisfioun Ueºº, vily (i1Ylllle /it uiwt/ 1/114 1pIf Inlruni: 
r/! )=5,11 /A, A1,,,, = l. 8,1-11' 

The inability o[' the NS and f'NS solvers tu correctly resolve t It(, posit iuu 
of t. Iºe windwa. rcl regions of t, lie flow, denºOnstrated in i igureti . I. 58 and -1. ti8, 
i5 due to the fact that, the resolUI icon of the vortex shock is very sensil ive to 
the resolution of the primary vortex and its feeding sheet. 

Numerical results for case 9 also resolve the windward preseºiwc of the 
vortex shock which appears in the experimental schlieren photographs. The 
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computed skin friction lines were in good agreement with experiments, and 
together with the flowfield solution, clearly showed the development of a 
weak crossflow shock emanating from the body surface close to but, sig- 
nificantly, prior to primary separation. This embedded shock was seen to 
develop as the crossflow reached supersonic condition soon after passing be- 

yond the ogive-nose, and moved further windward as the crossflow Mach 
number in the critical region increased. After about 1 calibre beyond the 
station at which the shock first formed, the crossflow Mach number began to 
reduce, the shock became weaker until it practically disappeared when the 
crossflow became subsonic and stabilized to the equivalent "2D-cylindrical" 
condition far away from the nose. By this stage the embedded shock had 
passed a considerable distance onto the windward side of the body and 
again showed itself to be linked to the windward appearance of the vortex 
shock. This is further evidence that the embedded crossflow shock is part 
of the overall structure of the vortex shock. The foot of the vortex shock is 
strengthened by the increased crossflow Mach number close to the nose until 
it appears as the embedded crossflow shock as the crossflow becomes super- 
sonic. The surface skin-friction lines for case 9 would appear to correspond 
with those of Figure 4.71 b), while the pattern predicted at the increased 
Mach number of case 7 appears close to that shown in Figure 4.71 c). The 
skin friction pattern of Figure 4.71 d) corresponds with that seen in case 5 
where the embedded crossflow shock persists along the entire length of the 
body. 

Table 4.4 summarizes the testcases, giving for each case the global cross- 
flow Mach number and whether or not the embedded crossflow shock is seen, 
whether the windward vortex shock appears, and whether the computational 
solution predicts the downstream crossflow over the cylinder to be subsonic. 
Appendix C briefly presents a theoretical technique used to calculate the 
crossflow Mach number required to achieve sonic condition on a 2D circular 
body in a subsonic inviscid stream. It was found that the critical crossflow 
Mach number of the 2D inviscid flow across a cylinder is 0.418. For the 3D 
case of an ogive-cylinder body at angle of attack, the crossflow is processed 
by the bow shock wave, and the crossflow Mach number over the ogive nose 
will be increased as the flow is expanded over its surface. Nevertheless this 
technique can be used to predict whether the flow over the cylindrical af- 
terbody, far away from the nose, is likely to exhibit an embedded crossflow 
shock. The critical freestream crossflow Mach number in this case is likely 
to be slightly larger than the 2D value of 0.418 due to the effect of both the 
nose expansion and the bow shock, and is suggested to be around 0.44. 

Referring to table 4.4, the only case where locally supersonic crossflow 
is seen along the whole length of the cylinder is case 5 with a freestream 
crossflow Mach number of 0.605. Case 7, which exhibits a crossflow shock 
over a substantial portion of the cylinder body, has subsonic crossflow only 
over the rearward portions of the cylinder. The global crossflow Mach num- 
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Table 4.4: Testcase Summary 

Case Moo a (deg) M00aina Crossflow Windward Local 
Shock Shock Subsonic 

Appears Appears Crossflow 

1 2.0 0 0 - - - 
2 2.0 10 0.347 x ? 
3 2.0 0 0 - - - 
4 2.0 10 0.347 
5 2.5 14 0.605 ý/ x x 
6 2.5 8 0.348 
7 1.8 14 0.435 ý/ ý/ "/ 
8 0.7 14 0.169 - - - 
9 1.4 16 0.386 J J J 

ber for case 7 is given as 0.435 and is likely to be very close to the figure 

required for critical flow to exist along the entire body length. 
The effect of any supersonic patch over the body surface, which will 

be terminated by the embedded crossflow shock - the strengthened foot 

of the vortex shock, will be to prevent any disturbances on the leeward 

side, close to the body, from passing windward. It is suggested that the 
windward appearance of the vortex shock only occurs when the crossflow 
over a considerable length of the cylindrical afterbody is subsonic such that it 

can convect "upstream" into the windward flowfield. Table 4.4 demonstrates 
that for each case where the vortex shock appears on the windward side 
there is a substantial rearward portion of the cylinder afterbody with purely 
subsonic crossflow. 

To summarize, the evidence from the study of the nine ogive-cylinder test 
cases suggests that the windward shock forms becuase of the deflection of 
the supersonic stream caused by the virtual double-cone like modification of 
the leeside body shape by the primary vortex system. The windward shock 
can therefore be named the "vortex shock". In addition it would seem that 
the embedded shock, which appears in the crossflow, is the manifestation of 
the vortex shock which is strengthened in regions of supersonic crossflow. 
Figure 4.75 illustrates the flow topology when the crossflow over the rearward 
portion of the cylinder body is subsonic. Figure 4.76 presents the flow 

'Body not long enough for windward appearance of vortex shock, but with a lengthened 
body, its windward appearance is expected. 
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features typically c'ncouutVFº'd when the cros'stlc)w over tu t' who lee I)c, cly iti 
transonic or supersonic. Iu tIºis vatic' tIºc' vortex ShI(Wk never passes windward, 
and in cast's of supersonic cross low Mach nunihei, a Ieesiclc' shock forms cwPr 
the priºua, ry vortices. The It'eside shock, seen in t lice experituc'ºital st tithes of 
Ward cat al [78] [23] [79] and computed by Ilsic'li cat al [21] 

, occurs because 
the crossflow must turn parallel to the Ieewa, rcl symmetry plane. 

Figure 1.75: F/mv 7'upuloyy for Subsonic Crossflou' 0v rH car of ('yiirukFr 

.1 
fIt rbody, A1,,,. ßin. ( < OA I 1 
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Figure . 1.76: Flow 5tru("lurt: L'neount(r(d with 7rrºrº. tinººiýý, 5'uýýý rýuniº Cross- 
flow Over Whole Body Lunyllº, M, sinn > 0.11 
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4.5 Multiblock Validation: B1 and B2 Revisited 
This section I)r(Sent, S fluuWrical tc'nt, S aSSO(iatc'cl with 111e º'XteuSion Of tlººe 
CItANS3I) solver to a nºultiblock solver for more complicated geometries. 
The nºultiblock algoritlºnº developed for the ('RANS31) code was first vali- 
dated on the ONEUA 13I I est (- Lsv. A test grid (33 x 33 x 33) wati generated 
for the ONENA BI forebocly, which was split along a. Specific surface in ei- 
ther the I-, . l- or K- direction. The resulting 2 block sinºula. tions were then 
performed in order to test the interface algoritlºnº in the given direction. All 
the computations were performed oil the same MlPPS U500() processor and 
were terminated after 6000 iterations (ie: '1 orders of convergence for the 
single block 10" angle of attack case). The following sections briefly 1>r0-, eilt 
the results of this analysis. 

I-Cut Analysis 

Figure 1.77 shows the tost grid generated to test the I-cut algorithIn used 
for hoth the 0" and 10" simulation. 'I'lke coruparisoll between the single 
block and the uiult. ihlock solutions at both angle of attacks wert' equivalent, 
down to nine significant figures. Figure 1.78 presents the comparison of 
surface pressure cowfticient along the body at threv circuinl'rvntia. I stations. 
Figure 4.79 illustrates the equivalence in computed density coutoiirs on the 
lvewa. rcl syniinet. ry I>Iatie, while 119"m 4.80 shows that, the single block, and 
the niiiltiblock algorithins yield equivalent solutions for the leeside vortex 
structure. 

Figure 1.77: Multiblock I-('u! test grid for (; 'uth ur l3/ (.? x . ýf x : 13) 
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Figure 4.78: Comparison of Axial Surface Pressure Coefficient 
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Figure 4.79: Comparison of Multiblock I-Cut (bottom) and Single Block (top) 
Density Contours For Leeward Symmetry Plane 
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Figure 4.80: Comparison of Crossflow Density Contour Resolution for 
Multiblock and Single Block Computations at Plane x/D=8 

J-Cut Analysis 

The test grid for the J-cut analysis is shown in Figure 4.81, where the 
interface was set along a J-surface close to the body surface where flow 
variable gradients are highest. The J-cut algorithm was only tested on 
the 10° case with the more challenging flow physics. The simulation also 
proved to be equivalent to the corresponding single block case as shown in 
Figures 4.82 and 4.83. In addition, the same case was run with the Baldwin- 
Lomax/Degani-Schiff turbulence model implemented. The results for both 
single and multi-block solvers were, again, equivalent. 
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Figure 4.81: Multiblock J-Cut test grid for Garteur BI (33 x 33 x 33) 

Figure 4.82: Comparison of Multiblock J-Cut (top) and Single Block (bot- 
tom) Density Contours For Leeward Symmetry Plane 
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Figure 4.83: Comparison of Multiblock J-Cut (bottom) and Single Block 
(top) Density Contours For Windward Symmetry Plane 
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K-Cut Analysis 

The grids for the K-cut test are shown in Figure 4.84. The test was again 
run only for the 10° case but with the interface set along a K-surface inter- 
secting the vortex in order to provide a more challenging environment for 
the interface algorithm. 

Figure 4.84: Multiblock K-Cut test grid for Garteur 131 (33 x 33 x 33) 

The comparison between the K-cut multiblock solution and its single 
block counterpart are presented in Figures 4.85 to 4.88. The results show 
that the multiblock routine with the K-cut is equivalent to the single block 
case. 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated that for the case of the two block 
slender body test case, all three interface algorithms perform satisfactorily. 
The integration routine across each interface has been shown to yield the 
exact same solution, down to nine significant figures, as the correspond- 
ing single block routine, with the same processor and the same number of 
iterations at the same value of the CFL number. These numerical tests, 
therefore, validate the extension of CRANS3D to a multiblock solver. 
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Figure 4.85: Comparison of Vortex Density Contour Resolution for K-Cut 
Multiblock and Single Block Computations at Plane x/D=8 

4' 

Phi (deg) 

Figure 4.86: Comparison of Circumferential Surface Pressure Coefficient, 
x/D=8 

0 20 40 80 60 100 120 140 180 180 
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Figure 4.87: Comparison of Turbulent Solutions for Vortex Resolution for 
K-Cut Multiblock and Single Block Computations at Plane x/D=9 

" 8h{ß" Block tmn*w 

- sn . 81oek Turbu* l (&IAb) 
" Mutblock Tuft W OKOS) 

Interface 

S 
Block t 

Block 2 

-0.12 
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Phl (dog) 

Figure 4.88: Comparison of Circumferential Surface Pressure Coefficient, 
x/D=9 



Chapter 5 

Euler Solutions and 
'Phantom Vorticity' on 
Non-Uniform Grids 

The phenomena of "phantom vorticity" in Euler solutions is in- 
troduced and linked to the stretching of the computational mesh. 
A new formulation of the higher order MUSCL scheme which 
accounts for grid non-uniformity is derived and applied to the 
alleviation of the phantom vorticity. 

Several investigators have found that if the Euler equations are solved to 
predict the supersonic flow around smooth slender bodies at moderate to 
large angle of attack, anomalous leeside vortices can develop in the solution 
[34] [9]. In addition, the development of a "numerical" boundary layer has 
been observed, which grows at the body surface, even with the application 
of a slip boundary condition at the wall. 

The inviscid character of the Euler equations, means that they cannot 
account for viscous vorticity generation. Numerical solution of the Euler 
equations can, however, involve mechanisms for the generation of vorticity 
"by mistake". In inviscid flow, curved shock-waves introduce circulation, 
entropy layers and vorticity into the solution. Marconi [34] demonstrated 
that for a conical-Euler solution on a slender cone at angle of attack in a 
supersonic stream, a crossßow shock will cause separation of the flow from 
the cone surface and a spiral vortex near the leeward symmetry plane. In 
addition, since numerical solutions are obtained from approximate, or discre- 
tised, forms of the governing equations, Euler solutions may include vorticity 
generation by the effect of truncation error. Once a vortex is formed, the 
Euler equations allow for its convection downstream but cannot simulate its 

127 
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diffusion due to physical viscosity. All computational schemes, however, are 
dissipative and even without the addition of artificial viscosity, will diffuse 
and destroy vorticity. Numerical dissipation will diminish the concentration 
and strength of vortices, but not in a manner representative of a viscous 
flowfield. 

Turkel [75] undertook a comprehensive investigation of the effect of grid 
stretching on the accuracy of modern schemes for compressible fluid flows. 
Turkel showed that many of the popular central and upwind methods re- 
duce to first order spatial accuracy in regions where the grid is highly non- 
uniform. Various algebraic and exponential functions were investigated for 
the grid stretching. It was found that algebraic stretching was sufficiently 
smooth to allow second order techniques to maintain their formal accuracy. 
Exponential stretching functions, however, proved to deteriorate the spatial 
accuracy to first order unless special weighted formulas are used. In ad- 
dition it was demonstrated that second order accuracy can be maintained 
with these schemes only if the mesh accurately reflects the properties of the 
solution. 

Chinilov [13] investigated the phenomenon of the non-physical, numerical 
boundary layer which he found to develop near the body surface when a 
supersonic inviscid stream flows past a blunt body. A 2D, steady supersonic 
flow past a circular cylinder was investigated using several mesh resolutions 
by use of a first order finite volume numerical Godunov scheme. Chinilov, 
however, does not seem to have employed any appreciable grid stretching, 
and found that he could reduce the "phantom viscosity" by either refining 
the grid or employing second order spatial discretisation. 

A number of investigators have developed techniques to account for grid 
stretching. Battina [6] developed improved algorithms for the spatial and 
temporal discretisation in his unstructured Euler solver for the investigation 
of the unsteady aerodynamics of a 2D pitching aerofoil. In particular he de- 
veloped a simple interpolation of the primitive variables which he employed 
in the standard MUSCL scheme in order to treat highly skewed tetrahedral 
cells. This weighted interpolation of the primitive variables was based on 
the distance between the centroid and the midpoint of the appropriate edge. 
Battina [7] further developed this technique for 3-D flows, this time with a 
different MUSCL type scheme. Liou and Ilan [31] developed a high reso- 
lution scheme for their time accurate, 3D, structured finite volume solver, 
based on Roe's upwind technique for flux difference splitting. Nonunifor- 
mity of cell sizes was accounted for by deriving a number of factors based 
on the sizes of each cell in the stencil. 

The errors associated with "phantom vorticity" in Euler solutions on 
highly stretched grids, if large enough, may affect the viscous solutions, 
which employ very fine, highly stretched grids in the near wall region. It 
was therefore decided to investigate the affect of "phantom vorticity" on the 
solution of the Mach 2,10° angle of attack flow over the ONERA 131 body 
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(Forebody Testcase 2). 

5.1 The Numerical Investigation 

The CRANS3D solver was employed in Euler mode to obtain solutions on 
five grids. The first "Euter" mesh was of size (60 x 54 x 45) and employed 
near wall cells of 0.00185D radial thickness and a tank radial stretching 
function. The next four "NS" grids all used near wall cells of 2x 10-4D 
radial thickness and again employed a tank radial stretching function. The 
cells were spaced uniformly in the circumferential direction. 

First of all, the solver was employed on all five grids using the standard 
MUSCL formulation with the K factor set for third order spatial accuracy. 
It was found that for the first two grids the solution converged well down 
to five orders, whereas those on the finest three grids stalled at around 2- 
2.5 orders of convergence. The CFL number, set to 0.3, was successively 
reduced down to 0.05 in an attempt to converge the solutions further, but 
was found to have little affect. Analysis of the stalled solution, by checking 
after every 1000 iteration increment, revealed that the flow structure did 
not exhibit any appreciable change. Figure 5.1 presents the five solutions 
for the circumferential surface pressure at x/D = 7. It would be expected 
that as the grid is further refined, the solution would converge to the same 
circumferential distribution, but what is, in fact, observed is that the so- 
lution progressively deviates from the expected inviscid solution (Curve for 
Grid 1) and develops pronounced suction peaks due to the resolution of the 
phantom vortices on the leeside of the body. 
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Figure 5.1: Grid Convergence for Euler Solution, 3rd Order MUSCL 
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Figure 5.2 1 retivntti t Iw cuniput, a. tionaI gri(I and density contours at x1 I) _ 
K obtained by t. hc' fully converged I UIPr solution on grid 1. This solution 
appeared to yield the correct flow structure expected of' an Eulcr solution, 
wit. liout any flow separation or leeward vortices. ('lose inspection of t1w 

crossflow velocity vectors, however, did show the proseneo of a "light velocity 
profile close to the leeward body surface. 

Figure 5.2: Density Contours at a ll=ýý', 3rd Order M(1SC'L h'ukr" Solution 

on Grid 

The corresponding crossflow solution on t he finest. NS grid (60 x 85 x 
7: 1) at the same axial station is I)1'oti(1It1. t1ll ill Figure X1.. 3. 

The plot of leeward crossilow vectors clearly shows a well develop ecl Iºu- 
nlerica. l boundary layer, which separa. 1os oil' the Ieosillc' of t. In' hotly to form 

a well developed primary, seconcla. ry and tort, ia. ry vort, c'x system similar h) 
that, expecl, Oc1 of a, viscous solºIt, icºtl rat her Ihan a. u I; nlc'r soluhot1. tiiucc' IIt(. 

origin of t, hc' vorticity is non- physical, t. hc restilt, iug vortex pattern does not 
agree with either experiment, or with the la. luiuar NS solution for t lll' satin' 
grid. The primary vortex is resolved too strongly, and uo tc'rtiary vOrtPx 
was resolved in c'it, ller c'xl)l'rimellt. 01' the viscous solºIt. ion. Solutions were 
also c)I)t. aiuell using a different formulation for t. in' Filler wall slip boundary 

coullition, and using Ella Hoe Approxiºua. t, e Iiieluailn solver instead of the 
Oslier solver. Neither changes had ally al)I)recia. I)II' a(fert on the solution. 

'I'hr uc'xt, stet) in the invest. igat. ion was to look al, Oil, effect, of spatial 
accuracy. By altering the t factor ill the MUSUI, scheute one can cºI)t. ailº 
solutions of second order spa. t. ial accuracy, and by switching off the ML1S('I. 

scheine altogether one gets a. solution of first order spatial accuracy. Figulrl` 
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5.4 present, M the 1st. order solution at, . r/l) = S. A small numerical boundary 
layer is still observed over the leeward surface. '1'hc' flow is seen to separate 
and a very small vortex is fornmed close to the hotly Surface adjacent to 
time leeward syinnic't, ry plane. This vortex, liowcevi(er, is SO 11111d) sinaller 
and weaker than that predicted with third order spatial accuracy that. it, is 
hardly visible in the crossflow density contours. Figure 5.5 compares the 
circuniferentia. l surface pressure clistril>ntion at.. r/l) _7 uht, a. iued for Ist, 

order spatial a'ccura'cy, and using the 3rd order Mt S('I, scheme. 
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a primary and secondary vortex. The first order solution is much closer to 
that expected of an Euler solution, with only a slight inflexion at 0 sr 150° 
indicating a small weak primary vortex. The third order value of Cp at 
the leeward symmetry plane is equivalent to that predicted in the 3rd order 
viscous solution, but that obtained in the 1st order Euler result is overpre- 
dicted by L Cp 0.01. This can be explained by the overall reduction in 

spatial accuracy, and the corresponding increase in numerical dissipation. 
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Figure 5.5: Euler Solution on Grid 5,1st Order vs. 3rd Order MUSCL 

A sixth grid was then generated in order to further investigate the effect 
of grid stretching on the numerical solution of the Euler equations. Grid 
6 (60 x 140 x 73), shown in Figure 5.7 had a number of cells of identical 
radial thickness adjacent to the wall; outside these cells the cell thickness was 
then increased smoothly, using a tanh function, to the freestream boundary. 
The interface between the uniform and stretched portion of the grid was 
positioned well beyond the influence of the body surface. 

A third order calculation on this grid no longer produced a numerical 
boundary layer at the wall. Instead a spurious numerical shear layer formed 
from the interface where the radial cell size began to increase away from 
the wall. Grid 6 was then modified by pulling the grid stretching interface 
slightly further away from the wall, introducing more cells in the uniform 
regions such that the uniform cell size of grid 6 was maintained. It was 
found that the numerical shear layer moved with the stretching interface. 
In effect, the numerical boundary layer was moved away from the wall and 
followed the position of the discontinuity in the gradient of cell size. It was 
noted that the solution could only be converged down to 2.5 orders before it 
stalled. The solution remained the same after iterating a further 3000 time 
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steps with a CFL number reduced from 0.3 to 0.1. 
It was postulated that the numerical boundary layer and the resultant 

phantom vorticity is due to excessive numerical dissipation associated with 
the localized loss of spatial accuracy when using the standard high resolution 
MUSCL scheme in regions where the grid is highly stretched. In order to 
test this hypothesis, it was decided to derive a modified MUSCL scheme to 
account for grid stretching. Section 5.1.1 presents the derivation of a high 
resolution MUSCL scheme which uses a weighted formulation of each cell 
size in the stencil. 

5.1.1 A New Formulation of the MUSCL Scheme for Non- 
Uniform Grids 

The original formulation of the MUSCL scheme was derived from the piece- 
wise quadratic distribution for the variable U in a cell i given by equation 
(5.1). 

auii+ UrZ ox2l a2u 5.1 u-U, +(x- x, ) ax 2 L(X-2, 
) 

-J() 12 axe 

where U, is the average value defined by: 

1 {+L ' U; = Ax 
ji-f U(x)dx 

The above expression assumes that each cell is the same size, that is - 
there is no grid stretching. Figure 5.6 shows a 1D computational stencil 
about cell i for a stretched grid, where the length of cell i is denoted by si. 

sf-I Qi $NI 

ý ýmai 

Ui-i U+ U+++ 

I -- 
x 

Figure 5.6: Finite Volume Representation of Stretched Grid About Cell i 

Taking the function f (x) to be a quadratic function of U of the form 
dU = Adx2 + 13dx gives the following relation: 
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U-Ui=A(x--x; )2+B(x-x; ) (5.2) 

To evaluate the required derivatives of U with respect to x: 

= 2Adx +B 
aä = 2A 

Expressions for the factors A and B can be obtained by applying equation 
(5.2) about point i: 

U; +1 - U, =A (x, +l - x; )2 +B (xi+i - x2) (5.3) 
Ui-i - U1 =A (xi-I - X, )2 +B (xi-2 -. Ti) 

yielding the following result: 

A_1 ((Ui+i-U1)(U. i_U1 
zi. 1 - xi-1 xi - 

`xi-1 
- xi 

and: 

B°1 
((Xi 

- Ü) + 
(xi - (ui - Xi+1 ` Xi-1 Xi+1 - Xi/ ` Xi - xi-1) 

The required derivatives at i (where x-x; = 0) are then given by: 

ou I; 
'B 

02U Za TX äx2 

For a stretched grid the Lex term in equation (5.1) becomes the size of 
cell i-s;. The cell sizes can then be given by 

s; _i = x, -i - xf-I =2 xi- ,-x; -i 
si = xi+j, - x; _I =2x; - x; -i/ 

si+i = x; +; -- x; + j. =2x; +l - x; fý1 
Setting: 

Ö{_ 2&i U' -Ui 
a. + i ++i 

(5.4) 

as+as-, 
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Equations (5.4) can then be substituted into equation (5.1). For the 
evaluation of the variables at the interfaces of cell i, the value of x is set as 
x=x; ± s; /2. For the left hand side of interface i+ 1/2, this results in the 
following relation. 

L Ut + 
dFdi-1 (di di 11 , ß, 2 

d, 

C\\st 2s=t-1)+K)++ 
Si 

`2sit}1 x. 
) 

A corresponding expression can be derived for the values of the right 
hand side of interface i+ 1/2 (ie: by a similar treatment for cell i+ 1): 

UR 1 
i+2 = Ui-F1 - rs a"1 + 

(at+t+a, +21 
aj+l a1+l J (5.6) 

Cl 
`si2s; + 

s+) 
- K) + 

((at+2s 

+1'+, 

) 
+ ýl 

-1 

Where: 

ä+_ 2a; tU, U; 
ai+2+$i+t 

(5.7) 
Q` 2e, U, _U 

'1+1+31) 

Equation (5.5) and (5.6), represent the modified MUSCL scheme for non- 
uniform grids, based on a quadratic distribution of U across the cell. 

The modified MUSCL scheme was employed on grid 6. Figure 5.8 presents 
the x/D =8 crossflow solution and clearly demonstrates the dramatic im- 
provement the modified MUSCL scheme produced. The numerical shear 
layer and the associated vortices, which appeared as intermediate solutions, 
were convected out of the solution as it converged down to five orders. The 
final solution was comparable, even better, than the standard 3rd order 
MUSCL solution on the Euler grid (grid 1) despite the large cell stretching. 

A further calculation was performed, employing the modified MUSCL 
scheme on grid 5. This time the numerical boundary layer and resultant 
phantom vortices appeared only as an intermediate solution, and disap- 
peared as the solution converged down to five orders. 

A further test was carried out using grid 5 to obtain a laminar solution 
with the modified MUSCL scheme. The result showed that the solution was 
equivalent to that presented for that grid in the study of forebody testcase 2, 
indicating that the "phantom viscosity" is less of a problem for NS solutions. 
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5.2 Phantom Vorticity: An Interpretation 

The phenomenon of the numerical boundary/shear layer and resultant phan- 
tom vorticity in Euler solutions of the supersonic flow past smooth inclined 
slender bodies has been linked with the spatial accuracy of the scheme, 
highly stretched regions of the grid, and to convergence problems. It was 
found that the problem was independent of the implementation of the Euler 
slip boundary condition and of the use of either the Roe or Osher approxi- 
mate Riemann Solver. 

This information suggests that the phantom vorticity is generated by the 
excessive numerical dissipation associated with the localized loss of spatial 
accuracy in regions where the grid is highly stretched. Schemes that do not 
account for nonuniformity of the grid cannot maintain high order spatial 
accuracy and introduce excessive numerical dissipation which is localized 
to the highly stretched region of the grid. The Euler equations, having no 
mechanism for the diffusion, cannot delocalize these errors which can only 
convect through the flowfield in the streamwise direction. Since the source 
of the numerical dissipation - highly stretched grids with an inconsistent 
numerical scheme - remains as the flow develops, more and more numerical 
dissipation is generated and eventually the solution cannot converge any 
further. 

Application of a scheme which accounts for grid nonuniformity will main- 
tain higher order spatial accuracy in highly nonuniform areas of the mesh. 
The fact that numerical vorticity does occur but dies away as the solution 
is converged beyond three orders indicates that there is still a localized loss 
of spatial accuracy. If a high order scheme is employed, the spatial accuracy 
may drop to lower order where the grid is highly stretched. The resulting 
numerical dissipation, however, is not strong enough to stall convergence. 

The equivalence of the laminar solutions on the same highly stretched 
mesh using both formulations of the MUSCL scheme, shows that any ex- 
cessive numerical dissipation is effectively dispersed by viscosity. With no 
localized errors, the solution is able to converge correctly down to 5 orders. 



Chapter 6 

Delta Wings At High Speed 

The supersonic flow past sharp leading edge delta wings is in- 

vestigated. In particular the NASA 75° Delta Wing test cases, 
which correspond closely to the geometry of the wings on the 
I31AW20AS configuration, are computed. 

6.1 The Supersonic Flow About Delta Wings 
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Figure 6.1: Separation Mechanisms Identified by Stanbrook and Squire [70]. 

Stanbrook and Squire [70] performed an analysis of experimental data 
existing in the early 1960's on the structure of the flow around the leading 
edges of swept wings. It was shown that, as the Mach number increased 
at a given angle of attack, the leeside flow changed from a separated to an 
attached flow while the Mach number normal to the leading edge, AN, was 
subsonic. This transition between separated and attached flows is associated 

138 
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with the occurrence of a supersonic expansion around the leading edge, and 
the Mach number at which it was found to occur increased with angle of 
attack. 

Four distinct types of leeside flow were identified, as shown in Figure 6.1. 
At low Mach numbers and almost zero angle of attack the flow is attached 
and exhibits no crossflow shock as shown for case a). For higher angles of 
attack the flow separates from the leading edge and the resulting separated 
shear layer rolls up to form a strong primary vortex. The primary vortex 
induces a spanwise outflow beneath it which can then separate to form a 
smaller secondary vortex. This structure, case b), is known as the classical 
vortex structure and is illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6.2: Classical Swept Leading Edge Separation Flow Structure and 
Surface Pressure Distribution. 
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At lower angles of attack there exists a regime where the separated shear 
layer reattaches to the surface, forming a long bubble similar to that formed 
in two dimensional flow. For higher Mach numbers, when the leading edge 
becomes supersonic, the leeside flow in the vicinity of the leading edge re- 
mains attached due to the swept supersonic expansion around the leading 
edge. An oblique crossflow shock will occur from the surface, originating 
close to the wing apex. If this shock is weak, then there will only be a thick- 
ening of the boundary layer around the shock foot and the flow will remain 
attached as in case c). If the shock is strong enough, however, it will induce 
boundary layer separation and the resulting free shear layer will either roll 
up to form a vortex or reattach to the surface forming a bubble, depending 
on the flow angle of attack. This case is illustrated in Figure 6.1, case d). 

Stanbrook and Squire correlated data for sharp, swept leading edge sep- 
aration on a graph of the angle of attack normal to the leading edge, ÜN, 
against the corresponding normal Mach number MN. This graph is repro- 
duced in Figure 6.3 and shows the boundaries within which the transition 
from separated to attached leeside flow was found to occur. This boundary 
has since become known as the Stan brook-Squire separation boundary. 
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Figure 6.3: The Variation with angle of attack of Mach Number for Flow 
Attachment on Swept Sharp Leading Edge Wings. [70]. 

An extensive experimental program was performed at NASA Langley by 
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Miller and Wood [38], studying the leeside flow structures about sharp lead- 
ing edge delta wings at supersonic speeds. The spanwise surface pressure 
coefficient was measured at the rear of the model, and the flow structure was 
visualised by means of vapour screen, oil flow and surface tuft techniques. 
Four geometries with sweepback angles A of 75°, 67.5°, 60° and 52.5° were 
tested at Mach numbers between 1.5 and 2.8. The four sweepback angle ge- 
ometries enabled the experimental results to straddle the Stanbrook-Squire 
separation boundary, and so provide more insight into the mechanisms of 
the leading edge separation or expansion. 

The experimental data enabled Miller and Wood to classify the flow struc- 
tures into seven distinct regimes, based on the flow mechanisms observed on 
the leeward side. This classification was later modified by McMillin et-al [36] 
who performed a comprehensive CFD analysis of all of Miller and Woods ex- 
perimental cases. These classifications are presented in Figure 6.4 a), which 
shows the vapour screen photographs of the rearward leeside flow structures. 
The aN - MN graph, marking the regions within which the seven identified 
regimes occur is presented in Figure 6.4 b). The case of a leeside flow with 
no leading edge separation and no crossflow shock or resultant separation 
(ie: subsonic leading edge), was found to occur only at low Mach numbers 
and extremely low angle of attacks (a < 1°). The classical vortex struc- 
ture as shown in Figure 6.2, with primary and secondary features, occurred 
above about 5° angle of attack for low subsonic Mach numbers. For smaller 
angle of attack only a leading edge bubble was evident. For Higher Mach 
numbers and large angle of attacks above 10°, and for both subsonic and 
supersonic leading edges, the classical vortex can exhibit a strong crossflow 
shock embedded on the top of the vortex. This shockwave has not been 
found to affect the wing surface, but will certainly have an effect on the 
vortices from a missile forebody in the case when the wing is attached to a 
body. 

A similar situation can occur with a separation bubble where, for higher 
Mach numbers, embedded crossflow shocks can develop above the bubble. 
For these cases, Miller and Wood were able to identify effects in both the sur- 
face oil flow pattern and surface pressure distribution due to the appearance 
of the shock. The shock wave was distinguished in the oil flow pattern by an 
accumulation line within the separated region and in the surface pressure 
by a large jump in the distribution. 
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The numerical work performed by McMillin et, al [36] clPlnOnstra. tP<1 that. 
solutions of the conical form oft lie Navier-Stokes equations model accurately 
the supersonic cases of Miller and Wood. McMillin showed that, because 

of the nature of sharp leading edge separation, the boundary layer model, 
whether laminar and turbulent, does not influence the primary vortex flow 
field solution over the angle of attack range, and affects the secondary vortex 
flow field only at the lower angle of a. t. tacks. 'I'll(, differences between the 
Hiller and the viscous solutions diminished at the higher the angle of attack, 
since the primary vortex flow dominates as the crossflow increases. 

Eigute 6.5: Applicability of Eulcr (. 'ohs to the Pr(Wietion of S'upc'r. Soflie 
/)P/ta 11,114g s. 

[1]6] 

McMillin ('t. a] also identified ; III envelope of conclit. iOns where Navier- 
Stoke5 and hauler solutions give similar results for the primary vortex tit. ruc- 
hire, as shown in Figure 6.5. The regions of good cc)ri'Pspc)n(Ience occIlr 
where the flow is i) either strongly separated at a subsonic I('it(iiiig edge ()I 
at large angle of attack, or ii) where the flow is attached at. a , upersonic" 
leading edge or at small angle of attack. Ontsi(Ie this envelope file l tiler so- 
Iutions were iII(a, I). II)le of correctly resolving the primary flow features or till' 
shock in(Iuced separations, and there were marked differences in t lu' Iaiiiinar 
and turbulent, viscous solutions. 
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6.2 Wing Alone: The NASA 75° Swept Delta Wing 

The CRANS3D solver was employed to compute the Miller and Wood, 75° 
Sweepback, Mach 2.8, experimental test case for angle of attacks of 8° and 
16°. This provides a fundamental study of the physics of a wing alone 
geometry similar to, and under similar flow conditions as the B1AW20A3 

geometry fin to be studied in the next chapter. 

6.2.1 The Experimental Test Case 

The planform of the 75° swept wing is shown in Figure 6.6. The leading edge 

of the wing was made sharp by having the lower surface with a 10° angle to 
the upper surface. The upper surface was flat and was instrumented with a 

spanwise row of 19 equally spaced pressure tappings located 1 inch forward 

of the wing trailing edge. 

- 0.30 

Y 

x 

100 

Pressure orifice 

Figure 6.6: Model Planform, 75° Sweepback (Dimensions in Inches) [38]. 

The NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel, utilized in the study, 
was operated at Mach 2.8 and a Reynolds number of 2x 106 per foot. The 

operating total pressure and total temperature was measured at 1875 Ib/ f t2 

and 125°F respectively. Turbulent conditions were tripped using a strip of 
No. 60 carborundum grit 0.2 inches behind the leading edge. 

The vapour screen technique was employed to visualize the compressible 
and vortical flow features. This technique is described in more detail in 
Chapter 7. Figure 6.7 presents the set-up in the working section. For the 
8° and 16° test cases investigated, the geometric measurements are given in 
Figure 6.7. From this figure it is important to note that the view through 
the flowfield presented by the vapour screen is not strictly the crossflow since 
the light sheet is not normal to the wing surface and is also viewed from an 
oblique angle. The result is that vortex features will be "flattened" slightly 
and appear more elongated. 
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Figure 6.7: Vapour SeretIZ I hohyp-aph. ie Appnralus [38]. 

6.2.2 The Computational Model 

Various grids werc' used for each angle of attack case. Initially a Singh' Flock 

grid (90 x t(ix 94) was generated, where the mesh in the K-(lirPction wati 
wrapped around the sharp wing. Figure (i. h shows the grid used fier the I(i" 

angle of attack case together with the grid in the close vicinity of the wing 
tip. 

Figure 6.8: I)rlla, lW'iiuj S'iriylr Mock (; ri. d, ('ro. ýýflouý ! i(11 W (90 x 86x 94) 
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(lady the quality of the grid in the wing tip region is poor, even wit h 
the rounding of I, he ti I) as illustrated. (: onsiclerable tiºue was spent t ruing tu 
improve the grid quality in this region, but without seriously compromising 
the geometry definition, t he radial Alines conk! not be uºade nornºal to I he 

wall. It, was therefore decided to decompose the domain into three blocks. 
Figure 6.9 presents the nºultiblock grid in the crossflow plane and shows 
the three block domain decomposition and the coarse grid which comprised 
block; I and 3 of she (3: 3 x 33 x 17) and block 2 (33 x 33 x : 32) giving a 
grid of total size (33 x 33 x 66). 

Figure 6.9: Uclla Wing Ahulli-ßloek U rid, ('tossJloºn /'laue (33 x 23x 6(i) 

Figirrv 6.10 preMent. s the line mull ilhluuek grid which consisted of blocks I 

and 3 of size (611 x 86 x . 18) aII(I Murk 2 (61 x MG x 52) giving a grid cal' total 
size (61 x 86 x l"IK). Rot im Inultil)kwk grids maintain tlºegeomet, ryciefinition 
exactly and allow wall m ri m ºlity without time regIli reruent of' rounding the 
wing tip. The laminar and turbulent grids were designed wit ht lie ra(liaºI 
t liirknoss of time first, near wall cell set to 0.00003e (whore r is the root, chord 
of the wing). 
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Figiire 6.10: Delta R" 1lulli Block (; rid, ('ru, ý, ýJlorn /'lrrýir (64 x 86x I48) Ing 

'I'h(, lullltihlock algorithº1º was set: such that 10 it, erations were perfornle(1 
on each hloc'k (luring c'aº"Iº nlultihlock cycle. Convergence was cIOenle(l to 
have Twen achieved after the solution is resolved down to five orclc'l; 5 of 
residual convergence. 

'I'll(, ('RANS3I) Maler, laminar and t: llrl>nlvnt solllliuns were compared 
with the conical Fulrr, lanºiuar and I urlºuknt solul. ions pi rented Icy McMillin 

M: at [36]. The conical Na. vier-Stokes and I? uOr solvers employed by McMillin 

were based oil Elle Finite Volume approach and used the Roe Appruxiiual: e 
Rirlunla. n solver for th treat. nºeut of t: lle convPct iv(' fluxes, while the 4lifflltiivc' 
fluxes were ce"tia. lly (hiflOm ce(I. Third order spatial accuracy was achieved 
by interpolation of the Iºrinlitive variables. Turbulence was luoclelletI by the 
Baldwin-Lomax hurl) lleuce model with the l)ega, ni-Schilf modification for 

crossflow separat: ion capturing. 
130111 ('13ANS3I) and McMillin's Enk'r solver enforce Ole Kutta condition 

for illvis(icl flow at the sharp edge, by I lie tuanner in which the boundary 
coluiit: ions arcs inllºIeinvuUed. The grids employed in the NASA study c-on- 
sisted of 75 radial and 151 c"ircllnlferenl, ial (75 x 151) points for II1º- viscous 
calculations and (I2tß x 12H) points for 1114' invisc"id c"alcullaticºuti. For II1l' 
laminar computations t. hº' near wall (Al was tint, with a radial thickness of 
0.001OSe while for IIIrl)nlenl. flow 1. his , ire was set, as 0.00(103c. Tpese sin- 
g1v (>lock grids were wrapped around the sharp edge geouuiet ry iii an O-grid 
topology, which required the sharp edge to he rounded with a, radius of' 
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0.00002c and elliptic grid smoothing to achieve a reasonable mesh around 
the leading edge. The grids, however, still did not maintain wall normal 
radial lines or a smooth cell distribution around the sharp edge. 

6.2.3 Wing Alone: Results and Discussion 

Figure 6.11 confirms that supersonic delta wing flowfields are indeed near- 
conical in nature by presenting the surface pressure distributions at several 
axial stations along the wing inclined at 16°. The only discernible change 
along the wing is that the location of the pressure rise associated with sec- 
ondary separation, which is seen to begin at y/YLE 0.86 at x/yLE = 12, 
moves further inboard, to y/yLE : 0.83 at r/yLE = 22. 

0 

YNI, 

Figure 6.11: Demonstration of Conical Flow Past Supersonic Delta Wings, 
16° angle of attack 

Mach 2.8,8° Angle of Attack 

The effect of grid topology is outlined in Figure 6.12 which compares laminar 
crossflow solutions obtained on the single block grid and the 3 block grid. 
Both solutions appear to predict the primary vortex and its structure very 
well when comparing with the vapour screen photograph. Comparison with 
the NASA conical solution, however, shows that the total pressure outside 
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the primary vortex is resolved too low in the single block solutions, appearing 
as the large pink region in Figure 6.12c). The weak primary crossflow shock 
which is resolved above the primary vortex in both solutions appears much 
stronger in the single block case. 

The secondary vortex is clearly resolved in the multiblock solution at 
the correct spanwise location and with a size and structure which matches 
that observed experimentally. The single block solution, however, captures a 
much smaller secondary vortex which appears too close to the leading edge. 

Since both grids have similar cell resolution in the crossflow plane, one 
would expect the solutions, converged down to the same value of residual, to 
be practically the same. The results, however, demonstrate a clear topology 
dependence between the single and multiblock grids. Similar evidence was 
found by comparison of the single and multiblock solutions for the 16° angle 
of attack case, while the single block Euler computations consistently failed 

with over-expansion around the leading edge resulting in negative pressures 
and densities. Apart from the fact that it is impossible to maintain the 
definition of the sharp leading edge with a single block grid, it can be con- 
cluded that the highly skewed cells, which cannot be avoided in this region, 
introduce localized errors which adversely affect the accurate resolution of 
primary separation and its associated expansion. In addition, the inability 
of a single block grid to maintain wall normal radial grid lines, especially 
close to the leading edge, may account for the poor prediction of secondary 
separation and resulting secondary vortex. The rest of this chapter will, 
therefore, focus on the comparison and interpretation of the multiblock 3D 
solutions with experiment and the conical results of McMillin et al. 
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The spanwise surface pressure pressure distribution is presented in Figure 
6.13 which compares the experimental measurements with the laminar, tur- 
bulent and inviscid CRANS3D solutions. The computed curves are almost 
identical with the conical results presented by McMillin. The laminar and 
turbulent solutions are equivalent from the centreline until primary reattach- 
ment at a spanwise position around y/yLE 0.5. The difference between 
the two solutions at y/YLE from 0.55 - 0.85 are due to the differences in 
the prescription of the boundary layer and the resulting secondary sepa- 
ration and vortex. After secondary reattachment the solutions are, again, 
equivalent. 

The Euler solution fails to correctly resolve the position of primary reat- 
tachment and overpredicts the level of primary vortex suction. In addition 
the Euler solution indicates a slight over-expansion at the leading edge which 
is consistent with the inviscid nature of the Euler equations. 
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Figure 6.13: Delta Wing: Cp Distribution Comparison, M=2.8,80 angle of 
attack. 
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Figures 6.14 - 6.16 present the CRANS3D solutions which are contrasted 
with the experimental vapour screen picture and the conical solutions of 
McMillin et al. The comparison of the viscous crossflow plots of total pres- 
sure ratio is given in Figure 6.14, while the corresponding inviscid solutions 
are compared in Figure 6.15. 

Figure 6.14 reveals that a good comparison exists between the 3D-NS 
and conical NS solutions. The laminar and turbulent primary vortex struc- 
tures resolved by both solvers appear to be very similar. This similarity 
demonstrates that the wall boundary layer model (laminar or turbulent) 
does not significantly influence the primary vortex flowfield. The primary 
crossflow shock appears sufficiently weak that it is only just evident in the 
total pressure ratio data. 

The difference between laminar and turbulent results appears in the pre- 
diction of the secondary features. The boundary layer model affects the 
extent of secondary separation beneath the primary vortex. The turbulent 
secondary vortex appears slightly larger and stronger than its laminar coun- 
terpart. Closer inspection of the laminar solutions reveal the existence of 
a double-secondary vortex system. The extra secondary vortex, which ap- 
pears beneath the primary feeding sheet close to the sharp leading edge, is 
much more pronounced in the conical solution but a very small feature does 
appear in the 3D result as well. This complex secondary flow pattern is not 
seen with the turbulent boundary layers since the turbulent flow beneath 
the primary vortex is more resistant to separation. Another difference be- 
tween the laminar and turbulent solutions appears with the prediction of 
the reattached boundary layer after primary crossflow reattachment. The 
turbulent boundary layer predicted by both the 3D and conical codes ap- 
pears to become much thicker than that seen in the corresponding laminar 
solutions. This will be important if one is interested in accurately predict- 
ing skin friction and heat transfer rates. Unfortunately the experimental 
vapour screen results do not indicate whether the boundary layer is laminar 
or turbulent in this region, although the operating Reynolds number of 2 
million/ft would suggest a turbulent case. 

Figure 6.15 presents the Euler solutions of the crossflow total pressure 
ratio. The 3D and conical inviscid solutions appear very similar with each 
other, but markedly different to the viscous solutions. The primary vortices 
appear as long thin features close to the upper surface, much different to 
the "droplet" shaped vortices evident in experiment and predicted by the 
viscous calculations. While the sharp leading edge provides the mechanism 
for primary flow separation, the absence of boundary layers results in the 
absence of any secondary vortical flow. 
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(a) Delta Wing: Vapour Screen, 
M=2.8,8° angle of attack 1381. 
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Figure 6.15: Po/Po. Contours, a= R°, SD vs Conical Euler 

The comparison of the crossflow Mach number contour plots is presented 
in Figure 6.16. The correspondence between the viscous 3D and conical so- 
lutions is seen to be very good, the differences in colour levels most likely at- 
tributable to the different plotting software employed rather than differences 
in solutions. Both laminar and turbulent, resolved primary crossflow shocks 
are seen to be equivalent. The inviscid solutions, however, are clearly differ- 

ent from the viscous solutions, with a larger and stronger primary crossflow 
shock and no evidence of any secondary vortical features. 

(c) Conical Euler 
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(a) Laminar, 3D-NS (b) Laminar, Conical NS 

(e) 3L)-Eulel. 

Figure 6.16: Mc Contours, n= 8°, 3D vs Conical 

(c) Turbulent, 3D-NS (d) T'urbulent, Conical NS 

(f) Conical Euler 
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Mach 2.8,16° Angle of Attack 

The spanwise surface pressure distribution for the 16° angle of attack case 
is presented in Figure 6.17 which compares experimental measurement with 
the laminar, turbulent and inviscid CRANS3D calculations. For this case 
primary reattachment occurs along the centreline of the delta wing. The 

primary vortex core being much further above the surface than seen at 8° 
angle of attack, causes a gradual increase in surface suction as opposed to 
the rapid rise which occurs at 8° inclination. The predicted primary suction 
is seen to exceed the experimental measurements just prior to secondary 
separation at y/yLE - 0.5. This may be indicative of the late prediction 
of secondary separation. Beyond secondary separation, all three numeri- 
cal predictions begin to differ. The best prediction, when compared with 
the measurements, is the turbulent solution where the overshoot of suction 
quickly drops back close to the measured level. The laminar solution over- 
predicts the secondary suction over the whole extent of the secondary region, 
only reducing to match experiment after secondary reattachment. 

For this higher angle of attack case, although an Euler prediction gives the 
worst overprediction of secondary suction, the Euler solution is surprisingly 
good, not least by the fact that it does actually resolve a secondary (shock 
induced) separation, as shown in Figures 6.20 e) and f). 
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Figure 6.17: Delta Wing: Cp Distribution Comparison, M=2.8,16° angle 
of attack. 
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The crossflow contours of total pressure ratio for the 16° angle of attack 
viscous calculations are compared in Figure 6.18. Both the conical and 3D 

solutions predicted the large "droplet" shaped primary vortex and the large 

secondary separated region underneath, which are evident in the vapour 
screen photograph. In addition, the viscous solutions correctly resolved the 

strong primary crossflow shock sitting above the primary vortex, turning 
the flow back towards the freestream direction. 

The boundary layer model was, again, found only to affect the extent of 
secondary separation. The laminar solution resolved a double secondary sys- 
tem with a large secondary vortex formed beneath the primary feature, and 
an extra, very small secondary vortex formed after the reattachment of the 
first, located beneath the primary feeding sheet. The turbulent secondary 
separated region, although approximately the same size as the laminar re- 
gion, results in a slightly stronger vortex with a higher core suction. In 
addition, no extra secondary vortex was resolved in the turbulent solution, 
and this agreed with experiment where no double secondary vortex system 
was evident in either vapour screen or oil flow visualisation. 

Figure 6.19 presents the 3D Euler solution and the conical result of 
McMillin et at. Both solutions agree very well in the resolution of the 
primary vortex and the primary crossflow shock, but a significant difference 
is observed in the flow structure beneath the primary vortex. The 3D Euler 
solution, surprisingly, captures a small secondary vortex, much smaller than 
seen in experiment or in the viscous solutions. Closer examination of the 3D 
inviscid solution revealed that a weak secondary shock was resolved above 
the secondary vortex. Although no wall boundary layer existed in the Euler 
solutions, the development of a crossflow shock induced secondary separa- 
tion can explain the formation of the secondary vortex. As the inviscid 
solution developed, a curved secondary shock was resolved, which imparted 
a rotation into the flow beneath the primary vortex, eventually causing sec- 
ondary separation and a secondary vortex in the steady converged solution. 
The conical calculation failed to capture any secondary shock induced sep- 
aration, perhaps because the secondary crossflow shock was never curved 
enough for any vorticity to be generated in the crossflow. Another source of 
vorticity generation in the Euler solution, as described in Chapter 5, is that 
of "phantom vorticity" due to strong cell stretching. The grids employed 
by McMillin et at for the conical investigations were much finer in the near 
wall region, with much less cell stretching. 
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(a) Delta Wing: Vapour Screen, 
M=2.8,16° angle of attack [38]. 

(c) Laminar, Conical NS 

(d) 'ltirbulent, 3D-NS (e) Turbulent, Conical NS 

Figure 6.18: Po/Poi Contours, a= 16°, 3D vs Conical NS 

(b) Laminar, 3D-NS 
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(c) Conical Euler 

Figure 6.19: Po/Poi Contours, a= 16°, 3D vs Conical Euler 

The plots of crossflow Mach number contours, presented in Figure 6.20, 

provide the best means to visualize the crossflow shock structure. The agree- 
ment between the 3D and conical solution is seen to be very good, especially 
with the resolution of the primary flowfield with the strong primary cross- 
flow shock. Not evident in the vapour screen photographs is the existence of 
a secondary crossflow shock sandwiched between the primary and secondary 
vortices, which is resolved in all the viscous simulations. In addition, the 
crossflow Mach number contours provide evidence of the generation of a 
crossflow shock forming between the primary vortex and its counterpart 
across the longitudinal plane of symmetry. The phenomena is much clearer 
in McMillin's solutions at a= 20°, and was reported by Szodruch [72]. 
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(e) 3D-Euler (f) Conical Eisler 

Figure 6.20: MC Contours, a= 16°, 3D vs Conical 

(b) Laminar, Conical NS (a) Laminar, 3D-NS 

(d) Turbulent, Conical NS (c) Turbulent, 3D-NS 
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The surface streamlines for the 3D turbulent and Euler solutions are ex- 
amined in Figure 6.21. For each case the primary separation (Sp) occurred 
along the sharp leading edge. Primary reattachment (Rp), secondary sep- 
aration (Ss) and secondary reattachment (Rs) lines are indicated. For the 
lower 8° angle of attack, the turbulent NS solution and the corresponding 
inviscid result are clearly different. The turbulent surface streamline pattern 
agrees well with the particle trace study presented by McMillin et al, but 
the Euler solution fails to predict the secondary flow field. 

The 16° angle of attack solutions, however, compare very well. Both 
turbulent and inviscid calculations capture secondary separation and reat- 
tachment lines which appear almost equivalent and agree with the particle 
trace study of McMillin very well. 

6.2.4 NASA 75° Swept Delta Wing: Summary 

The investigation of the two 75° swept leading edge NASA delta wing cases 
has shown that the CRANS3D solver, employing a multiblock approach, can 
accurately calculate the steady supersonic flow past sharp leading edge delta 
wings. Consistent with the findings of McMillin et al., the boundary layer 
model (laminar or turbulent) has little influence on the overall flow structure 
except at higher angles of attack when it affects only the secondary flowfield. 
In addition it has been shown that the solution of the Euler equations for 
these sharp leading edge geometries can predict the primary vortex structure 
reasonably well, but cannot accurately capture secondary flow. 

Figure 6.22 presents the aerodynamic interpretation of the crossflow struc- 
ture of the Mach 8.2 flow past the wing at 8° and 16° Angle of Attack, based 
on the experimental and numerical results. Primary separation occurs along 
the sharp leading edge for both angles of attack. At 8° inclination, the pri- 
mary separated flow reattaches on the wing surface at around y/yLE 0.4, 
while at 16° angle of attack the primary vortex is so large that the sepa- 
rated flow from both sides of the wing interact to form a saddle point on 
the leeward symmetry plane and primary reattachment then occurs on the 
surface on that plane. Both flow fields exhibit a primary crossflow shock 
which sits above the primary vortex, with the higher inclination produc- 
ing a stronger, more extensive shock. Secondary separation occurs beneath 
the primary vortex and induces an associated vortex. The secondary sepa- 
rated flow reattaches at a point under the primary feeding sheet. Between 
8° and 16° angle of attack a secondary crossflow shock wave forms above 
the secondary vortex and below the primary vortex core. These crossflow 
structures, when analysed using critical point theory, obey the topological 
relationship of Shen et at [62) given by equation (4.2) for smooth separation 
off cylindrical forebodies. 

The close similarity in geometry of the NASA 75° swept delta wing and 
the RAE W20 wing incorporated into the missile configuration investigated 
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Figure 6.22: NASA 75" Swept Della lVitiy: Flow Sfructuu ' at 8° and 16 
Angle of Attack 

in Chapter 7, and I lie similar test, now conditions suggest's that. the flow 

over the Iveside of both geometries, at a. given angle of attack, will hei very 
similar. To atisess whether the Mach 2.5 flow over the ItAE W20 wing at 
8" and 14° angle of attack are likely to be similar to those observed on the 
NASA delta wing at H" and I(i", 11 11' nN - IHN classification of McMillin 

et at (Figure 6.1) can be employed. 'Fable 6.1 presents the required flow 

conditions norm ah to the leading edge, given by: 

AIN = AI,;; cosA (l + tiin"2 Ian2A) 

(kor = tun 1 tann/rosA) 

whvi-v A is the leading edge Sweep I)ack angle and fl IS tile angle of a" ark. 

Figure 6.23 rVproclucPM the (p1- IIN KI'at>II slowing the N ASI\ delta wing 
roiplitions (indicated by tue circles with the angle of attack given inside) and 
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Table 6.1: Flow Conditions Normal to Delta Wing Leading Edge 

Case A° M. 0° MN cx0 

NASA Delta Wing 75.0 2.8 8 0.817 28.5 
75.0 2.8 16 1.04 47.9 

RAE W20 71.565 2.5 8 0.857 24 
71.565 2.5 14 0.977 38.3 

those for the DERA W20 (indicated by the squares). The normal to leading 
edge flow conditions over both wings at 8° angle of attack are seen to be 
very similar, with the classification boundaries suggesting that the leeside 
flow should be of the classical vortex type, possibly with a weak primary 
crossflow shock above the primary vortex. 

so 
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Vortex 

30 

aN 

20 

10 / 
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MN 

Figure 6.23: Classification of Leeside Flow for the NASA and RAE W20 
Delta Wing Cases 

For the higher angle of attack cases the Mach number normal to the 
leading edge appears to be similar, but the corresponding angle of attack 
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for the NASA case is almost 20% higher than that for the DEKA case. The 
flow classification for both geometries, at their respective higher angle of 
attack conditions, appears to be the same -a classical vortex pattern on the 
leeside surface with a strong crossflow shock. The aN - MN plot, therefore, 
suggests that the 8° angle of attack crossflow structure for both wing cases 
will, indeed, be the same and that the crossflow structure for the NASA 
delta wing at 16°, Mach 2.8 will be the same as that encountered by the 
DEKA W20 wing at 14°, Mach 2.5. 



Chapter 7 

Full Configuration: The 
Body/Wing 

The aerodynamics of the BIAIV20AS cruciform wing missile con- 
figuration is studied. Both the experimental study and the cor- 
responding numerical investigation is presented together with an 
interpretation of the shock-wave/shear-layer/vortex interactions 
occurring due to the interference of the body and wing fiowfields. 

The previous chapters have investigated the complicated vortical flows 

around the simple geometries of the isolated components of conventional 
cruciform wing missile configurations. When these isolated components are 
brought together to form the full configuration, there is mutual interference 
between the body and the wing flowfields, making the flow even more com- 
plex for the complete system. The body vortices will induce an additional 
crossflow component on lifting surfaces and so influence the flowfield on the 

wing which, in turn, affects the body vortices. The following section re- 
views some of the work performed to date, on the study of the flows about 
conventional cruciform wing missiles. 

7.1 Vortical Body/Wing Flowflelds: A Review 

A number of publications exist concerning the vortical aerodynamics of 
cruciform wing missile configurations. Allen and Dillenius [2] used vapour 
screen flow visualisation in the analysis of the supersonic flow, and in partic- 
ular the longitudinal vortex development, past a cruciform wing-body-tail 
missile. The results were compared with the predictions of the longitudinal 
vortex trajectories provided by linear theory. Figure 7.1 presents the results 
of the vapour screen study of the longitudinal vortex development for 11.4° 
angle of attack and 0° roll and demonstrates that the technique is a powerful 
method for the visualisation of the large scale shock wave/vortical structures 

166 
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Va. rioun holy-wing configurations have been conlpitIed using space nlarch- 
ing Hiller solvers, and have [)(, (, it presented in the review of Ward law cal. 
al [82]. K. ea onahle agreement, has lesen obtained between calculation and 
experiment, for many different missile configurations, and the method can 
give rU'('iirate predictions of the force and 1111)Itielit characteristic", at low all 
glen of attack (< 5°) 1)111 provides poor results whc'rc' viscous effects become 
large at, moderate to high angle of attack. 

Lijewski [30] presented a nlnltiI)i&)ck nurtierica. l study of the mutual iu- 
terference between cruciform finned missiles in it. variety of closely spaced 
po5it. ions. In particular, the grid generation aspects and the in till i Hock 
topology issues were addressed. Lijewski employed the I; A('I. l' grid geit 
eration package, the forerunner to Ilie I': A(, I, I'; View software iiseI in the 
present study, to develop blocking sclºenºes for single missiles and I he 2-3 
missile combinations investiga. te(I. 

In their review of the "a. eronuiechanical design of' 1110dvr11 nºissiles", Ilceu 
nig and Lacau [22] presented it series of' numerical investigations of the 
aerodynamics of the ASTEI{ surface to air missile. Various solvers wc'rc' 
employed including it single-Hock space marching Ruler code, il coupled Fu 
Ier/Boundary layer solver a. n(I it nitiltiblock thin-laver Na: vier-Stokes code. 11 
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was found during the inviscid computational study I hat the sharp wing tips 
enabled the Euler solver to successfully predict primary separation oil the 

wings and fins and, although the vortices were captured unt>hy5ically and do 
resolved with incorrect strength and stricture, reasonable agreement with 
experimental data, was achieved. Correct resolution of the vortical st ructure, 
however, was not obtained until tlºe thin layer Navier-Stokes equations were 
solved. 

Rai et at [56] employed a single block strategy in their conºI>utational 
study of the flow over a cone-cylinder finned body. 'I'lse single block mesh 
was wrapped around the projectile body, with elliptic tiºuoot hing being used 
to obtain a smooth grid around time sharp edges. Figure 7.2 presents a 
crossflow plane through t heir grid which was used to obtain l'NS solut ions. 
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Figure 7.2: Siuiylh Block A1csh Around a Finmed /Both/ 1561 

Birch [9] at, 1)ERA. RPdfurd in the 111. has, over a nitinher of yc'at: N, linen 
involved in collaborations wit It industry and a mutt wr of Universit. im in the 
devvIoot)tuent of nºultihlcºck I'NS techtiologivs for missile con(igurat. ions. It. 
Im beeil dentonstra. ted tlºa. t, I'NS tic, lvvrs can successfully calculate the MIIIWr- 
tiuuic vertical flows about, winged-bodies including 1.1ºc, cuntl)lvx shock-vortex 
and shock-shock interactions LIºat occur in the vicinity cif wings and Iii is. For 
the va. liclation tut (0ntput, at. iotial solvers Waºnl, Birch and Hodges [78] [23] [79] 

performed a, number of c'xpv inºent, s ()It body/wing configurations, nºv; vsur- 
ing surface prvssm-e ºlist, rihut, ions on the body and wings aiid the total pres- 
sure ratio in it c"rotitiflow plane in the wake cif rruciforut wing arrºtºgeuºvnts. 
'I'hre result's from these sI ndies rove, ºIed it coiuiplvx flow structure involving 
shock-shock, shock-vortex and shock-boundary layer interactions, forc'I)u(ly, 
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afterbody and leading and trailing edge vortices together with a plethora of 
smaller vortical structures. 

Priolo and Wardlaw [51] employed the multiblock method in their aero- 
dynamic study of a body-canard-tail arrangement at Mach 2.5 and 20° angle 
of attack. The time-marching Navier-Stokes solutions successfully captured 
both the body vortices and the leading edge vortices over the canard and tail 
surfaces. At such high angles of attack, the PNS assumption becomes less 
valid since streamwise separation becomes more probable, and the longitu- 
dinal Mach number (which must be supersonic) is reduced with increasing 
angle of attack. Such restrictions do not apply to time marching solvers. 

Bertin has recently published a number of papers on a series of investi- 
gations of the flowfield about missile configurations employing rectangular 
wings. The most recent work [50] involved an experimental and compu- 
tational study of the Mach 4.28 flow about a cone-cylinder/cruciform fin 
configuration at 10° and 20° angle of attack. The GASPv3.2 flow solver was 
employed to obtain Navier-Stokes solutions on a structured multiblock grid. 
The interaction of the shockwaves generated from the fin leading edges, for 
zero angle of attack, was shown to be similar to the shock-shock iterations 
which have been seen to occur in the supersonic flow between a wedge-corner. 
The computational solutions agreed well with the experimental schlieren 
photographs and the measured surface pressures on the fins. 

Much of the work that has been done on the aerodynamics of winged- 
body missiles has involved the measurement and calculation of forces and 
moments, and surface conditions, but very little has been focused on the 
complex flow physics. The object of this study, is therefore, to classify the 
flow structure and identify the origin and mechanisms of the flow features 
encountered in the supersonic flow about a body/wing configuration. The 
geometry chosen was the generic cylindrical body / cruciform wing design 
constructed at DERA and studied by Birch etal., known as the B1AW20A3 
geometry shown in Figure 7.3. In particular it was decided to study the 
flow at the two basic roll orientations for which measurements had already 
be taken: 0° (a + configuration with the wings in and at right angles to the 
crossflow) and 45° (an x configuration). 

Access to the NASA Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel enabled a series 
of experimental flow visualisation studies to be performed in conjunction 
with a comprehensive study of two angle of attack cases using the multi- 
block CRANS3D Navier-Stokes solver. The following sections describe the 
experiments and computations performed together with the results and an 
aerodynamic interpretation of the complex flow structures observed. 
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7.2 The Experimental Study 

7.2.1 The Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel 

The experimental flow visualisation studies were performed on the B1AW2OA3 
model in the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT) at the NASA Langley 
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, USA. The facility is a continuous, 
variable pressure, supersonic windtunnel, feeding two test section of 4x4 
ft cross section, and was the same tunnel used for the NASA delta wing 
experiments presented in the previous chapter. A sliding block nozzle ahead 
of the test section allows continuous variation of Mach number during the 
test. The higher Mach number test section was employed, allowing Mach 
numbers between 2.36 and 4.63. The tunnel dew point was monitored and 
maintained at levels to minimize condensation. Table 7.1 presents the av- 
erage freestream conditions measured during the experiments. Conditions 
were chosen to match the experiments previously performed on the model 
at DEKA, Bedford. 

Table 7.1: B1AW20A3 Experiments: Freestream Flow Conditions 

M. Rem Po Po 
(per ft) (lb/ft2) (°F) 

2.50 4.0 3928 138 

7.2.2 The B1AW20A3 Model And Instrumentation 
Figure 7.4 shows the experimental model mounted within the test section 
ready for force and moment measurements. The model comprised several 
sections that were combined together before the test. A separate section 
was manufactured to adapt the model to the tunnels force/moment balance 
which was attached to the cylindrical sting as shown in Figure 7.5. The 
roll coupling allowed the model to be rolled to 45° during tunnel operation. 
Force and moment measurements were obtained with the Langley UT-658 
6-component electrical strain gauge balance which is described in more detail 
by Wilcox [84]. 
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Temperature sensitivity was monitored using three platinum resistance 
thermometers located in three positions on the balance. Force and monnent 
data was corrected for base effects by measurement of the pressures on the 
base and within the chamber between the sting and the model base/shroud. 
Figure 7.6 reproduces the photograph taken of the sting-base-chamber ar- 
rangement showing the base and chamber pressure tubes. 

Figure 7.6: Detail of the Model Sting Mounting 

Chamber pressure was measured at, the back of the force/moment balance 
by means of two steel tubes strapped along the surface of the sting, while the 
base pressure was measured at four equidistant locations on the base through 
individual tygon pressure tubes glued to the base surface. The pressures were 
monitored using separate Druck 5 psia strain gauge transducers. The tunnel 
stagnation pressure was measured with a 150 psia bourdon-tube pressure 
transducer while the stagnation temperature was measured using a platinum 
resistance temperature gauge. 

Data were scanned at a rate of 30 readings/second for a2 second period. 
The averaged data were then routed to the tunnel control room computer 
system which automatically logged all data ready for analysis. Corrections 
to the data were then made for effects of flow angularity and model deflec- 
tion, details of which are presented by Wilcox [84]. 
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7.2.3 Flow Visualisation Techniques 

Schlieren Photography 

A schematic of the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel schlieren system is presented 
in Figure 7.7. The light source was provided by a continuous running Xenon 
vapour arc lamp. An optical beam splitter was employed to provide a 
schlieren image for the photographic Iiasselblad camera (70mm ASA 400 
black and white film) and for a video camera for viewing in the control 
room. The schlieren system knife-edge was oriented approximately parallel 
to the freestream flow direction, thus highlighting the density gradients nor- 
mal to the freestream. Increasing density gradients normal to the freestream 
therefore appeared white in the photographs (the vertical black lines which 
appear in the schlieren photographs being the test section support arms). 

63.1 1)(11 
(19.2 m) 

22.311 
0 m) (6 

22.3 It 
l 16 6 . Image screen . m 

Cemere RIr 
flow 
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knife edge 

splits 1 0: 

Spherical mirror Light source Spherical mirror 
49.00 In. d1em. 49.00 In. diem. 
(124.46 cm) IT (124.46 cm) 

Figure 7.7: Schematic of the UPIVT schlieren System [42] 

Vapour Screen Visualisation 

The vapour screen technique has been successfully used for flow visualization 
of vortices and shock structures in high speed flow [43] [1] [38]. For this 
technique the whole wind tunnel is seeded with an aerosol, usually water 
vapour for high speed flows but smoke can be used at low speeds. Water 
vapour is introduced into the air stream just ahead of the supersonic nozzle. 
As the moist air expands through the nozzle it cools and the water vapour 
condenses to form a uniform fog throughout the test section. A cross-section 
of the test section is illuminated by a thin light sheet, as depicted in Figure 
7.8. Any disturbances in the flow field will cause variations in the density of 
the water vapour which will show up in the illuminated sheet as variations 
in the intensity of the scattered light. 
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Figure 7.9 presents a schematic of the Langley UPWT vapour screen 
system. An Argon laser was employed as the light source which was delivered 
to an optics package attached to the test section window by means of a fibre- 
optic cable. The optics package converted the thin cylindrical beam of laser 
light into a broad thin sheet which was directed through the test section 
in an approximately vertical plane which remained fixed throughout the 
vapour screen tests. 

The model was spray painted with mat black paint in order to reduce 
reflections of the laser light sheet. White dots were painted on the body to 
provide a visual indication of the position of the model relative to the light 
sheet. A small video camera was employed in order to position the model 
such that the light sheet coincided with surface markers in order to locate 
the correct longitudinal station. A Hasselblad camera was used to obtain 
photographic vapour screen images. The camera was installed in a cooled 
housing mounted in the tunnel approximately 12 inches from the tunnel 
ceiling just downstream of the test section and remained fixed relative to 
the light sheet. 
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Figure 7.10: Location of the Longitudinal Visualisation Stations (Dimension 
in Inches) [84] 

Figure 7.10 presents a schematic of the longitudinal positions of the visu- 
alisation stations at which the vapour screen photographs were taken. The 
tunnel model support was traversed longitudinally through the light sheet 
in order to position the model at the correct location. As pointed out in 
Chapter 6, the vapour screen, since it was fixed normal to the freestream, 
did not provide a true crossflow representation of the flow when the model 
was pitched. The photographic camera was also positioned obliquely to 
the light sheet. The vapour screen flow visualisation study is, therefore, a 
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qualitative study employed only to visualise the flow structure and not to 
spatially locate individual features by measurement. 

Oil Flow Visualisation 

Ultra-Violet oil flow visualisation was also performed in order to obtain 
more insight into flow separation and surface effects due to shock waves and 
vortices. The results of this study are omitted due to problems with the 
photographic output. 

7.2.4 Experimental Procedure 

Force and Moment Measurement 

The longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients (CL, CD, CM, CN and CA ) were 
measured in order to analyse the longitudinal characteristics of the configu- 
ration and as a means to check repeatability to determine if the day to day 
fluctuation in data was significant compared to short term variations. 

Data was obtained first at 0° angle of attack, a, and then the model 
was pitched down to a= -4° where data was taken. The model was then 
pitched from -4° up to 18° angle of attack, taking data at 21 intervals 
in a pitch/pause manner in order to allow time for the model to stop any 
pitch induced vibration. The angle of attack was then reduced back down 
to -4°, taking data at 2° intervals in a similar fashion. The longitudinal 
characteristics were measured for the three configurations: the body alone, 
the body/wing at zero roll and the body/wing at 45° roll. 

Schlieren Study 

Schlieren photographs were taken during the force/moment measurement 
runs for 0°, 4°, 8° and 14° at each of the three configurations. 

Vapour Screen Study 

Vapour screen photographs were taken at each of the longitudinal visualisa- 
tion stations at angles of attack of 4°, 8° and 14° for the three configurations. 
The same pitch/pause technique was employed as used in the force/moment 
runs. 

Flow Condition Investigation 

The boundary layer flow condition was investigated by performing force/moment 
measurement and vapour screen visualisation runs for the body alone with 
grade 45 sand grit glued in a narrow strip around the nose approximately 3 
inches from the nose apex. 
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7.3 The Numerical Study 

A computational study was performed in conjunction with the experimental 
program in order to investigate the supersonic flow structure around cruci- 
form wing missile configurations in more detail, and assess the capability of 
CFD to accurately predict such flows. The CRANS3D multiblock solver was 
employed to compute the Mach 2.5 flow over the B1AW20A3 configuration 
at 8° and 14° angle of attack and for roll angles of 0° and 45°. 

7.3.1 Block Topology and Grid Generation 

It was decided to use a similar grid topology as was employed by Lijewski [30] 

and later by Pluntze et al [50]. The EAGLEView grid generation package 
was employed to develop a series of multiblock grids. Two grids designed 
for Euler computations were developed, one for 01 roll and another for 45° 
roll. Two more grids were developed for laminar computations for the two 
roll cases and a further two grids generated for turbulent computation. 

The block topologies employed in the study are illustrated in Figures 7.11 
and 7.12. The topology of the grid in the crossflow plane is shown in Figure 
7.11. The symmetric nature of the geometry/flow means that, as with the 
forebody investigations, only half of the flowfleld needs to be computed, 
with symmetric boundary conditions applied to the appropriate symmetry 
planes. The crossflow is then split radially, out from the sharp wing tips, 
and circumferentially from the wing leading edge and from the ridge in the 
wing cross-section. The crossflow is therefore decomposed into six blocks for 
the + configuration and nine blocks for the x configuration. 

o°Rou 450Rou (+ Co, figuroiion) (x Con figuration) 

Figure 7.11: Block Topology, Forward View 

Figure 7.12 presents the block topology in the xz-plane for the + configu- 
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ration cativ and highlights lIi longitudinal decomposition which is common 
to both roll configura. tion:. The result is a grid with 22 blocks for the zero 
roll case and 33 blocks for the . 15" roll configuration. 

Figure 1.12: Block Topology, 0° Roll ('asc, .r -Plain 
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. rc-plane (icy: Olle leeward and winclwarcl synºnºelry planes). The total size 
of the grids, cOnºhining all cif tiro blocks together, was 579,000 cells for 11 lit, 
I'; uler grids and 1,251,000 cells For Hit, viscous grids. 
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7.3.2 Turbulence Modelling Issues 

The prescription of the turbulent eddy viscosity in the case of a three dimen- 

sional body-wing junction with a zero-equation model such as the Baldwin- 
Lomax, is complicated. It was decided to test the method developed by 
Hung and Buning [25] who modified the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model 
for the application of a three-dimensional corner flow, using the modified 
distance: 

= 
2yz 

77 - 
y+z+(y2+z2)ß 

instead of y or z, and splitting the domain into regions of different for- 

mulations of the basic model. 
A simplification was also tested, whereby turbulence modelling was em- 

ployed only to capture the correct forebody and afterbody boundary layer 

profiles and corresponding smooth surface separations. The assumption in 
this case is that, since the delta wing studies of Chapter 6 showed that tur- 
bulent boundary layers have only a minor affect on the secondary flowfield, 
little difference will be perceived in the body/wing flow structure with and 
without turbulence modelling on the wings. 

7.4 B1AW20A3: Results and Comparisons 

7.4.1 Body Alone Flow Visualisation 

The schlieren photographs taken for the body alone at 8° and 14° angle of 
attack are presented in Figure 7.15. The photographs clearly show both 
the bow shock wave and the primary vortex core leaving the surface and 
streaming off above the body. Additional features are also evident, including 
a wave appearing on the top of the body emanating from the position of 
the intersection of the first (nose) and second section of the model, two 
features corresponding to the intersection of the second and third sections 
and another wave further downstream emanating from the intersection of 
the third section and the base section. 

The body alone cases presented here correspond with the forebody test- 
cases 5 and 6 described in Chapter 4, that is, they are the same geometry 
at the same Mach number, Reynolds number and angle of attack. The NS 
solution for the 8° case indicated the presence of a vortex shock streaming 
under the body near the base, while the corresponding solution for 14° angle 
of attack case revealed no windward appearance of the vortex shock. Further 
examination of the schlieren photographs shows that the wave emanating 
from the rearward intersection appears, at a= 8°, much more pronounced 
than the others and much stronger than the corresponding feature seen at 
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ce = 14° where it is hardly evident. The feature also manifests itself very 
clearly above the body at 8° angle of attack, while at 14° it is not visible at 
all. 

It is possible that the under-surface detachment of the vortex shock is 
coincident with the intersection of the two rearward model components. This 
is speculation, however, and further evidence must be provided to prove or 
disprove the theory. 

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 present the results of the body alone vapour screen 
study of the longitudinal development of the leeside body vortices. The 
8° angle of attack results are reproduced in Figure 7.16 which shows, at 
x/D = 5.5, the light ring around the body which is the bow shock wave. 
The body and its black shadow can clearly be seen as can the developing 
primary vortex structure. The vapour screen photographic technique is not 
sensitive enough to capture the small secondary features. The CFD study 
of forebody testcase 6 showed that there was no formation of any crossflow 
primary separation shock for the 8° angle of attack case and this result 
agrees with Figure 7.16 where no such feature is evident. In addition, no 
vortex shock is evident which would be seen circling round the primary 
vortex structure as demonstrated in Figure 4.74. This is not surprising 
since the vapour screen technique only captures the strong bow shock wave 
very faintly. 

Figure 7.17 presents the results of the vapour screen study of the body 
alone at 14° angle of attack. At x/D = 5.5 the primary vortices are seen 
to be well developed and a crossflow separation shock is evident. Further 
downstream the primary vortices are seen to have moved further leeward 
away from the body and the crossflow shock can still be discerned curving 
out a considerable distance into the freestream in a manner similar to that 
shown in Figure 4.74. The primary vortex development shown in Figure 
7.17 can be compared with its computational equivalent, Figure 4.54. The 
qualitative agreement between computation and experimental vapour screen 
is seen to be very good. 
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7.4.2 B1AW20A3 Zero Roll Investigation 

In conjunction with the experimental program, several computations were 
performed for the 8° and 14° angle of attack cases. The Euler grid was used 
to obtain both an inviscid solution and a laminar NS solution. The NS grids 
were employed to generate both laminar and turbulent solutions. Although 
the laminar solutions on the Euler grid captured 3-4 points in the boundary 
layer they did, however, generate good solutions compared with experiment 
and correctly resolved the appearance of all the large crossflow structures. 
The investigation of the turbulence modelling issues showed that there were 
no appreciable differences between modelling turbulence on the body and 
over the wings, and just modelling turbulence on the body alone. The only 
difference was a slightly larger wake downstream of the vertical wings. 

8° Angle of Attack 

Figure 7.18 compares the experimental measurements of total pressure ratio 
[9], at a crossflow plane x/D = 11.5 in the wake of the cruciform wing 
structure, with the numerical results obtained from CRANS3D. Figure 7.18 
a) compares experiment with the solutions obtained on the Euler grid. The 
Euler solution appears to predict the flowfield surprisingly well, capturing 
the leading edge vortex from the horizontal wing and the overall inviscid flow 

structure . It is unable, however, to capture the wakes from the wings, any 
smooth separation and resulting vortices or the double trailing edge vortex 
system. The laminar solution on the Euler grid, however, resolved all of 
the large flow structures observed in experiment including the body vortex 
and the swept-wing shock induced vortex (described in section 7.4.4). The 
latter feature, however, is observed much closer to the windward vertical 
wing than experimental evidence would suggest. 

Figure 7.18 b) presents the fine viscous computational results in com- 
parison with experiment. What is at first striking is the similarity between 
the laminar and turbulent solutions, which in fact appear to be equivalent. 
Both solutions correctly capture the double vortex system emanating from 
the horizontal wing, the body vortex and the swept-wing shock induced 
vortex, together with the inviscid flow structure. The difference in the two 
solutions lies in the slightly different strengths of the vortices and a slightly 
more extensive wake from the vertical wings. Although both solutions cap- 
tured the body vortex, it appears much smaller than the feature measured 
in experiment. The experimentally measured double vortex system appears 
as two separate and distinct vortices, with the inner (leading edge) vortex 
having a crossflow shock feature sat above it. The computationally resolved 
feature, however, although it does predict two vortices, has them merged 
closer together such that they are almost indistinguishable from each other. 
The strength (core suction) of the two NS resolved vortices is less than 
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measurement would suggest, although the turbulent solution does predict 
a weak crossfiow shock above the leading edge vortex. The double vortex 
system is described in section 7.4.4. 

Figure 7.19 presents the experimental schlieren photographs and the cor- 
responding plot of computed symmetry plane density contours together with 
body skin friction lines. The schlieren photograph, being a view through the 
whole 3D flowfield, appears somewhat messy downstream of the wings. The 
computed skin friction pattern under the horizontal wing clearly shows the 
separation line due to the effect of the windward leading edge shock gener- 
ated by that wing. The skin friction lines also indicate the shock induced 
upwash behind the horizontal wing trailing edge and the development of a 
primary separation line over the rearward portion of the afterbody. The 
horizontal wing leading and trailing edge shocks are clearly visible in the 
schlieren photograph, streaming off behind the wings. The computational 
solution also captures the effect of these shock waves on the leeward and 
windward symmetry planes downstream of the wings, where they interact 
with the low density wake from the vertical wings. 

Figure 7.20 plots the density contours looking downstream in the xz- 
plane, with the skin friction lines calculated on the leeside of the wings. The 
bow shock wave and those generated by the horizontal wings are clearly 
visible as are the wakes from the wings and the affect of the vortex system. 
The skin friction pattern highlights the primary reattachment as well as the 
secondary separation and reattachment lines, and appears similar to that 
calculated for the 80 angle of attack NASA case. This is to be expected 
since both cases were shown to be occupy similar positions on an aN - MN 
plot, both being subsonic leading edge cases. 
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Figure 7.18: Total Pressure Ratio Contours Comparison, 0° Roll, x/D=11.5, 
8° Incidence 
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(b) Symmetry Plane (xz-Plane) Density Contours 

Figure 7.19: Computation vs Experimental schlieren, 0° Roll, S° /ncidencc 

(a) Experimental schlieren 
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(a) Density Contours (xz-Plane) 

(b) Wing Upper Surface Skin Friction Lines 

Figure 7.20: Computational Solution (xz-Plane), 0° Roll, 8° Incidcncf, 
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The longitudinal development of the 8° angle of attack crossflow structure 
is analysed in Figures 7.21 and 7.22 which compare the experimental vapour 
screen photographs with the corresponding computationally resolved den- 
sity contours at stations, x/D = 6.5 - 11.5. Figure 7.21 highlights one of 
the problems of the vapour screen flow visualisation study: where the light 
sheet intersects the inclined wings, they block out the view of the wind- 
ward flowfield. The development of the wing leading edge shocks under the 
windward side of the wings, and their interaction with the body boundary 
layer to form the windward shock-induced body vortices, captured in the 
computations, is not visible in the vapour screen results. The leeside body 
vortices and the wing vortices, however, are visible and compare well with 
the computed crossflows. The development of the trailing edge shock waves 
and the double vortex system, generated as the flow leaves the wings, is 
seen in Figures 7.22 c) - f). Excellent qualitative agreement exists between 
computation and experiment. Figure 7.22 e) presents the most rearward of 
the vapour screen photographs and clearly shows the double vortex system 
as two linked, but separate vortical features. The computational equivalent 
shown in Figure 7.22 f), however, shows the two vortices as one extended 
feature. The numerical turbulent result, shown, does correctly capture cap- 
ture the two vortices as separate features, but resolves their cores slightly 
too close together with the inner vortex with less strength than experimen- 
tally measured. This flowfield, together with those of the other cases will be 
described in more detail in section 7.4.4. 
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14° Angle of Attack 

The structure of the flow past the body/wing in the + configuration was 
found to be much the same for both 8° and 14° angle of attack. Differences 
exist not in the type of flow features present, but in their size, strength, 
and location. Figure 7.23 presents the comparisons between the experimen- 
tally measured crossflow plane (x/D = 11.5) total pressure ratio and the 
corresponding computational solutions. The Euler grid solutions (laminar 
and inviscid) are plotted with experiment in Figure 7.23 a). The agreement 
between the inviscid Euler solution and experiment is remarkable, with the 
correct prediction of a twin vortex system generated by the horizontal wing 
trailing edge, together with the accurate resolution of the inviscid flow struc- 
ture. The Euler calculation, however, failed to capture any of the other vis- 
cous flow structures such as the wing wakes or the leeside or windward body 

vortices. The laminar solution on the Euler grid for total pressure ratio at 
x/D = 11.5, appears to be almost equivalent with experiment. The twin 
vortex system is resolved in the correct location with the same structure 
as that measured experimentally, but at slightly lower strength. The core 
suctions are computed marginally lower than experimental measurement, 
but the solution captures the horizontal wing wake structure remarkably 
well. The leeside body vortex is predicted and appears almost equivalent in 
shape, strength and location, to that measured experimentally, as does the 
secondary feature it induces on the leeward vertical wing surface. The wind- 
ward body vortex, generated by the interaction of the strong horizontal wing 
leading edge shock wave and the body boundary layer, is resolved with the 
correct shape and strength but appears about 5° further windward than that 
observed in experiment. The accuracy of the laminar-Euler grid solution is 
misleading since the boundary layers are captured with between 3-4 points 
- clearly insufficient to correctly resolve the smooth surface separations or 
shock-boundary layer interactions correctly. 

Figure 7.23 b) presents the comparisons between experimental pressure 
measurement at x/D = 11.5, and the NS grid solutions which resolve bound- 
ary layers with between 15-25 points depending on their state (laminar or 
turbulent) and their location in the flowfield. The turbulent solution is 
clearly the better, having resolved a stronger horizontal wing leading edge 
vortex, and stronger shock structures above the double vortices which more 
closely resemble experiment. Both solutions include the wing wakes, the 
windward and leeward body vortices and the vortex induced by the primary 
leeward body vortex on the top vertical wing surface. Comparison with 
experiment, however, shows that both laminar and turbulent NS resolved 
primary leeward body vortices are smaller, weaker and more elongated than 
those measured in experiment. The windward body vortex, though resolved 
in approximately the correct circumferential position, is captured as a much 
weaker feature. In general, the fine NS solutions successfully predict all 
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flow features observed experimentally, demonstrating excellent qualitative 
agreement. 

The schlieren photograph for the 0° roll, 14° angle of attack case is repro- 
duced in Figure 7.24 together with the turbulent NS computed symmetry 
plane density contours and skin friction lines on the body. The computed 
body skin friction pattern clearly highlight primary separation over the fore- 
body and afterbody. The shock induced separation line under the horizontal 
wing is apparent as is the strong shock induced upwash just downstream of 
its trailing edge. The pattern is very similar to that shown for the 8° angle 
of attack as is the flowfield solution on the symmetry plane. The hori- 
zontal wing leading edge shock wave can be seen streaming away under 
the afterbody, together with its interaction with the wake from the lower 
vertical wing. The horizontal trailing edge shock wave appears, streaming 
away above the afterbody. The experimental schlieren photograph illus- 
trates both of these phenomena. The experimental photograph appears to 
show the trailing edge feature emanating directly from the trailing edge of 
the horizontal wing. The computational plot, however, only shows its affect 
on the symmetry plane, and so appears much further downstream where it 
detaches from the afterbody surface. 

The density contours in the xz-plane are plotted in Figure 7.25 together 
with the computed skin friction lines on the leeside of the horizontal wings. 
The bow shock wave and the xz-plane trace of the windward leading edge 
shock are clearly evident. The wakes from the horizontal wings appear as 
the low density (blue) flow behind the wings together with the effect of the 
trailing edge double vortex system which appears as the darker blue region. 
The skin friction pattern shows that the flow, which separates at the sharp 
leading edge of the wing, reattaches close to the wing root. Secondary 
separation occurs at almost mid chord while secondary reattachment occurs 
almost at the leading edge. The flow pattern is very similar to that observed 
for the 75° swept NASA delta wing at 16° angle of attack investigated in 
Chapter 6. The leading edge is just subsonic, with the Mach number normal 
to the leading edge calculated at MN - 0.977 while that for the NASA case 
was marginally supersonic with MN . 1.04. 
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The longitudinal development of the crossflow structure is presented in 
Figures 7.26 and 7.27, comparing the experimental vapour screen results 
and the computed density contours at the axial visualisation stations. The 
computed flowfield demonstrates excellent qualitative agreement with the 
vapour screen images. Figure 7.26 and 7.27 a)-b) shows the crossflow devel- 
opment over the wing surfaces, with the progressive isolation of the forebody 
primary vortices and the development of the leading edge vortex and strong 
primary crossflow shock above it. The primary flow structure generated by 
the horizontal wing leading edge is very similar to that seen for the 16° an- 
gle of attack NASA case in Chapter 6, both exhibiting large strong primary 
vortices and a strong primary crossflow shock sitting just above. The shock 
induced vortex which develops from the body surface under the horizontal 
wing is clearly captured in the computation but is obscured from view in 
the vapour screen images until, at x/D = 11.5 it just becomes visible. The 
crossflow development in the wake of the cruciform wing arrangement is 
presented in Figures 7.27 c)-f). Again, excellent qualitative agreement was 
demonstrated between computation and experiment, with the trailing edge 
double vortex system and the trailing edge shocks clearly in evidence. The 
longitudinal development of the crossflow is analysed in section 7.4.4. 
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7.4.3 B1AW20A3 45° Roll Investigation 

The numerical investigation methodology employed for the study of the 0° 
roll cases was also used for the study of the body/wing at 450 roll. Inviscid 
and laminar calculations were performed on the Euler grid while finer lami- 
nar and turbulent calculations were performed on their respective grids. On 
the basis of the findings in the 00 roll investigation, turbulence modelling 
was invoked only on the forebody and afterbody. 

8° Angle of Attack 

The comparison between the experimentally measured total pressure ra- 
tio [9] at x/D = 11.5, and the corresponding computational predictions, is 

presented in Figure 7.28. The experimental resolution of the upper wing 
wake-vortex system is difficult to interpret but appears to show two small 
vortical features, one acting from the wing tip and another one induced 
further inboard. Similarly the lower wing wake-vortex system can be inter- 

preted as having two vortices acting together. 
Measurement of a pressure field in the wake of a body involves the use of 

intrusive pitot tubes which will perturb the flowfield especially in supersonic 
flow when-a/ tube acts as a blunt body and a bow shock will form before it. 
The pitot tubes are of finite size and measure not the pressure at a point 
in the flow, but the average pressure acting over the width of the orifice. It 
is, therefore, impossible to capture sharp features such as shock waves and 
thin wakes with any degree of precision. 

The inviscid and laminar, Euler grid, solutions are presented in Figure 
7.28 a) beside the experimentally measured contours. Again, the Euler 
prediction compares surprisingly well with experiment, resolving the sharp 
leading edge separation from both upper and lower wings and the result- 
ing vortices together with the multiple shock interaction occurring between 
the wings. Only one vortex is generated off each wing, however, and the 
calculation did not predict the development of any body vortices seen in 
the viscous results and in experiment. The laminar, Euler grid, result bet- 
ter captured the shape and strength of the wing vortices. The upper wing 
outboard vortex agreed well with experiment, while the solution included 
a very small thin vortex embedded within the wake further inboard in the 
position indicated in experiment. This vortex, however, was much smaller 
and weaker than that indicated by experimental measurement. In addition 
the laminar result included the shock induced vortical features seen beneath 
the lower wing and above the upper wing, and the body vortex in between 
the wings. 

Figure 7.28 b) plots the NS grid solutions beside the experimental mea- 
surements. The laminar result resolves a slightly smaller outboard vortex 
formed off the upper wing, while the second vortex is almost non-existent. 
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Both laminar results predict the double vortex system formed by the trail- 
ing edge of the lower wing. The turbulent solution appears similar to the 
laminar except that the effect of the second, inboard, vortex from the up- 
per wing is more extensive. Examination of the computed velocity vectors 
reveals that the thicker boundary layer on the body leads to a more pro- 
nounced inboard vortical structure in better agreement with experiment. 
The turbulent calculation reveals a weaker body vortex in between the two 
wings, appearing 5° more leeward than the laminar counterpart. This is in 
better agreement with its experimentally resolved position. In general, the 
three viscous results are in excellent qualitative agreement with experiment, 
the turbulent case being slightly superior. 

The schlieren photograph for the x configuration at 8° angle of attack is 

reproduced together with the computed symmetry plane density contours in 
Figure 7.29. The schlieren photograph, being a view through the whole 3D 
flowfield, appears somewhat messy downstream of the wings where leading 

edge and trailing edge shock waves from both upper and lower wings stream 
off and interact. The turbulent NS calculation resolved the effect of the 
strong lower wing leading edge shock and the upper wing leading and trailing 
edge shock waves. 
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Figures 7.30 and 7.31 present the longitudinal development of the cross- 
flow structure and compare the experimental vapour screen images with the 
computed density contours. It is clear that, for the 450 roll cases, the vapour 
screen technique is useless in the crossflow planes cutting across the wings 
because the shadows they cast completely obscure the view of the flow- 
field. The computational results, however, clearly show the development of 
the various shock and vortex structures which are described in section 7.4.4. 
The vapour screen images of the crossflow structure in the wake of the wings 
(Figures 7.31 c) and e)) clearly highlight the complex interactions between 

shock waves and the viscous features. In particular the experimental images 
reveal that the upper wing wake-vortex system is composed of two vortices 
-a strong outboard vortex originating from the leading edge vortex on the 
leeside of the upper wing, and a weaker inboard vortex formed as the flow 

passes over the trailing edge. The lower wing double vortex system is also 
clearly evident. The qualitative agreement between experiment and calcu- 
lation at the presented stations, x/D = 10.5 and 11.5, is remarkably good, 
providing further confidence in the ability of modern CFD to resolve such 
complex compressible flows. 
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14° Angle of Attack 

The structure of the flow past the body/wing at 45° roll was found to be 
very similar for both 8° and 14° angle of attack. Figure 7.32 compares the 
experimental total pressure measurements at x/D = 11.5 with the corre- 
sponding numerical predictions. The experimental total pressure contours 
again revealed the existence of a large vortical feature generated by the up- 
per wing leading edge, and a much weaker double vortex system formed by 
the lower wing. 

The computational solutions calculated on the Euler grid are plotted with 
the experimental contours in Figure 7.32a). The inviscid solution provides a 
good prediction of inviscid and wing primary viscous flow structure, resolv- 
ing the large leading edge vortex from the upper wing and a single vortex 
generated by the lower wing. In addition, the inviscid calculation correctly 
predicts the strong multiple shock interaction which occurs above the lower 
wing vortices, but fails to predict the existence of any body vortices. The 
laminar, Euler grid, solution captured a much stronger and extensive upper 
wing vortex which agrees better with experiment. No second vortex feature 
is resolved, however, suggesting that, as angle of attack is increased the weak 
inboard vortex observed for 8° angle of attack, either bursts and disappears 
or merges with the larger outboard vortex. The lower wing wake reveals a 
double vortex structure with a strong inboard vortex and an induced out- 
board feature. In addition, the laminar, Euler grid, calculation correctly 
predicts the appearance of a shock induced vortex beneath the lower wing 
and a strong body vortex, matched in experiment, located between the two 
wings. 

The viscous grid calculations are presented in Figure 7.32b) and demon- 
strate good qualitative agreement with experiment. Both viscous results 
resemble the laminar, Euler grid, solution except that the upper wing lead- 
ing edge vortex is slightly weaker, and an extra small vortex is captured at 
the leeside of the upper body/wing junction. This feature originates from 
the secondary leeside forebody vortex. The fine NS solutions better resolve 
the size, strength and location of the body vortex formed in between the 
wings. The turbulent result appears equivalent to the laminar except that it 
agrees with experiment in the prediction of a slightly larger, stronger upper 
wing vortex. Both viscous grid solutions include the double vortex system 
generated by the lower wing. 

The schlieren photograph for the x configuration at 14° angle of attack is 
reproduced together with the computed symmetry plane density contours in 
Figure 7.33. The observed flow structure appears very similar to that for 8° 
angle of attack. The symmetry plane affect of the strong lower wing leading 
edge shock and the upper wing leading and trailing edge shock waves are, 
again, evident in the computed plot. 
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The longitudinal development of the crossflow structure at the higher 14° 
angle of attack is illustrated in Figures 7.34 and 7.35 which reproduce the 
experimental vapour screen images and the corresponding computational 
density contours at the six x/D stations of interest. Although the flowfield 
is obscured by the shadows from the wings in the first four vapour screen im- 

ages, the computational results are in excellent qualitative agreement with 
experiment. The turbulent computational solution, shown, clearly high- 
lights the development of the various shock wave and vortical structures 
which develop over the wings. These will be described in section 7.4.4. The 

vapour screen images of the crossflow structure in the wake of the wings 
clearly distinguish the shock wave and vortical flow structures. The upper 
wing vortical structure can clearly be seen to be composed of the single 
large vortex indicated in experimental pressure measurements. The lower 

wing vortical structure, however, indicates the existence of a strong inboard 

vortex and a much weaker outboard vortex which was also resolved in the 
experimental pressure measurements. The computational resolution of the 
flow in the wake of the wings, again, appears to agree very well with the 
experimental vapour screen images. 
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7.4.4 B1AW2OA3: Aerodynamic Interpretation 

The longitudinal development of the crossflow past the inclined B1AW20A3 
has been illustrated in sections 7.4.2. and 7.4.3. This section goes on to 
describe where and how the individual shock wave and vortex features orig- 
inate. 

The supersonic flow over a cruciform, sharp leading edge, swept wing 
/cylindrical body geometry, historically employed in missile design, begins 
with the separated vortical flow on the forebody. This portion of the flow 
is well known and has been described in Chapter 4. The supersonic flow 
over the cylindrical forebody is independent of the wing geometry or of roll 
angle, so the flow structure as the supersonic stream encounters the wings 
at zero roll will be the same as that encountered by the wings at 45° roll for 
a given incidence. 

The vortical flow over the leeside of a sharp swept leading edge delta wing 
is also well known. The wing geometry incorporated into the B1AW2OA3 
design, however, differs from the delta wing investigated in Chapter 6, in 
that the leeside surfaces will not be flat. The study of the NASA delta 
wing did not involve the trailing edge flow structure, which is important to 
the understanding of the flow structure in the wake of the cruciform wing 
arrangement. Consider the inviscid supersonic flow past the 2D wing section 
employed in the B1AW2OA3 design illustrated in Figure 7.36. 

ýý 

a"0° 

a >7.50 

Figure 7.36: Supersonic Flow Over the RAE WV, 0O Wing Section 
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For zero angle of attack, such as the flow past the vertical wings in the + 
configuration, the leading and trailing edges will create shock waves which 
will stream off on either side of the wing as shown. If the angle of attack 
is increased to above 2.43° but below 7.5°, a leading edge shock will exist 
only in the windward flowfield, the leading edge generating an expansion 
on the leeward side. The trailing edge will continue to generate two shock 
waves until above 7.5° angle of attack when the windward trailing edge shock 
disappears and an expansion fan is generated. 

The interaction of the supersonic flowfield around the wing and that 
around the body leads to the interaction of shocks waves and surface bound- 
ary layers, and the interaction of shocks with shocks. When a shock wave 
impinges on a surface with a viscous layer, the two features will interact. 
The large pressure rise across the shock wave acts as a severe adverse pres- 
sure gradient which is imposed on the boundary layer. If the shock is strong 
enough it will cause boundary layer separation. Since the near wall por- 
tions of the boundary layer will be at subsonic speeds, the high pressure 
behind the shock feeds upstream forcing boundary layer separation to occur 
ahead of the impingement of the incident shock. This will, in turn, gen- 
erate a separation shock wave which will interact with the incident shock. 
The reattachment of the boundary layer will generate a compression fan 
which may form a further shock wave which may also interfere with the 
induced separation shock. If the interaction is purely two-dimensional (ie: 
no transverse flow), as shown in Figure 7.37, the separated flow will form 
a separation bubble, whereas a three-dimensional separation will induce a 
vortex. 

Figure 7.37: Schematic of a 2D Shock Wave/Boundary Layer Interaction 

The three-dimensional swept shock wave/boundary layer interaction is 
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extremely significant in missile aerodynamics and has recieved much aca- 
demic attention in recent decades. The interaction of the flow under a wing 
connected to a cylindrical body can at first be studied by neglecting body 
curvature, leading to the simplified model of a flat plate with a sharp fin 
attached at right angles. A review of this class of flow together with other 
three-dimensional interactions was written by Peake and Tobak [47] and by 
Settles and Dolling [64]. The accepted flowfield model can be adapted to 
describe how the wing leading edge shock interacts with the boundary layer 
on the side of a cylindrical body. 

Figure 7.38 presents the computationally resolved (density contours) shock- 
boundary layer interaction occurring under the horizontal wing of the + 
configuration at 14° angle of attack and a schematic interpretation of the re- 
sulting flowfield based on the numerical and experimental results. The shock 
wave generated from the sharp leading edge of the wing acts as the incident 
shock wave on the cylindrical body creating an even larger adverse pressure 
gradient resulting in boundary layer separation. Close to the wing leading 
edge the separated layer will reattach on the wing surface as illustrated. 
As the wing shock wave moves downstream it simultaneously moves away 
from the wing such that its interaction with the body boundary layer will 
progressively more windward, bringing the associated separation point and 
separated vortical structure with it. Eventually the reattachment point will 
move off the wing onto the body. As the shock travels further downstream 
it will become weaker and eventually detach from the separation point on 
the body. This movement of the separation point traces a separation line on 
the body surface, as was seen in Figures 7.19 and 7.24. The interaction will 
be different for different configurations of wing-body junction and will be 
sensitive to both crossflow Mach number and Reynolds number. In addition 
to the primary shock induced vortex, secondary features may develop under 
the primary vortex and on the wing surface where the primary feature may 
induce secondary separation. 
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The roll-up of the trailing vortex sheet is known to be sensitive to the 
aspect ratio of the wing [69]. On some slender wings of small aspect ratio, 
the vorticity shed from part of the trailing edge may be of opposite sign to 
that shed from the leading edge. For a sharp leading edge delta wing, this 
can occur when the primary vortex is strong enough to induce secondary 
separation and the formation of a counter rotating secondary vortex. In 
these cases the vortex sheet behind the wing trailing edge produces two pairs 
of rolled up vortices as shown in Figure 7.39. Even without the formation of 
secondary vortices, the bound vorticity may be strong enough to generate a 
double vortex system in the wake of a slender wing. 

For incompressible flows, this has been observed in the wake from Con- 
corde wings and in the laboratory by Maltby [33). For supersonic flows, the 
trailing edge flow structure is further complicated by the affect of trailing 
edge shock waves which may interact with the trailing edge vortex sheet, 
and by crossflow shocks which occur over the vortices. 

Figure 7.39: Double Vortex Formation In the Wake of Low Aspect Ratio 
Wings. 
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Further downstream, beyond the cruciform wing arrangement, the shocks 
generated by the wing leading edges, and those originating from the trailing 
edges may impinge and interfere with each other. Edney [17] made a sem- 
inal study of the interference patterns when two oblique shocks of different 
strength interact. The analysis of his experimental results and the corre- 
sponding heart (pressure-deflection) diagrams identified six different shock 
interference patterns. Although the hypersonic hemisphere and swept cylin- 
der flows investigated by Edney differ somewhat from the supersonic flows 
encountered about the inclined body-wing, the shock interaction patterns 
observed appear similar in both cases, in particular the types I, II and VI 
of Edneys classification. It is, therefore, useful to review these three types 
of shock-shock interactions. 

Consider the type I interaction shown in Figure 7.40 a) between two 
oblique shocks waves where shock 1 is the stronger. The impingement takes 
place at point P, and results in two transmitted shocks, PR and PS, and 
a slip line, or shear layer, either side of which the density, temperature, 
entropy and velocity magnitude, but not the pressure or flow direction, will 
be different. Downstream of the shock impingement the flow will remain 
supersonic. 

If shock 1 becomes much stronger than shock 2, a type II interaction 
can occur as in Figure 7.40 b). Here the interaction of the two shocks 
forms a Mach surface, downstream of which the flow will be subsonic. Two 
transmitted shocks, PS and PQ, are produced together with two slip lines. 
Both types I and II shock interactions occur when the two impinging shocks 
are of opposite families, that is, they turn the flow in opposite directions. A 
Type VI interaction, as illustrated in Figure 7.40 c), occurs when two weak 
shocks of the same family intersect such that they coalesce to form a single 
shock wave outboard of the impingement. A slip line will originate from the 
impingement point together with an expansion fan. 
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The results from the experimental and computational investigation showed 
that the crossflow structures of a given roll angle (either 0° or 451) appeared 
very similar at both 8° or 14° angle of attack. The following sections present 
an interpretation, for the two roll angles, of the shock-viscous interactions 

and vortical phenomena that occurred as the flow passed over the body-wing. 

Crossflow Development: + Configuration 

The longitudinal development of the complex vortical flow, as interpreted 
from the experimental and computational results, is presented in Figure 7.41 

at three rearward longitudinal stations. As the flow passes over the wings the 

primary forebody vortices are isolated from their feeding sheets. The leading 

edge vortices develop over the horizontal wing while the associated leading 

edge shock induces separation and a vortex system to form under the wing. 
A weak shock wave is also observed under the lower vertical wing. Further 
downstream, at x/D=9.5, the leading edge shock wave from the horizontal 

wing and the weak shock generated from the lower vertical wing undergo a 
type VI shock-shock interaction. A separation bubble is also seen to form 

on the lower vertical wing, as the flow separates from the beveled edge and 
reattaches soon after. By the station x/D=11.5 the flow has passed over 
the wing trailing edges and the double vortex system from the horizontal 

wing is clearly evident. The primary forebody vortices and the windward 
shock induced vortices are still seen to be very strong, while the separation 
bubbles on either side of the lower vertical wing appear to come together in 

a double vortex system resembling the figure oo. Trailing edge shock waves 
have formed above the double vortex system from the horizontal wing and 
from both upper and lower vertical wings. The lower vertical wing trailing 

edge shock impinges on the horizontal wing leading edge shock in a type I 

shock-shock interaction. 
An attempt was made to apply the critical point analysis equation of 

Visbal [62], given by equation (4.2), to these crossflows. For the first two 
stations shown, the equation could be shown to hold if the small scale vor- 
tices (not shown) are neglected. Further downstream in the wake of the 
wings, the small scale features and the difficulty in locating saddle or half- 
saddle points, made the task impossible. 
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Crossflow Development: x Configuration 

The longitudinal development of the flow structure for the x configuration, 
as interpreted from the experimental and computational results, is presented 
in Figure 7.42. As the flow passes over the wings, the upper wing slices 
through the primary forebody vortex as well as the secondary vortex un- 
derneath. The primary vortex is split into two, becoming the upper wing 
primary vortex fed by leading edge separation, and the body vortex in be- 
tween the upper and lower wing. The latter vortex is fed by the downstream 

continuation of the forebody primary feeding sheet, and later by the separa- 
tion caused by the upper wing leading edge shock wave as it impinges on the 
body surface. The lower wing produces a small leading edge vortex together 
with a leading edge shock wave which passes underneath interacting with 
the body boundary layer to induce separation and vortex formation. 

Further downstream the leading edge shock waves detach from the body 

surface leaving the fully developed body vortices in between the wings and 
a vortex on the body surface either side of the leeward symmetry plane, 
forming a vortex pair resembling the figure oo. In the wake of the cruciform 
wing arrangement, the crossflow becomes considerably more complicated 
by the introduction of the trailing edge shock waves. The double vortex 
system from the lower wing trailing edge develops while trailing edge shock 
waves appear above the wakes from both wings. The upper wing trailing 
edge shock waves eventually meet and merge to form a V-shaped feature. 
The lower wing trailing edge shock wave forms and passes above the double 
vortex system and meets the upper wing leading edge shock wave. The 
resulting interaction appears to be of the type II classification, although 
not quite the same as depicted in Figure 7.40 c). The crossflow about the 
B1AW20A3 up to 14° angle of attack is generally subsonic/transonic. The 
expansion around the lower wing, in this case, is so strong that a substantial 
supersonic patch develops, which is terminated by the Mach surface and by 
the upper wing leading edge shock wave. 
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7.4.5 Force and Moment Prediction 

The longitudinal force and moment measurements were repeated 14 times 

and demonstrated repeatability to within a few percent of the measured 
values. The experimental measurements were later compared with those 

calculated from the numerical solutions. The inviscid and viscous contribu- 
tions to the forces and moments, obtained from the computational solutions, 
were calculated separately. The x, y and z components of the inviscid forces 

were calculated by simply evaluating the product of the computed wall pres- 
sure and the relevant component of the cell face area corresponding to the 
wall. The viscous force contribution was calculated by first evaluating the 

required velocity gradients which were used to work out the wall shear stress 
components rxx, r. y etc. The x, y and z components of the wall shear stress 
could then be evaluated. Given the viscous and inviscid forces acting in the 

x, y and z directions, it was then possible to work out the axial (x) and 
normal (z) force characteristics and the pitching moment about the centre 
of gravity. 

The computational investigation took no account of the flow past and 
around the base section of the model. The experimental force data was, 
therefore, corrected using the base and chamber pressure measurements 
such that a direct comparison could be made with the computational pre- 
dictions. Figures 7.43 - 7.46 present the longitudinal aerodynamic charac- 
teristics (CL, CD, CM, CN and CA) of the B1AW20A3 at Mach 2.5 with a 
freestream Reynolds number of 4 million per foot. The experimental curves 
(between -4° and 18° angle of attack) are compared with the numerical pre- 
dictions obtained for 8° and 14° angle of attack. In addition a further three 
zero incidence cases were calculated - an inviscid computation using the Eu- 
ler grid and a laminar and a turbulent computation using their respective 
grids, providing extra drag and axial force data. Turbulent PNS predicted 
results at 8° and 14° angle of attack were obtained from Ludlow [32) who 
applied the multiblock version of the PNS solver on these cases. The DAT- 
COM97 aerodynamic prediction program was also used to obtain predictions 
for the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients over the same angle of attack 
range. 

The longitudinal characteristics for the body-wing in + configuration are 
plotted in Figures 7.43 - 7.44. The experimentally measured normal force 
coefficient CN, appears linear between -4° >a> 4°. Above 4° angle of 
attack the CN curve becomes non-linear due to the action of the leeside 
vortices on both the body and horizontal wings. The turbulent NS and 
PNS computationally predicted CN at 0°, 8° and 14° all lie exactly on the 
experimental curve. The inviscid values are surprisingly accurate given that 
the Euler solutions only captured primary vortices over the wing surfaces 
and not on the body. DATCOM overpredicts the normal force coefficient 
by a maximum of 15% at 18° angle of attack. In the linear region below 
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ce = 5°, however, DATCOM compares much better, with a maximum error 
of about 8% at 50 angle of attack. 

The axial force coefficient CA is not predicted very accurately by CFD. 
The inviscid predictions give values of only half those measured experimen- 
tally. This is not surprising since they will only account for the pressure 
contribution to the axial force. The viscous NS and PNS results, which 
should match experiment much more accurately, are better but underpre- 
dict experiment by a maximum of about 15%. The DATCOM result follows 
the experimental curve with an accuracy of about ±5%. The experimental 
variation in the 14 sets of CA measurements was assessed by Wilcox [84] 
who observed a variation of about [ACA . ±0.006 which approximates to 
about 2% of the measured values. The differences between the NS resolved 
axial force and the experimental measurements can therefore arise only as a 
result of either the numerical resolution of the viscous layers, or the experi- 
mental errors due to the axial force balance load limit which is close to the 
measured values and the treatment of the base and chamber contribution 
to the axial force. The pronounced rise in the experimental curve occurring 
around zero angle of attack is the result of flow separation on the leeside of 
the body and over the leading edges of the wings. 

The pitching moment coefficient CAVj taken about the centre of gravity 
position is predicted very well by the viscous computations. The numerical 
NS values for 8° angle of attack are almost equivalent to the experimental 
result, but at a= 14° the NS computations predict values about 3% too 
low. The inviscid result correctly predicts the pitching moment coefficient 
up to 8° angle of attack but fails to correctly capture the non-linearity due 
to the affect of the leeside body vortices. The DATCOM prediction gives 
the correct trend, but consistently underpredicts the magnitude of CAf, the 
maximum error of about 60% occurring at about a= 12°. 

The lift coefficient CL, resolved from its axial and normal components, 
is predicted almost exactly by all three numerical methods - the turbulent 
NS and PNS and the Euler calculations. The DATCOM result matches 
experiment up to 2° and then begins to overpredict CL, as angle of attack 
is increased. At a= 18° the semi-empirical code overpredicts experiment 
by ACL :s1.0 which amounts to about 20% of the experimental value. 
The drag coefficient CD , resolved from its axial and normal components, 
is also predicted very well by the two NS solvers, both of which give results 
equivalent to experiment. The inviscid solution, as expected, underpredicts 
the drag since it does not account for any viscous contribution. The Buler 
results, however, still correctly resolved the characteristic shape of the CU vs 
a curve, as does the DATCOM result which provides the worst match with 
experiment. The DATCOM results match experiment up to about 4° angle 
of attack above which it overpredicts the drag coefficient until, at a= 18° 
the difference is OCD 0.5 or about 25%. 
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The longitudinal characteristics for the body-wing in x configuration are 
plotted in Figures 7.45 - 7.46. The normal force coefficient is accurately cal- 
culated by both NS solvers, while the inviscid calculation which captures the 
primary vortices generated by the sharp leading edge separation, matches 
experiment to within 10%. The normal force coefficient for the + and x 
configuration at a given angle of attack is equivalent up to 10° angle of at- 
tack, above which the + configuration produces more normal force. At 180 
angle of attack the difference in normal force coefficient is about 0.5. 

The same trends appear in the prediction of axial force coefficient for 
the x configuration as were seen for the + configuration. The best predic- 
tion is provided by DATCOM which is within ±5% accuracy over the whole 
range of angle of attack. The turbulent NS and PNS predictions, which are 
both equivalent, underpredict the experimental measurements by as much 
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as 20%, while the inviscid calculation predicts only the pressure contribu- 
tion. Comparison of the experimental curves for both roll configurations 
shows that, within the accuracy indicated by repeatability, they are almost 
equivalent over the a range. The experimental pitching moment coefficient 
demonstrates a dramatic change which occurs around 5- 6° angle of attack. 
This is due to both the increased effectiveness of the upper wing (which is 
somewhat shielded by the lower wing) and also to the emergence of strong 
leeside forebody vortices. The turbulent NS predictions at 8° and 14° angle 
of attack both compare well with experiment and appear to capture the 
rapid rise in pitching moment. The inviscid computation also captures the 
non-linearity since it successfully resolves the primary vortices generated by 
the sharp leading edges of both wings, but fails to predict the magnitude of 
the rise. At 14° angle of attack the Euler result underpredicts the experi- 
mental measurement by as much as 20%. The DATCOM prediction appears 
very similar to the Euler result, both failing to resolve the extent of the vis- 
cous effects. Comparison of the experimental CM measurements for the two 
roll angles shows that below 6° angle of attack both results are equivalent. 
Above a= 6°, however, the x configuration begins to generate greater 
pitching moments until, at 18° angle of attack the x configuration CR. 1 is 
40% greater than that generated by the corresponding + configuration. 

The lift and drag coefficient characteristics are plotted in Figure 7.46. 
The lift coefficient appears to vary almost linearly with angle of attack up 
to 18°. Both NS and PNS turbulent solutions compare almost equivalently 
with experiment at 8° and 14° angle of attack. The inviscid solutions com- 
pare almost as well, predicting CL to within 3%. The DATCOM result 
overpredicts the effect of vortex suction above 2° angle of attack with a 
lift coefficient at a= 18° about 20% greater than experiment, Compar- 
ison between the + and x configuration lift curves shows that up to 10° 
angle of attack the lift coefficients are equivalent, and beyond this the + 
configuration generates higher values of CL. The drag coefficient for the x 
configuration is predicted very well by the two NS solvers, both of which give 
results equivalent to experiment at the two angles of attack investigated nu- 
merically. The inviscid solution, as expected, underpredicts the drag since 
it does not account for any viscous contribution, but still successfully re- 
solves the characteristic shape of the CD vs a curve. DATCOM is seen to 
perform well at very low incidences up to about 5°, after which it begins to 
depart from the experimental curve. The DATCOM results overpredict the 
drag coefficient at high angles of attack, and at a= 18° the difference is 
OCD 0.6 above experiment, equating to an inaccuracy of about 10%. As 
with the lift curves, the drag coefficient at a given angle of attack is equiv- 
alent up to 10° angle of attack, above which the + configuration generated 
a higher value of CD. 
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The results of this study indicate that the NS and PNS solvers are highly 

capable of predicting the longitudinal force and moment characteristics of a 
missile configuration in supersonic flow. Apart from the axial force coeffi- 
cient prediction, both NS and PNS results appeared consistently within 3% 
of the experimentally measured value. The discrepency with the axial force 
measurement can be attributed to the fact that the axial force balance load 
limit was close to the measured force. The inviscid normal force, lift and 
pitching moment predictions were almost as accurate as the NS results, be- 
low about 10° angle of attack, but failed to accurately predict the non-linear 
effects. The prediction of axial force and drag, however, cannot be obtained 
from Euler solvers. The DATCOM prediction code successfully achieved 
10 - 15% accuracy below about 6° angle of attack, but conspicuously failed 
to predict the high angle of attack characteristics with the same accuracy. 
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At 18° angle of attack only the axial force coefficient was predicted within 
20% of the experimentally measured value. 

The normal force is a measure of the lateral acceleration of a missile, 
and it has been shown that the normal force characteristics are very similar 
in both + and x configuration up until 10° angle of attack, beyond which 
the + configuration generated marginally higher normal forces, For most 
modern air defense missiles, drag and axial force are of little importance. If 
range and cruising speed are important, however, then drag and axial force 
prediction will assume great importance. Comparison of the experimental 
results for the two roll configurations shows that axial forces are almost 
equivalent as are the drag coefficients below 10° angle of attack. Above this, 
however, the + configuration induces slightly more drag. 

Accurate prediction of pitching moment is of considerable importance 
in determining the stability and controllability of a missile. For a missile 
to possess satisfactory longitudinal static stability characteristics, the slope 
of the CM (about the centre of gravity) vs a curve must be negative over 
the operating a range. The B1AW20A3 geometry investigated is evidently 
statically unstable and becomes even more so beyond 10° angle of attack, 
and would therefore require the addition of a tail fin arrangement for it to 
become a useable design. Comparison of the C,, 1p curves for the two roll 
configurations shows that above about 6° angle of attack the x configuration 
becomes dramatically more statically unstable. 

7.4.6 Multiblock Efficiency Issues 

The efficiency of the serial multiblock technique employed in the CRANS3D 
solver will be very much dependent on the time it takes to read in the grid 
and flow files each time the solver computes another block in the multiblock 
cycle, and then to pass the required information from the adjacent blocks. 
If the solver performs only one iteration in each block before moving to the 
next, much more time will be spent reading and writing data, per iteration, 
than if several iterations are performed before moving to the next block. 
Reading and writing data, especially formatted data, is extremely expensive 
in time. It was found that in a block (58 x 25 x 61) with three adjacent 
blocks, for each iteration, 80% of the CPU time was employed in reading 
and writing formatted data. If the data format was changed to "unformat- 
ted", this proportion was reduced to about 60%. In the case where only 
one iteration is performed in each block before moving to the next, that is, 
only one iteration per multiblock cycle, then only 20 - 40% of the compu- 
tational time is spent actually solving the governing flow equations. This is 
evidently unacceptable. It was therefore decided to investigated the effect 
of increasing the number of iterations performed within a block during each 
multiblock cycle. This was done before any of the body-wing calculations 
were performed in order to ensure that the 36 cases required would be run 
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in the most efficient manner. Initially an Euler calculation was performed 
for zero angle of attack with only one iteration per multiblock cycle, such 
that the CPU time and the total number of iterations required to achieve 
ist order residual convergence was recorded. The computation was repeated 
for 2,5,10,15,20,30 and 50 iterations per multiblock cycle. The different 
solutions were compared with the single iteration/multiblock cycle case, and 
were found to be almost identical. 

Figure 7.47 presents the plots of the affect of the number of iterations in 
each block in the multiblock cycle on the CPU time and overall number of 
iterations required to obtain a solution of one order of residual convergence, 
ie: HHRII =1x 10-1. If the number of iterations required to achieve first 
order convergence is plotted against the number of iterations in each multi- 
block cycle, there is an initial jump of about 50 iterations between 1 and 2 
iterations per cycle. There appears to be only a modest affect on conver- 
gence of varying the number of iterations per multiblock cycles from 2 to 
20. Having more than 20 iterations per cycle, however, seems to significantly 
increase the number of iterations required for convergence. This suggests 
that the more iterations that are performed without transferring informa- 
tion between blocks, impinges the flow of information throughout the flow 
field and increases the computational effort required to achieve convergence. 

The plot of the CPU time required to achieve first order convergence 
against the number of iterations in each multiblock cycle, is more revealing. 
It is shown that increasing the number of iterations per cycle up to 20 
dramatically reduces the required CPU time to achieve convergence. Further 
increases in the number of iterations per cycle, however, were found to cause 
a slight increase in the required CPU to convergence. The evidence from 
this plot would suggest that for the inviscid, 00 body-wing case investigated, 
there is an optimum number of iterations per multiblock cycle of about 
20. This study was repeated during the laminar investigation of the + 
configuration at 8° angle of attack, using the NS laminar grid. It was found 
that the optimum number of iterations per multiblock cycle was around 
15 - 20. It was decided that for the rest of the 34 calculations the solver 
would be set to operate at this optimum value in order to achieve the best 
serial efficiency. Figure 7.48 presents a typical convergence history for one of 
the inclined body-wing calculations with 20 iterations per multiblock cycle. 
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Chapter 8 

General Discussion 

This section presents a discussion on the applicability of the vari- 
ous prediction methods employed in the study, to the cost effective 
design of aerial weapons. 

In Chapter 4 it was shown that for the computation of the vortical flows 

around inclined ogive-cylinder bodies, both the 3D-NS and PNS solvers em- 
ployed were equally capable in the accurate prediction of those flows. This 
is true for both laminar and turbulent flows and for small to moderate an- 
gles of attack. The superior computational efficiency of the PNS approach, 
however, makes it more useful in the design environment than time march- 
ing. The same was found for the calculations performed for the B1AW20A3 
body-wing where the PNS solver, using similar grids as those generated 
for the time marching solver, performed with equivalent accuracy but with 
far superior efficiency. The reduction in CPU time by using an explicit 
PNS solver over a 3D-NS solver has been found to be around 4 times [53]. 
Implementation of an implicit scheme together with multigrid convergence 
acceleration will further improve the efficiency. 

A cost estimation exercise was performed in order to compare the cost 
effectiveness of the various methods for obtaining the longitudinal force and 
moment characteristics and a flowfield description for the B1AW20A3 at an- 
gles of attack from -4° to 18° at every 2° increment. Cost estimations were 
made for the experimental study and for the DATCOM analysis and CFD 
investigations using a turbulent 3D-NS solver, a turbulent PNS code and a 
3D Euter solver. The experimental cost was estimated, including the cost of 
the model manufacture and of the experiments in the Langley tunnel. Costs 
for the DATCOM and CFD analyses assumed that the cost of man hours 
for set-up time was £20,000 per year and computer time on the Silicon 
Graphics Origin 200 used in the study, was charged at £0.5 per hour. This 
figure was evaluated assuming that one has to buy the Origin 200 machine 
which has an efficient lifetime of about 3 years and costs about £10,000. 
Overhead costs including software and other maintenance are taken at 10% 

237 
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while electricity costs for its 805W requirement amounts to about 5.25p per 
hour. The resulting £0.5 per hour cost can be compared with the X100 per 
hour charged by the Cranfield University Computing Service for use on their 
CRAY II computer. The computer time assumes that all 12 angle of attack 
cases were calculated. Table 8.1 gives the results of the cost estimation, to- 
gether with the accuracy associated with each method. The quoted accuracy 
is based on the accuracy, for moderate to high incidences, of the measure- 
ment instrumentation used in experiment and, for the computer prediction 
techniques, on the average accuracy (not including those for axial force) of 
the predictions to meet experimental force and moment measurements. 

Table 8.1: Cost Analysis: B1AW20A3 Investigation 

Solver Set-up Time Run Time Cost (£) Accuracy 

Experiment months 2 weeks sýs 1,000,000 < 1% 
Turbulent NS 5 weeks 1440 hrs. 2,600 < 3% 
Turbulent Explicit PNS 5 weeks 280 hrs. 2,000 < 3% 
Turbulent Implicit PNS 1 5 weeks 60 hrs. 1,950 < 3% 
3D Euter 4 weeks 580 hrs. 1,800 < 20% 
DATCOM 0.5 day 1 sec. 30 10 - 60% 

The table shows that, as far as the current programme is concerned, 
the implicit PNS solver is the most cost effective method for satisfactory 
engineering design. This analysis, however, is not realistic since experimen- 
tal design programs would involve much more than measurements at just 
12 angles of attack and 2 roll angles. A more realistic set of experiments 
would involve the aerodynamic measurements for 20 angles of attack, 15 roll 
angles, 10 fin deflections and 5 different Mach numbers. This amounts to 
15,000 sets of data, or 15,000 CFD calculations. Having manufactured and 
installed the model in the tunnel, it would not require much extra cost, in ei- 
ther time or money, to obtain the extra experimental measurements for this 
more extensive study. The CFD investigation, however, if only performed 
on the one processor machine, would take much more time to predict the full 
15,000 cases. If the 3D-NS solver were employed, it would take 1.8 million 
hours to complete, whereas the much more efficient implicit PNS would take 
75,000 hours. The cost of the study would also dramatically increase. The 
cost in time is quite evidently unacceptable for the requirements of design. 
If the computing time were to be reduced by performing the computations 
in parallel, or by running several cases simultaneously the initial computing 
cost would increase. For instance, if 100 SGI Origin 200 processors were 

'Calculation uses a much finer mesh than that for the other cases. 
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purchased for the study the cost would be around £1,000,000 and the re- 
duction in the computing time would be 100 x. The cost of a CFD study, 
however, would then be greater than the experimental costs. It seems clear 
that CFD is not in a position to be able to replace the wind tunnel for large 

scale tests covering the entire operating envelope of a given configuration. Its 

role in design is, therefore, limited to the investigation of configurations over 
a small range of conditions, and ffr analysis of the effect of small geometry 
changes in the optimisation of a design. 

The analysis shows that although it provides the least accurate predic- 
tions of the longitudinal force and moment characteristics the DATCOM 

aeroprediction code is the most efficient method for the engineering analy- 
sis of conventional missile geometries. A whole series of aerodynamic data 
for various angles of attack, roll angles and wing and fin deflections can be 

obtained at nominal cost. Semi-empirical codes are, therefore, ideal for the 

conceptual design stage as long as the configurations are of the type for 

which large experimental databases are available. This is a severe limitation 
for their applicability since most modern missile designs, especially those de- 

signed for subsonic cruise to long range, now incorporate intakes, straken and 
sharp corners for low radar observability. For such complex geometries with 
little experimental data, the only other alternative at the conceptual design 

stage is an efficient CFD method employed at a few operating conditions in 
the flight envelope of the configuration. 

The 3D Navier-Stokes solver, being far too inefficient is evidently un- 
suitable for use in conceptual design where rapid synthesis is preferred over 
accuracy. Comparison of the other three structured CFD methods investi- 

gated shows that a similar physical prediction is obtained much more rapidly 
at only slightly higher cost by the implicit PNS solver. The only disadvan- 
tage with the use of this solver, as with all structured solvers, is that the 
grid generation is a tedious and time consuming process. In recent years spe- 
cial grid generation techniques have been developed for use with the PNS 

approach [67]. Since a PNS calculation in effect consists of a series of 21) 

crossflow computations, so the grid generation can be treated as the gener- 
ation of a series of crossfiow grids. This method of grid generation coupled 
with a fast PNS solver would be an extremely efficient numerical method for 
the engineering analysis of missile configurations in supersonic flows with no 
streamwise separation or large adverse pressure gradients. 

The structured 3D Euler solver, although the grid generation time was 
less since there is no requirement for fine grid resolution near body surfaces, 
took much longer to obtain the 12 flow solutions. In addition, with an accu- 
racy of < 20% and a cost only marginally less than that for the explicit and 
implicit PNS solvers, there appears to be no reason why a 3D structured 
Euler solver should be used in the design process at all, if the PNS approach 
is applicable. A 3D unstructured Euler solver might be more useful, but for 
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sharp nosed geometries in supersonic flows, the demonstrated efficiency of 
PNS solvers coupled with plane by plane structured grid generation might 
also render them unfeasible for cost effective missile design. Blunt nosed 
configurations can be treated by solving the 3D-NS equations in a time 
marching approach on a block around the blunt region, and using the rear- 
ward station as the starting solution for a PNS calculation of the supersonic 
flow in the downstream blocks away from the subsonic patch formed by the 
normal shock in front of the nose. If semi-empirical codes are employed in 
the conceptual design study, it would be sound practice to calculate a few 
cases using an NS or PNS solver in order to investigate the accuracy of the 
results obtained, especially at high angle of attack. This will, in addition 
provide detailed information on the vortical flow structure which will not be 
available from semi-empirical methods. 

The missile conceptual design study should employ only semi-empirical 
methods, where applicable, and fast and efficient CFD solvers in order to 
gain more accurate data and insight into the flow structure at a few con- 
ditions in the flight envelope. In this manner the conceptual design allows 
for various aerodynamic configurations to be analysed in an iterative process 
until an optimum design is achieved. Experiments and large grid NS calcula- 
tions which provide excellent accuracy but require a lot of time and therefore 
a large cost, should be left until the preliminary design stage. During pre- 
liminary design the optimum configuration can at first be calculated using 
NS or PNS solvers on fine grids at conditions where the conceptual design 
indicates a requirement for more data or information on the flow structure. 
With the addition of all other conceptually designed engineering systems, 
the configuration might require "fine tuning". This can be achieved using 
CFD before any wind tunnel models are built. In this manner the costly 
and lengthy, iterative experimental test-modify practices employed until re- 
cently are taken out of the design process such that, ideally, only one set 
of experiments will be required to obtain aerodynamic data over the entire 
operating range such that the flight dynamic characteristics of the configu- 
ration can be evaluated. In this manner, the introduction of efficient CIE) 
methods into the early stages of design is expected to provide aerodynamic 
configurations which better meet design requirements quicker, and at much 
reduced costs. 

To look in more detail at the typical workload involved in the process 
of a structured CFD analysis, both the time spent setting up, monitor- 
ing and post-processing the calculation and the corresponding CPU time 
was recorded for one of the body-wing explicit NS calculations. Figure 8.1 
presents the pie charts for the workloads in terms of man-hours and CPU 
hours spent for each of the component tasks required for a flow solution. 

The largest number of man-hours, almost 60% of the total, was spent 
generating the volume grids. Surface grid generation was found to be the 
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next largest contribution. In fact the total man hours spent generating the 
grid, including the geometry definition, amounted to 93% of the total man 
hours spent performing the CFD analysis. The cost analysis clearly showed 
that for complex multiblock geometries, the cost due to the total man-hours 
required to set-up the computation is by far the major contribution to the 
total cost of performing the CFD analysis. Any significant reductions in 
the amount of time an aerodynamicist is required to sit and generate the 
grid will considerably reduce the total cost. It is for this reason that much 
effort is currently being focused on efficient grid generation technologies for 
complex geometries, and why unstructured grids (which require much less 
user input) have proved to be so useful. 

Figure 8.1 b) shows a typical pie chart of the CPU hours spent for each 
of the component tasks required for a structured flow solution. The flow 
solution is seen to take 99% of the total CPU hours spent performing the 
CFD analysis. This figure would be reduced somewhat if the implicit PNS 
solver was employed, but the CPU time spent solving the governing flow 
equations would still be, by far, the largest contribution to the total CPU 
time. Together with the man-hours required for the grid generation, the 
CPU time spent on solving the flow equations defines how many cases one 
can perform in a given amount of time, and therefore the usefulness of 
the method to the designer. Faster, more powerful computer processors and 
more efficient numerical algorithms are required to reduce the computational 
workload associated with the flow solution. In particular, parallel algorithms 
have proved to significantly reduce the flow solution times and are now 
popular in CFD and other numerical engineering fields. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

" Both time marching Navier-Stokes and Parabolized Navier-Stokes solvers 
are capable of accurately predicting the vortical supersonic flow about 
inclined slender bodies. 

" The maximum possible measurement error due to the finite size of a 
surface pressure tapping and the pressure gradient across it, can be 

estimated using Navier-Stokes solutions of the local boundary layer 
together with a combination of empirical relationships. 

" The Degani-Schiff radial cut off factor of 1.5, quoted in many publi- 
cations, is too large for the accurate resolution of the smooth sepa- 
ration off cylindrical forebodies in supersonic flows. A value of 1.15 
has been found to provide consistently improved predictions over the 
Mach number range 0.7-2.5. 

" Large separated regions on the leeside of slender cylindrical forebodies 
act to deflect the oncoming supersonic stream which sees the sepa- 
rated region as a virtual modification of the leeside body surface. The 
resulting shock wave, called the "vortex shock", can convect into the 
windward flowfield when the crossflow is subsonic. This reveals the 
mechanism and origin of the windward shock feature observed in the 
schlieren photographs of numerous studies. 

" With transonic crossfiow the vortex shock is strengthened by the ap- 
pearance of a supersonic patch, and appears as an embedded crossflow 
shock wave. If the crosslow along the whole length of the body is tran- 
sonic, the vortex shock cannot pass into the windward flowfield. 

" The phenomenon of the numerical boundary layer/shear layer and re- 
sultant "phantom vortices" in Euler solutions of the supersonic flow 
past smooth inclined slender bodies has been linked to the spatial ac- 
curacy of the solution scheme. Excessive numerical dissipation caused 
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by the localized loss of spatial accuracy in regions where the grid is 
highly stretched can be alleviated by employing a high order MUSCL 

scheme which accounts for grid non-uniformity. 

" The conical flow assumption for the supersonic flow past sharp inclined 
delta wings has been validated using the time marching solutions of 
the full Navier-Stokes equations of two NASA test cases. 

" Euler solutions of supersonic flows past sharp corners can resolve the 
flow separation that occurs at that sharp edge. For sharp leading edge 
delta wings the resulting primary vortex structure can effectively be 

predicted, but the induced secondary flow due to the separation of the 
reattached boundary layer cannot be predicted. 

" Vapour Screen flow visualisation is an effective technique for the qual- 
itative analysis of compressible separated flow structures. 

" The supersonic flow in the wake of the cruciform delta wing arrange- 
ment of the body-wing configuration involves the development of dou- 
ble vortex systems and complicated systems of leading and trailing 
edge shock waves. The double vortex systems observed are seen to be 

generated from the large leading edge vortices and secondary separa- 
tion on the leeside of the low aspect ratio delta wings. 

" CFD is an effective tool in the conceptual and preliminary design pro- 
cess for analysing the aerodynamics at a small number of conditions, 
and for design optimisation exercises, but cannot replace the wind 
tunnel when data over the entire flight envelope is required. 
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Appendix A 

A Brief History of Aerial 
Weapons 

The aerial weapon, is one of mans oldest inventions, conceivably even predat- 
ing the discovery of fire. Modern ICBM's (Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles) 
have ranges of over 7000 miles, are capable of speeds of some 15,000 mph 
and have come a long way from Palaeolithic man hurling rocks in ancient 
prehistory. The principles of motion, however, as well as the basic human 

urges that brought about their use, are very much the same. 
The first spears were developed by smoothing and sharpening wooden 

shafts, but together with rocks and other hand held weapons, they were 
adequate only at close range and were of little use in bringing down agile 
and fast moving prey. The bow and arrow appeared some 4000 years ago 
and revolutionised both hunting and warfare, playing a pivotal roll in over 
a thousand years of British military history. Early forms of artillery were 
the catapult and the trebuchet which hurled large stones against enemy 
defenses. 

All of these early aerial weapons were projectiles aimed directly and relied 
on momentum to pierce or demolish the target. With the discovery of gun 
powder the first experiments were performed on firing projectiles through 
tubes. The earliest "gun" used in the West was the pot-de-fer, first employed 
in the 14th century, it fired a bolt or heavy arrow and was similar to much 
earlier Chinese weapons. The cannons which were developed throughout the 
following three decades certainly changed the way land and naval warfare 
was conducted, but they still relied on the momentum of the projectile, 
and were still highly inaccurate. It was the cannon ball, however, and the 
development of artillery, that prompted the birth of ballistics as a scientific 
field. Perhaps the most monumental contribution to the understanding of 
both ballistics and indeed the much more contemporary fields of rocketry 
and aerodynamics, was Isaac Newton's laws of motion. 

The advent of gun powder also brought about the invention of the shell, 
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the first of which were simple hollow metal balls filled with explosive and 
detonated by a fuse. The advantages of the exploding shell over simple 
cannon balls were twofold; its effect does not depend on its weight or the 
speed at which it leaves the barrel, and it can destroy multiple targets over 
a wide area. 

The first accounts of rockets date back to the use, by the Greeks in 
the defense of Constantinople in the 7th Century, of "flaming arrows" - 
arrows propelled by rockets tied to their shafts. The Chinese are known 
to have employed bamboo tubes filled with explosive powder during the 
10th Century, pioneering the field of solid propellant technology. The use of 
gunpowder and its application to rocket propulsion was the subject of many 
investigators including the German Albertus Magnus and the Englishman 
Roger Bacon in the 13th Century, and Leonardo de Vinci who sketched 
designs in the 15th Century. Less than a hundred years later, Conrad Ilaas 
first discussed the concept of multiple stage rockets and developed swept 
back fins attached to the forebody of his designs to improve stability and 
accuracy of his rockets. 

The British Army, having been subjected to Indian rocket fire during the 
Siege of Seringapatam in 1799, commissioned Colonel William Congrieve to 
develop a rocket system for use by the Royal Artillery. Congrieve came up 
with the design of a rocket on the end of a long shaft which acted to stabilize 
the rocket in flight over a tkm range. This type of stabilization is still 
employed today on display rockets. In his studies Congrieve reported that 
the thrust of the rocket is exerted without a recoil on the point from which 
it is launched. The Royal Navy, therefore, adopted his designs and during 
the Napoleonic Campaign Admiral Gambler's Fleet bombarded Copenhagen 
with 25,000-45,000 ship launched rockets during a three day siege in 1807. 
Congrieve Rockets, however, had a bad reputation. Not only did the long 
sticks make them cumbersome, the rockets proved unreliable and erratic to 
the extent that they often turned back on the firer. 

Further developments were made by William Hale in the early 1800's who 
invented the technique of spin stabilization. Spin stabilization was already 
widely used in artillery, where the gun barrel was "rifled", thus spinning the 
projectile and improving its accuracy. Hale spun his rockets by placing gas 
vents at the base of his designs, each arranged to cause a tangential efflux 
and thus impart a rotary motion. Hale rockets were successfully tested 
during the British campaigns in Abyssinia and in the Crimea. 

Rockets were extensively used by both sides in the American Civil War. 
Accounts exist that the Confederate Army attempted to fire a Ballistic mis 
sile at Washington DC from their capital in Richmond, Virginia. Confed- 
erate President Jefferson Davis was supposed to have been present at the 
launch of the 12 foot high, solid fueled rocket, and watched as it was ignited 
and accelerated up into the air and out of site. No mention was made as to 
where the rocket impacted. 
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During the 1890's, the Swedish engineer Wilhelm Unge made pioneering 
developments in solid propellant technology. He employed stabilizers to 
increase storage life and plasticizers to make the powders safer to handle. 
His propellants were the first to be designed for controlled burn rates which 
enabled rockets to be delivered at much greater accuracy. This innovation 

together with that of spin stabilization meant that by the turn of the century, 
rockets could be delivered with the same accuracy as artillery shells. 

The British Royal Flying Corps and the French Air Force developed ex- 
perimental rockets during World War One, launched from the outboard 
struts of their bi-plane wings, to destroy observation balloons, they met 
only limited success. The First World War and the threat posed by German 
Zeppelins, however, brought about the first truly guided aerial weapon. The 
Flying Target, developed by a British Professor, A. M. Lowe, was essentially 
a monoplane flying bomb, powered by a propeller and guided by radio from 
the ground. The weapon, though successfully tested, was never employed in 

anger. 
The principal drawback of rocket propulsion during this time was that 

of the propellant. Solid propellants were limited in the amount of power 
they could provide. During the early postwar years, two men began work 
on the concept of liquid fueled rockets. In Germany, Herman Oberth pub- 
lished work on high altitude liquid fueled rockets, as did Robert Goddard 
in America. By 1935, Goddards' rockets were achieving altitudes of 75,000 
feet, having accelerated to over 700 mph. 

Following on Oberth's work, a small group of German scientists contin- 
ued to develop liquid propellant technology, one of whom was Werner Von 
Braun, a young scientist from the Berlin Institute of Technology. After 

graduating, the German Army offered to fund Von Braun's work on liquid 

rocket motors, and in November 1932 he founded Germany's ballistic missile 
program at Peenemunde on the Baltic coast of Germany. With increased 
funding and more scientists, a series of rockets were launched culminating 
in the successful launch of the A-4 on October 3rd 1942. The rocket accel- 
erated to a Mach number of 4.7, and an altitude of 275,000 feet and became 
the first man-made object to breach the Earth's atmosphere. 
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Figure A. 1: Vi. ( (ierin ! it V-2 (A-4) Ballistic ; t/r.. mh 

The six years of World War 11 saw trvinvnclous advances in military tech 

nology and, in part, icula. r, the advent, of' tine jet. engine, long; range nick 

ets and the atomic bonºb. Germans and Americans used I'mizerfaust and 
Bazooka. anti-t, a. nk rockets. The Russians developed a. 130imn lorry mounted 

multiple rocket, system ca. ltrd the Katyusha, while the Wesi 'rn Allies 11 sod 

a3 inch anti-aircraft, rocket and a. ir-ground rockets fired from airura, ft tO 
destroy ground targets. Voll Braun's A-1 rocket, was mass Iºreellue i'iI, do-il; 

natecl the V-2 "Vengeance Weapon", it, was first hunched against London on 
7th September 194.1. While Von Brat ins Army tvaºn were Imsy developing 

their rockets, their Luftwaffe colleagues were developing il wiliged silb., i itu 

cruise missile. Catapult launched, it, was powered by an air bre'at hing Dols(' 
jet engine and cont. rollc'c1 using inertial guidance. 'I'ltis nºissile, designated 

the V-I, was design to fly towards its target, when, after it had rvartºe'dI its 

1)rogra. unuulell range, after a certain timt' Interval, Olle engine would sinnt Illl 

and the missile would stall, e'ffective'ly becoming a boulb. The first German 

guided missile - the rocket, powered, radio cont'rolle'd gliding holuh de sip, 
nat. ed HS-293, was launched on 23rd August. 1913 against allied tillilepillg ill 
the Bay of Biscay. The following year the I: uftwaii'e launched a ýinºilat but 

unpowered device against. I'lymout, h harbour, called FUi l'% (FN 11111)1. 
Probably the most, complex, and revolutionary weapon tu e'nºe'rge Irurll 
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l'eeneniunde was the first, supersonic surface-to-air guided weapon - the 
"Wasserfall" anti-aircraft missile. The rocket niacdv II test flights, hut for- 

tunately for the Allies, it never went- into service. The %ve, ºpun cmnsistecl of 
a slender forebody based on the A--I design, with a cruciloriu Wing aarrauige- 
ment and a similar arrangement, of deflectable tail fins re(luired to pruvi(le 
the manouevering capability at, the Mach 'l 3 opera int; condit. iýýns. Graphite 

rudders were fitted on the base to deflect the jet eillax for control during the 
launch phase. Comprehensive wind tunnel tests were perfuriued Oil nia. ny 
different configurations and control systems. 'l'he effects of vertex interfer- 

ence at high incidence, the flight dynamic characteristics wit Ii niuwonient 
in the centre of gravity due to fuel consumption, supersonic heating, target 
tracking and control systems and many more important prol, lenis were first 

addressed during the design and development, of the \Va serf'. ºII. 

Figure A. 2: Thi German Nasse fall All fi-. "1irY"rrtft Ali.. - lit /'rYt, u, rti fut Ii si 
Flight 

The pioneering work performed in advancedººwrcly1minies, by G'rnºmn 
weapon scientists and engineers during the I930'M and Itl's, kºid t Iºl' b; º:, iý, 
for all modern aerial weapon technology. Since the Second World War nº. º 
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jor advancements have been made in sensor technology, in micro-electronic 
control systems and in the understanding of radar visibility. Modern missile 
configuration designs, however, are still based essentially on those developed 

over fifty years ago in the research centres of Nazi Germany. 
From this introductory history on air flight weapons, up until the end 

of World War II, it can clearly be seen that the historical trend which has 
led from the rock to the guided missile has been to deliver a weapon more 
accurately against an enemy target. Pin point accuracy is now a necessary 
requirement in the development of aerial weapons. The problem which con- 
fronts the modern weapon designer is that the enemy target is becoming 
faster and ever more agile and stealthy. 
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Appendix B 

Calculation of 8* and Local 
Streamwise Pressure 
Gradient Used in Surface 
Pressure Measurement Error 
Estimation 

This section outlines the methods used for the calculation of both the dis- 

placement thickness and the local streamwise pressure gradient at the surface 
obtained from the viscous flow solutions of CRANS3D. These properties are 
used in the estimation of the maximum error in the measurement of sur- 
face static pressure due to the flow disturbance from a pressure tapping (see 
Section 4.2). The aim of the analysis was to obtain error bars for the exper- 
imental measurements of the circumferential surface pressure distribution. 

The boundary layer displacement thickness b", for a compressible flow is 
defined as: 

s*_ 
1" (1- PVe) dy (ß. 1) 

where 6< yl < oo. The circumferential distribution of displacement 
thickness at a given axial station was evaluated by first calculating the 
boundary layer thickness, defined where the total velocity (V = /? + v4 tom) 
at a given J station becomes 99.5% of the total velocity at the next J sta- 
tion. The corresponding values of the density and total velocity at the edge 
of the boundary layer, pe and Ve respectively, can then be taken and the 
appropriate radial summnation carried out between y=0 -º 6 will yield the 
displacement thickness. The circumferential distribution of 6' is obtained 
by performing this radial calculation for each K station. 
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Consider the schematic of the method used to calculate the local stream- 
wise surface pressure gradient shown in Figure B. 1. The local streamwise 
pressure gradient at the surface is the gradient in pressure taken in the di- 

rection, n, of the first total velocity vector V above the surface (ie: at J=2). 
The velocity components, tangential to the surface, acting in the longitudi- 

nal, is, and circumferential, (, directions can then be evaluated using either 
the velocity and area vector components, or simple trigonometric relations 
involving the surface slope. 

The pressure gradients at (i, 1, k) in the t and ( directions were treated 
using central differencing as shown in Figure B. I. Since the clustering in 
the circumferential direction was uniform for all the slender body cases, 
the incremental angle dO (subtended by successive K=constant lines on the 
x-axis (X X) in the given x=constant plane) will be the same for each cell. 

The pressure gradients in the ý and ( directions can therefore be evaluated 
for each cell in the circumferential direction as follows: 

Figure B. 1: Calculation of Local Streamwise Pressure Gradient 
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op 
- 

Pi+1,1, k - Pi-1,1, k (B. 2) 
((xi+l, 

l, k - Xi-1,1, k)2 + (yi+1,1, k - Y, -1,1, k)2) 

OP Pi, 1, k+l - Pi, l, k-r ä( 2rdo 
(B. 3) 

The required local streamwise pressure gradient on the surface can then 
be evaluated: 

+ 
Op dp 

_ 
of Op v( 

ä; va4vac 
(ß. 4) 

The circumferential distributions of 8" and dp/dn can then be used in 
the calculation for estimating the experimental error associated with the 
measured circumferential surface pressure distributions. 



Appendix C 

Prediction of the Occurrence 

of the Embedded Crossflow 
Shock 

For 2D subsonic flow past a circular object: 

Cp =1- 4sin2O (C. 1) 

Giving a minimum Cp at 0 90° of -3. The value of the minimum Cp, 

corrected for the effects of compressibility, can be obtained by application 
of the Prandtl-Glauert factor: 

C, p - 
-3 (C. 2) 

1-M 

At a given Mach number, the critical value of the minimum Cp, when the 
local flow will reach sonic conditions is given by: 

C? 
Cr = 7M2 

([('y 

1) 
(1 

+ ry 
2I 

M2)1 (C. 3) 

Figure C. 1 presents the variation of the critical value of the minimum 
Cp against the crossflow Mach number given by equation (C. 3) together 
with the curve relating the minimum Cp on the circular body and the Mach 

number. The crossflow Mach number at which the two curves cross is that 
for which sonic conditions will occur in the invisced flow at 0-9.0°. 
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Figure Cl: . Calculation of Critical Conditions 


